TRIOTRON’S BIG NATIONAL PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN is arousing enormous interest all over the country. Large-space advertising in the DAILY MAIL, DAILY EXPRESS, DAILY HERALD, NEWS CHRONICLE, RADIO TIMES, SUNDAY REFEREE, &c., &c., as well as BROADCASTS from RADIO PARIS and outdoor publicity on OMNIBUSES, HOARDINGS and SKY SIGNS, is selling TRIOTRON VALVES to the MILLIONS. Make sure you are getting your full share of this big business. Let your motto for the future be

FROM NOW ON – TRIOTRON!

The largest selling Independent Valve in the World!

FOR THE "S.T.400"
AND MANY OTHER
FAMOUS SETS

Bulgin Toggle Switches have long represented the acme of Switch construction, and hold an unassailable position in the esteem of manufacturers, dealers and public alike. They were the first British made Toggle Switches and embody many years' manufacturing experience.

The Range of BULGIN MAINS SWITCHES, already the most comprehensive in the Trade, comprises:

Fig. 1. LIST NO. S.80. FOR THE "S.T.400." Single Pole "On" and "Off," with terminals. (Subject) 1/6
Fig. 2. List No. S.81. Single Pole Change Over, with terminals. (Subject) 1/9
Fig. 3. List No. S.87. 3-point Short Circuiting, with terminals. (Subject) 1/9
Fig. 4. List No. S.88. Double Pole "On" and "Off," with terminals. (Subject) 2/9
Fig. 5. List No. S.89. Double Pole Change Over, with terminals. (Subject) 3/3
Fig. 6. List No. S.102. Single Pole "On" and "Off." Phosphor bronze wiping contacts and soft soldered ends ready for connections. (Subject) 1/3
Fig. 7. List No. S.103. Single Pole Change Over, with soldering tags. (Subject) 1/6
Fig. 8. List No. S.80A. Short Bush Single Pole "On" and "Off." 1/9
Fig. 9. List No. S.80B. Slotted Dolly Single Pole "On" and "Off." (Subject) 1/6
Fig. 10. List No. S.81. Slotted Dolly Change Over Switch. 1/9

AND NOW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List No.</th>
<th>DOUBLE POLE TOGGLE SWITCH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S.104</td>
<td>For D.C. mains, For eliminator or H.T., wave-changing, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rating 250 &quot;V 3 A (Subject) 2/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST ENLARGED 80 PAGE CATALOGUE "T"

A. F. BULGIN & Co., Ltd., Abbey Road, Barking, Essex
Telephones: Grangewood 3266 & 3267. London Showrooms: 9, 10, 11, Cursitor St., E.C.4. Telephone: Holborn 2072
LAST YEAR - THE "42"

THIS YEAR

Again Marconiphone dominate the 4-valve market

"253" PRODUCTION VASTLY INCREASED!

In many ways the 4-valve all-mains is the "bull's eye" market: for the average home with electric supply the 4-valve is the ideal set. Last year Marconiphone dominated this market with the "42"—this year they are dominating with the "253." For 16 guineas the "253" offers your customers a specification and a performance which cannot be bettered—and the assurance of the most famous name in radio. Do you wonder that "253" production has been vastly increased?
THE "253"
OSRAM 2-VOLT VALVES WITH THE WEMBLEY FILAMENT

The filament with the highest electron emission efficiency of any Battery valve filament in the world.

A CHOICE OF HIGH EFFICIENCY LOUDSPEAKER VALVES

OSRAM LP2
The most sensitive and economical 2-volt Power Valve for sets with single stage Low Frequency amplification.
- Amplification Factor: 15
- Impedance: 3,900 ohms
- Slope: 3.85 m.a./v.

Price: 8/9.

OSRAM P2
The popular 2-volt Super Power Valve for highest Quality Reproduction with economy in HT Current in any 2-volt Battery Set.
- Amplification Factor: 7.5
- Impedance: 2,150 ohms
- Slope: 3.5 m.a./v.

Price: 12/–

OSRAM PT2
The 2-volt Pentode with amazing sensitivity and high power output for the minimum possible HT current consumption.
- Slope: 2.5 m.a./v.

Price: 17/6

NOTE
The large area of Anode for easy heat dissipation — large power output and long life — Osram "Cushion-Springing" & "Safety Lock Construction."

FOR EXTRA QUALITY WITHOUT EXTRA COST

They're all demanding EPOCHS

276

WITH 5-RATIO INPUT TRANSFORMER
(Handles 5 watts)

Fitted in handsome French Polished Oak Cabinet as Illustrated. Type 20C. 10/-

BETTER TO BE SURE THAN SORRY MR. DEALER

CHRISTMAS BUYERS WANT DELIVERY 'ON THE NAIL'!

Epoch popularity is on the ascendant. A special 'burst' of publicity during the next week or two will send buyers to your shop intent on buying EPOCHS. Delivery next week won't satisfy them—they want the goods there and then. And they can get them at most Radio Shops.

You cannot afford, Mr. Dealer, to miss good business by inadequate stocks of this wonderful seller. Two or three days before Christmas will be too late. When the public come to you for EPOCHS see that you are in a position to supply them—from stock.

IF YOUR CUSTOMERS ARE PREPARED TO PAY A LITTLE MORE TO GET ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST QUALITY IN THE WORLD, AT ANYWHERE NEAR THE PRICE, THERE IS THE 'EPOCH 20TH CENTURY' MODEL AT 35/- OR COMPLETE WITH HANDSOME OAK CABINET TYPE 20 c.c. AT 47/-.

We have some bright showcards, window streamers and sales literature all bent on the same job—selling Epochs for you. So check over those stocks and take a chance on another dozen to meet this big demand.

The EPOCH "M.M."

It has an 8-in. diaphragm, copper-plated cone chassis, 5-ratio input transformer and a substantial high cobalt steel magnet (not so-called cobalt steel magnet of similar appearance, containing only 3½%). The "M.M." will comfortably handle a 5-watt input. The full size (8-in.) diaphragm is made in one piece and impregnated. Resistance of speech coil 5.50. 5-ratio matchings of input transformer ensure fine matching with power, super-power or pentode output valve.

EPOCH RADIO MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., Exmouth House, Exmouth St., London, E.C.1 (at the junction of Rosebery Avenue and Farringdon Road) Phone: Clerkenwell 6656.
LEWCONS

FINE WIRES

ARE UNIVERSALLY USED BY RADIO ENGINEERS . . . .

1 Because the use of the finest raw materials and the fifty years' manufacturing experience behind them ensures their consistent quality.

2 Because they are the products of the largest up-to-date plant in the country.

3 Because rigorous tests have proved their astonishing durability and reliability under the most exacting conditions.

4 Because highly organised channels of distribution, and large stocks at all branches and factory, ensure quick delivery.

ENAMEL INSULATED.
COTTON COVERED.
SILK COVERED.
ENAMEL AND COTTON COVERED.
ENAMEL AND SILK COVERED.
RESISTANCE WIRES, ETC.

Stocked in all sizes.

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS, LIMITED,
CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.10
SELL WITH EVERY SET A

LAKER

AERIAL OUTFIT

Mr. Dealer,

Here is a complete aerial outfit for 23/- list. Your assistant can assemble and erect this mast in half an hour. The actual raising of the mast can be done by a man or boy in a few seconds. Tell your customer about the greatly improved reception from a Steel Aerial Mast and scientific aerial accessories.

THE OUTFIT COM普RES: Steel Mast complete, as illustrated below. Aerial Insulator, Screw Eye, Lead-in, 49 Strand Aerial Wire, Shock Absorber with insulators Flexible Steel Halary, 20 ft. Rubber-covered Lead-in Wire. 20 ft. Earth Wire. Order a simple outfit through your factor now! We can, if necessary, dispatch direct to your customer. Price: 23/- (List). Discount is 30 per cent.


No. 5. Galvanised rust-proof Earth Tube, 2/-, also made Electro-coppered at 1/- and 1/6, and Real Copper, 4/6. No. 6. Porcelain Lightning Switch, 9d. No. 7. Special pure copper Aerial wire, 49 strands, 1/6 for 50 ft. Coil. No. 8. Shell Shock absorber with best British non-rusting coil spring, 10d. No. 9. Laker "Non-Jam" Pulley with Eye Bolt, 9d., or with Screw Eye, 8d. Pulley only, 6d. Eye Bolt only, 3d. No. 10. Galvanised Malleable Cleat, 4d. No. 11. Best British Manilla Rope Halyard with spliced insulator, 60 ft. 2/-, 100 ft. 3/-.

Write for list. All Factors catalogue and stock "Laker" Aerial Fittings.

LAKER STEEL MASTS

(Complete) Tapering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length (ft.)</th>
<th>Price (6d.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Heavy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length (ft.)</th>
<th>Price (6d.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Laker Masts are made in portable sections, and occupy only small space in your shop.

HOLD-OFF BRACKET

Tubular Steel and Porcelain Insulator. 18 in., 2/6. 30 in., 3/-, 36 in., 3/6.

LAKER EARTH TUBES

Exactly as illustrated. 1 in. dia. 30 in. long. Solid head and point (may be hard driven in ground). Prices: 1/-, 1/6, 2/- & 4/-.

LAKER STRAINING SCREWS

Unbreakable Malleable Iron Galvanised. 10½ in., 9d. 12 in., 1/-, 18 in., 2/9

LAKER LIGHTNING ARRESTER

The best arrester on the market. Totally enclosed in glass and damp proof. Has visible spark gap. In next box. 2s. 6d.

LAKER "NON-JAM" PULLEY

(Galvanised)
The best wireless pulley made. Has close-fitting wheel which will not jam the thinnest halyard. Price 6d., ditto malleable 8d.

JOHN & JAMES LAKER CO., LTD., BECKENHAM, KENT.
FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE MAZDA D.C. MAINS RANGE...

The Mazda D.C. mains valves are the only completely satisfactory solution to D.C. mains receiver operation. They overcome all the disadvantages of high running cost and low efficiency previously associated with D.C. receivers.

The new Mazda indirectly heated 0.1 amp. valves enable D.C. users to enjoy, at last, the range and quality given by A.C. receivers. No other D.C. mains valves are so economical.

The Range comprises:

**THE DC 2/SGVM** a variable-mu screened grid valve giving results fully equal to its A.C. counterpart.

**THE DC 2/SG** is for those who wish to use an ordinary screened grid valve.

**THE DC 3/HL** for the detector stage.

**THE DC 2/P or DC 2/Pen** for the output stage.

Stock and recommend these and other useful Mazda types. They are being widely advertised. Requisition supplies of Mazda literature and display material from the Ediswan representative. Mazda valves are fitted by all the leading receiver manufacturers.

EDISWAN RADIO

100% BRITISH—Designed by British Engineers

The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd.
The ideal Christmas present for every user of a battery-operated set or portable.

(Provided he has electric light)

Send for supplies of Ekco Sales Aids and literature and make a bold display.

E. K. Cole Ltd.,
Selling G.E.C. Radio This Xmas Because

1) G.E.C. Radio provides a set for every customer who enters your shop.
3) G.E.C. Radio safeguards your profits and means NO SERVICE TROUBLES.

GECoPHONE "VIKING" for A.C. Mains. Price 23 GNS.

GECoPHONE SUPER - HET for A.C. Mains. Price 26 GNS.

GECoPHONE RADIO-GRAM for A.C. Mains. Price 30 GNS.

THE "GALA"
Outstanding features of this receiver include:
- ILLUMINATED INDEX GIVING STATIONS BY NAME
- Moving-Coil Loud Speaker, One-Knob Tuning
- Handsome Matt Walnut Cabinet, 12 months' guarantee
- Standard Models for A.C. Mains, 40/80 cycles, or D.C. Mains

PRICE, including OSRAM VALVES and ROYALTY:
- 15 GNS Hire Purchase: Deposit 30/- and 12 monthly payments of 25/6
- 16 GNS Hire Purchase: Deposit 30/- and 12 monthly payments of 27/6

THE EVER WIDENING CIRCLE

Ever thrown a stone into a pond and seen the ever-widening circle of water ripple away? Something similar happens every time a "PERMAG" Reproducer with the Baker Tone Control is sold. Everybody who buys a "PERMAG" at once becomes a "PERMAG" fan. He is soon telling his friends of its wonderful quality . . . of the uncanny fidelity with which it reproduces both speech and music. Thus, one sale soon becomes many. And this doesn’t happen occasionally just here and there—it is happening all the time all over the country. There’s an ever-widening circle of profit for the dealers who are far-seeing enough to stock, display, demonstrate and PUSH "PERMAG." Start getting your share to-day by sending your factor an order for three or four.

Push "PERMAG" for Profits

The famous "PERMAG" Reproducer. Chassis only with input transformer 38/6
Complete in a handsome cabinet, input transformer, and the BAKER TONE CONTROL 49/6

Always recommend your customers to purchase the "PERMAG" complete in the cabinet because this cabinet has been specially designed to avoid box resonances and to give surprising amplification equal to that usually obtained from a large baffle.

BAKER PERMAG REPRODUCERS WITH THE BAKER TONE CONTROL

BAKER’S "SELHURST" RADIO. New Works and Demonstration Rooms: 75-77 Sussex Road, S. Croydon, Surrey. Phone: Croydon 3441-2
MARCONI 258
RADIOGRAM
55 GNS.
also
MODEL 330
AT 29 GNS.

MARCONI MODEL 248 2-Valve Battery Model
£4.19.6
also
252 3-Valve Battery Model
£9.17.6

MARCONI MODEL 535 AT
39 GNS.
also
MODEL 536
AT 46 GNS.

MARCONI MODEL 252
A.C. or D.C.
AT
16 GNS.

Send for Catalogue To-day

DECCA RECORDS?

IN STOCK?
Of course it is!

Main Offices, Showrooms and Warehouse:
3-11 CARRS LANE, BIRMINGHAM 4
Telephone: Midland 5941 (Private Branch Ex.)
Telegrams: "PEEANEF," Birmingham

Nottingham Depot:
59 Friar Lane, Nottingham
Telephone: Nottingham 40326 (Private Branch Ex.)
Telegrams: "PEEANEF," Nottingham

Manchester Depot:
21 BRIDGE ST. & 18 KING ST.,
DEANSGATE
Telephone: Blackfriars 9157-B
Telegrams: "PEEANEF," Manchester.
ULTRA
SETS THAT ENTERTAIN THE NATION

TIGER PLAYS IN AUNTIE'S ROOM

THE WIRELESS AND GRAMOPHONE TRADER

December 10, 1932
(Supplement xiii) 13
This well-known radio and television authority pays striking tribute to the new W.B. "Mansfield" Speaker Magnetic System.

"... The ultimate result is a really astonishingly high flux density for the size of the magnet used... fidelity of tone of outstanding merit... sensitivity very noteworthy, comparable in many respects with externally energised types without the necessity for mains or batteries. The Speaker will handle an input more than sufficient for quite a large room and yet can be worked satisfactorily from a small two-valve set... My conclusions—this new P.M.4 Speaker is a definite advance in the permanent magnet class."

30 per cent. more efficient than a good cobalt steel magnet of same weight.
10 per cent. more efficient than a chrome steel magnet of three times the weight. Robust steel chassis now possible with no magnetic loss whatever.

All the papers are telling the public. And the volume of enquiries is enormous—so be sure to let us know if you have stocks of W.B. "Mansfield" Speakers.

"Mansfield" Senior (Improved P.M.4), complete with 3-ratio transformer 42/-
"Mansfield" Junior (P.M.5), complete with 3-ratio transformer 27/6
"Mansfield" Cabinet in well-finished oak (for P.M.4 or 5) extra 25/-
The OSRAM "THIRTY-THREE" Music Magnet is a set which will give brilliant service and lasting satisfaction—the highest standards of reproduction and reliability. These are of far greater importance than mere "cheapness," which means disappointment and expense in the long run. You cannot go wrong if you sell quality.

**MAKE SURE OF AMPLE STOCKS FOR THE XMAS DEMAND!**

**PRICE**

9 GNS.

Including Cabinet, built-in Loud Speaker and OSRAM VALVES.

**HIRE PURCHASE**

Deposit £1 and 12 monthly payments of 15/-
May we suggest a plan? Being new and remarkable-looking, the Block Accumulator thrills a wireless "fan" at sight. So we suggest—keep one by your side on the counter; as your customer completes his purchase of screws or wire or valves, just slide it in front of him and say "Makes a fine Christmas present, that!" Between thirty and sixty per cent of such customers will buy. We know; we've had experience. You could clear a gross that way—battery sales that otherwise wouldn't have occurred. The Block plate-less Accumulator is, in fact, the accumulator of a new day (and looks it!)—80 amp. hrs. at almost the price of 40; relatively light, compact; holds full charge indefinitely when not in use; altogether stronger, more efficient, smoother in output, than the present-day "plate" type. Choice of coloured bakelite case. Well advertised—our first fortnight's production was cleared in the first THREE DAYS of our sales campaign (so do please order early!) Enquire at once.

Block Batteries Ltd., Abbey Road, Barking, E
I HAVE NOW MET the majority of Murphy Dealers and have discussed with them the recent price and discount reductions.

First of all I will express publicly our deep appreciation of their support and their trust, given even in many cases where dealers were uncertain that the step they were asked to take was a wise or fair one.

The following facts will hearten those dealers who are still in doubt:—

1. We are selling 2 1/2 times as many sets.

2. In spite of reduced discounts on lower prices, Murphy Dealers are receiving an income 50% higher than before.

3. I have already been able to take back the whole of the people we sacked.

Frank Murphy
THOUSANDS OF DEALERS - ARE USING THIS FREE "GOLTONE" DISPLAY STAND

The Trade has shown their appreciation of the new "GOLTONE" effort to assist sales.

The "Goltone" Free Display Stand with its Bright Gilt background and self-adjusting clips to hold the components in position has proved a Wonderful Sales Creator for the Dealer.

It provides a really effective display for the Components, and the numerous letters of appreciation received from dealers who, through its display in window and on counter is a tribute to the success of this scheme.

The Display Board is provided with a bracket at back to enable it to stand on Counter or in Window, and is sent out complete ready for use. No charge is made for the Display Board.

SEND YOUR SALES BOOMING WITH THIS "GOLTONE" WINNER

The finest proposition you have ever been offered.

Don't delay, fill in the coupon and post to-day. Delivery will be made in strict rotation.

TEAR OFF THIS COUPON AND POST TO-DAY

To WARD & GOLDSTONE LTD., PENDLETON, MANCHESTER

Please send particulars how to obtain your "GOLTONE" FREE SALES DISPLAY

NAME:
ADDRESS:
W.T. CALLED

Ward & Goldstone
PENDLETON, MANCHESTER LTD.
Treasure-trove

Just as the treasure-chest's revelation of riches burst thrillingly upon the eyes of the old-time buccaneers, so is the McMichael's breath-taking beauty of performance revealed to the listener of to-day. Every McMichael radio instrument is a treasure-chest—a casket of rich, colourful sound—awaiting but the turn of a dial to pour forth its treasures. Unstintingly it gives—of sound and of stations—of quality and of quantity.

THE McMICHAEL

DUPLEX FOUR

MAINS TRANSPORTABLE

(For Alternating Current only)

The cabinet of this McMichael receiver is, alone, a veritable triumph of craftsmanship.

Within this cabinet the set is entirely self-contained, so that it is easily transportable and may be operated wherever a suitable mains socket or plug is available. Neither aerial nor earth is necessary, although for operation in remote districts these may be applied.

Contained in the receiver is a Moving-Coil Loudspeaker, the reproduction from which is quite exceptional—no less than sheer delight.

The circuit employed is similar to that already made famous in the Duplex Four Battery Models, except for the "mains" adaptation.

Indicating on the Duplex Scale, this circuit includes the latest refinements in design, and gives maximum range and selectivity with a minimum of controls. Provision is made for applying a gramophone pick-up, and an external additional loudspeaker or 'speakers.

In its finely figured walnut cabinet the McMichael Duplex Four Mains Transportable is a delight to the eye as to the ear, and retailing at 21 gns. (including all Royalties) is supreme value.

Here, at McMichael's, we do all in our power to assist the dealer to encourage sales by means of attractive showcards, leaflets, etc. Our Hire Purchase Scheme has also proved invaluable in helping to clinch sales. If you do not already stock McMichael Receivers, you are well advised to write immediately, either to us or to your factors, for terms and sales aids.

McMICHAEL RADIO LTD.

Wexham Road, Slough, Bucks

Telephone: Slough 441-442
Immediate delivery if you order at once

Our increased output arrangements have enabled us to cope with the large demand for "Silver Knight" H.T. batteries.

We are now in a position to fill immediately all orders for every type in any quantity.

There is just time to make sure that you have sufficient stocks to meet the Christmas rush.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Volts.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>5/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>9/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>11/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price List</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Type.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Volts.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>12/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>21/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grid Bias.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Usual Trade Discounts.
ALL’S WELL!

Staunch Lissen dealers are NOT Complaining of Bad Trade!

Lissen are showing you the way to record turnover.

Some of the September optimists have become November pessimists! They are saying “Trade is bad.” THAT IS NOT TRUE— for the right lines at the right prices, properly presented, there is a REALLY AMAZING DEMAND. Lissen dealers are having a good time!

The bigger the proportion of Lissen in your stock the nearer you will be to record profits.
**AND NOW — — — —!!!**

**THE AMAZING**

**ALL MAINS TWO**

**AVAILABLE FOR**

**A.C. OR D.C.**

**£8 : 8 : 0**

MAGNAVOX MOVING COIL SPEAKER—MAZDA MAINS VALVES—WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFICATION IN A.C. MODEL

Phone Willesden 7561—Extension 5 for details

Manufactured by
CONSOLIDATED RADIO CO. LTD., 75 Kilburn Lane, London, W.10

---

"**Half a mile away**"

Speech, clear and undistorted, heard at a distance of eight hundred and eighty yards from the Loud Speaker. Only the B.S.R. 50 Watt Amplifier can give such a performance.

A Letter from Lincoln states:
"I am very satisfied with Amplifier. I am using an Exponential Horn Type Speaker and this has been heard half a mile away on third volume, that is, speech can be clearly heard at this distance."

The original letter may be inspected at our offices.

---

**BRIEF SPECIFICATION**

Specification includes enamelled steel chassis Screened Grid I.F. Amplification, and 2 PFP/400 Power Valves. A 3-ratio Output Transformer is incorporated, also volume control. Two input tappings are provided for Radio and Gramophone Pick-up, and three tappings for operation on mains of from 190/210, 210/230 and 230/250 V., 50 Cycles. The Amplifier gives a practically flat characteristic from 50 to 8,000 cycles, with power sufficient to feed at least 6 M.C. speakers. A Radio Chassis is available for use with this Amplifier.

---

**50 WATT ALL-MAINS AMPLIFIER**

retailing at only £19 GNS. (valves extra)
gives faithful reproduction

Write for full particulars. Trade Discounts are generous

BIRMINGHAM SOUND REPRODUCERS, LTD., CLAREMONT WORKS, OLD HILL, STAFFS

*Phone: Crodley Heath 6370*  
*Grams: Electronic, Old Hill.*
"I recommend and sell more Aerodyne sets than any other make!"

That's what I told the Aerodyne people, and they have used it in their full-page advertising."

"It's true. I sell more Aerodynes because the customer is already more than half sold on Aerodyne before he comes in my shop. Why waste time trying to sell him something else. I can't make a bigger profit, and I can't recommend a better set. Look at this Aerodyne Screened Grid Three—with moving-coil speaker. There is no doubt that this is the finest set for the battery market, and the quality far surpasses anything yet produced. Only 9 guineas complete. Listen. I'll switch it on. Can you wonder why they say 'That's the set I want.'"

Write for details to:
HUSTLER, SIMPSON & WEBB, LTD., AERODYNE WORKS, 317 HOE STREET, WALTHAMSTOW, E.17.

REGD. TRADE MARK
Phone: Waf. 2535
15 GNS.

Write for Sample Receiver for 7 days' Free Trial

3-Valve Electric Receiver

in modern Walnut Cabinet with Mains Energised Moving-Coil Speaker.
The latest Semi-Band-Pass tuning, employing Screened Grid, Detector and Pentode output, resulting in wonderful selectivity, sensitivity and most exceptional volume.

15 GNS.

Write for Sample Receiver for 7 days' Free Trial

Wm. Diben & Sons, Ltd.
SOUTHAMPTON.

DELIVER THE GOODS
5 DEPOTS TO SERVE YOU

Full stocks of all the quickest selling Lines in Radio. Order from your nearest ITONIA Depot to-day.

- LEEDS
  44 WELLINGTON STREET.
  Phone: 30061/2
  ALBA, BEETHOVEN, CESSOR, DAPTACon, EKCO, MARCONI-PHONE, PHILIPS, PYE, ULTRA, ITONIA GRAMOPHONES

- PORTSMOUTH
  17 COMMERCIAL ROAD.
  Phone: 2411/2

- BR'STOL
  65 VICTORIA STREET.
  Phone: 20274/5

- CANTERBURY
  20 ROSE LANE.
  Phone: 1049/1

- LONDON
  58 CITY ROAD, E.C.1
  Phone: Clerkenwell 2031 (8 lines)
  Let LONDON have your Record Orders. Wonderful delivery Service for COLUMBIA, REGAL, PARLOPHONE, ZONOPHONE and IMPERIAL.
GREATER RANGE & Greater Sales...

K-B 'KolStar' 6-valve Super-Het receiver (A.C.). Covers long, medium and short (16 to 70 metres approx.) wave ranges. Walnut Pedestal cabinet. Including moving-coil speaker, valves and royalties. £24.17.6


KB 320 4-valve A.C. Receiver. Also covers three wave ranges. Has two variable-mu valves. Figured walnut cabinet. With moving-coil speaker, valves and royalties 17 gns.

Short wave coil (40 to 70 metres approx.) for use with K-B 321 and K-B 320, 6/6 extra. External speaker adapter, 8/6

KOLSTER-BRANDES LTD., SIDCUP, KENT
with the BIG SALES

The Amplion M.C.22 is the easiest speaker on the market to sell. You have only to look at its colossal magnet to realise how extremely sensitive it must be; and it will give twice the volume of most other speakers for a given input.

The universal transformer enables you to stock the Amplion and sell it with confidence to any set owner who walks into your shop. Finally, the name Amplion is sufficient guarantee of a good product to the most discriminating customer.

Stock now—there's going to be a big demand for Amplion Christmas presents.

PRICE 39/6

**ENORMOUS INTEREST**

A stir in gramophone circles

Tremendous interest has been taken in the new B.T.H. Gramophone motors—the "Truspeed" and the "Universal." Shown for the first time at Olympia, these motors have achieved instant popularity — amply justified — since they are definitely the last word in electric gramophone motor design and manufacture.

These remarkable models together with the "Synchro-Blue" and the "Golden Disc," which were so popular last season and are still available, provide a very comprehensive range of electric gramophone motors. Every requirement and pocket can be suited by this range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SYNCHRO-BLUE</td>
<td>£1 - 12 - 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUSPEED</td>
<td>£2 - 9 - 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDEN-DISC</td>
<td>£3 - 7 - 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIVERSAL</td>
<td>£5 - 10 - 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WRITE FOR FREE FOLDER

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
Head Office and Works - - - RUGBY
You can Depend on Deliveries when you deal with —

DOWNES AND DAVIES

LIVERPOOL
1 to 9 STANLEY STREET
'Phone: Bank 5760 (7 lines).
'Grams: "UTIS, L'pool."

MANCHESTER
3a NORFOLK ST., PALL MALL
'Phone: City 8846/7.

CARLISLE
PATERNOUSTER ROW
'Phone: 631.

Stockists of
MARCONI - McMICHAEL - PYE
ZETAVOX - PHILIPS - VARLEY
EKCO - ALBA - ETC.

FERRANTI 7-VALVE SUPER-FET

H.P. TERMS AVAILABLE

STANDARD MODEL
with illuminated wave-
length indicator.
22 GUINEAS

STATION DIAL
MODEL
with illuminated Station Dial—23 GUINEAS.

CLOCK MODEL
Incorporating Ferranti Electric Clock and Illumi-
minated Station Dial—
for time-controlled fre-
quencies only—25 GNS.

DEPENDABLE DELIVERIES
OF FERRANTI SUPER-HET
FROM STOCK
Do you sell

"THREE STAR"
ACCUMULATORS?

Be convinced of the merits of "THREE STAR" Accumulators.
Give your Wholesaler a trial order of the C.G.2 Type as illustrated here.
This has proved a real hit this season and has everywhere met with enthusiastic reception.
"THREE STAR" Accumulators have the happy knack of providing all that a customer requires for excellent L.T. service.

TYPE C.G.2
Slow Discharge Cell, with heavy plates to hold a charge for long periods. Complete with gravity indicator, splash-proof cap and carrying handle. Unequalled in value.

70 A.H.

10/6

Illustrated lists free from the manufacturers—
THREE STAR ACCUMULATORS Ltd.
ROSEBERY AVENUE, TOTTENHAM, N.17

Are you missing any of the Silver Ghost business?

Be sure you get your share!

Thousands of hands are going into thousands of pockets... thousands of Lamplugh Silver Ghost Loud Speakers are being asked for... and thousands of stalls are ringing up worthwhile and easily made profits.

How much of this business is coming your way? You can net just as much of it as you like. Lamplugh have created the demand with a widespread publicity push. Silver Ghost is on the lips of thousands who are anxious to buy where they see Silver Ghost displayed.

Stock up now... and turn the prospects in your district into profits in your till.

"Wireless World" say of the Senior P.M.
"Sensitivity was found to be above the average. Reproduction is bright. Just the required amount of bass to give good balance. Speech is crisp.

PRICE 42½ including Baffle and Transformer

Get them ALL by stocking

silver ghost
P.M. MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKER

S. A. LAMPLUGH LTD., 89 LITTLE PARK STREET, COVENTRY
London Office: Mr. F. G. Billett, 19/20 Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.1
THE BEST SELLING LINE
FOR THE
PEAK
BUYING
PERIOD

Advt. of Britannia Batteries Ltd., 233 Shaftesbury Ave., London, W.C.2
Telephone: Temple Bar 7971 (5 lines).
Works: Redditch, (Worcs.).
Branches at Glasgow, Manchester, Bristol, Dublin, Leeds & Newcastle
New British made HOUSEHOLD ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR offers FINE TRADE OPPORTUNITY

Here is a real opportunity for responsible factors and retail distributors to become associated with a thoroughly sound manufacturing proposition, creditable to handle and offering considerable financial possibilities. Our client, a well-known company making this offer, is already strongly established and has in active preparation a line of British-made household electric refrigerators designed and produced in accordance with proved principles and embodying many original features not elsewhere found. This electric refrigerator will be offered at an entirely competitive price.

The company is open to hear from all distributors handling important but non-competitive lines, including dealers of substance selling heating or household appliances, wireless, gramophones or electrical goods generally.

This is a thoroughly clean merchandising proposition for distributors with reasonable capital. Will qualified persons who are interested please write immediately:

BOX No. 5
SERVICE ADVERTISING COMPANY LIMITED
10, 11 & 12 Cork Street, Old Bond Street
London, W.1

Quicker charging—slower discharging—longer life—those are the selling points which are bringing big profits to traders handling the new Ediswan Extra-Life Accumulators. The “balanced capacity” principle is the newest thing in accumulator manufacture—positive and negative plates are designed to produce perfect electrical “balance” and consequent improvement in performance. Many mechanical refinements are embodied: British-made clear glass containers, moulded ebonite lids, screwed vents, non-corrodible and a metal carrier which fits neatly round the container.
Place your Christmas Orders with Houghtons!

Comprehensive Stocks
Prompt Deliveries
“All-in” Service

“One Order, Account, Payment — SAVES Time, Trouble, Money”

Houghtons
The National Wholesalers

(Ensign Limited)

High Holborn, London, W.C.1

70-78 York Street, Glasgow; 170 Deansgate, Manchester; 61a Long Row, Nottingham; 7, Park Place, Leeds; 20 Drange Street, Swansea; 142 Fore Street, Exeter; 1 The Strand, Southampton; 8 Museum Street, Ipswich; 3 Freeman Street, Birmingham; 10 Best Lane, Canterbury; 56 Wellington Place, Belfast.
Lucky Pye dealers! Looking backward on months of record sales. Looking forward to months of Pye prosperity! Pye is this season's most successful seller. Pye sales have been going up and up without a break. Pye is the easiest to sell, the most profitable when sold. Concentrate on the consistent seller. Concentrate on Pye.
"Co-ops" Challenge Manufacturers

Failure of R.W.T.A. Scheme Prophesied

In a strong letter of comment upon our leading article last week, in which we welcomed the new Radio Wholesale Trading Agreement plan for preventing the payment of dividends by co-operative societies on the sales of kits and receivers, Mr. George W. Haw, General Manager of the Pocklington & District Industrial Co-operative Society, predicts the complete failure of what he regards as an attempt to dictate trading policy to co-operative societies.

His letter amounts to a straightforward challenge to manufacturers to prove their ability to put into effect their own desires with regard to the distribution of their goods. We regard the letter as being so important, and probably so representative of co-operative opinion as a whole, that the material parts of it are quoted here together with a few brief comments. Moreover, it seems to us essential that the "Original Subscribers" to the R.W.T.A. should be the subject of immediate and very careful consideration.

Mr. Haw's Letter

Here are the main points from Mr. Haw's letter:

(1) "My reason for penning this letter is to suggest that your elation may prove a little premature. It may be taken for granted that co-operative societies will, in the main, definitely refuse to sign any agreement which attempts to dictate how the trading surplus shall be disposed of.

(2) Many co-operative societies began the sale of radio at about the same time when piano and gramophone dealers first became interested, but the society with which the writer is connected has been in the business since its earliest days, being the only one in the district to have adequate showrooms, accommodation for the display of radio goods. Consequently I have some knowledge of the matter, and can speak with experience of previous attempts on the part of certain manufacturers to restrict the channels of distribution.

We have always been able to maintain a representative stock of the principal makes of receivers and have never failed to supply any make or type of receiver desired by our customers, and this is typical of all co-operative societies.

(3) Unless the revised arrangement we do not anticipate the slightest difficulty, since a trade that cannot restrict its output to the legitimate trader, and prevent its goods passing through unscrupulous shops and sundry other miscellaneous traders, cannot hope to be more successful in its operation against co-operative societies.

(4) I wonder whether the sponsors of the agreement have any possibility of the Co-operative Wholesale Society, Ltd., entering the field of production, or alternatively taking advantage of the expressed desire on the part of certain firms to manufacture for them... Should this come about, the whole selling organisation of the movement would be enthusiastically concentrated on making a success of the venture.

It may be argued that the public would still demand exceptionally-advertised receivers, yet I would remind you that despite the huge-scale advertising of every-day branded goods well known to your readers, the production and sale of C.W.S. goods of a similar nature are reckoned in millions, and there is no reason to suppose that a lesser measure of success would be achieved in the manufacture and sale of radio.

(5) The attempt at dilution is nothing new; it will fail as all other attempts have failed, and will merely irritate and start the determination of co-operators to conduct their business in their own way. The co-operative movement has never at any time met with the support of those engaged in private enterprise, yet, despite all opposition, it has achieved its present proud position and goes on from strength to strength."

"The Trader's" Views

Our comments must necessarily be very brief, and for convenience they are keyed with the numbers preceding the paragraphs in question in the letter.

(1) The move is wrongly described as an attempt to dictate how "Co-ops" trading surplus should be disposed of, since it will not affect the principals at all. Profits on radio sales can still be distributed in the ordinary co-operative way; they will either add to the total amount available for dividend distribution to all shareholders, or be withheld if that is paid at a fixed rate, they will go to swell the reserves.

(2) We agree that some co-operative societies have been a decided asset to the trade, but the fact remains that in our view their principle of operation infringes the list price policy of manufacturers.

(3) and (5) These two paragraphs contain the provocative challenge to manufacturers we have already referred to. There is a good deal of truth in the allegations, and they should put manufacturers on their mettle to prove that they are, so to speak, masters of their own destinies. The time is as ripe as ever for a look for action in this direction.

(4) Superficially this may appear to be a sound argument, but we believe that the public demand for branded radio products is such that the co-operative movement would achieve at best only relative success if this scheme were put into operation.
Component Makers' Federation Projected

NEW SCHEME FOR CONCERTED ACTION BY MANY FIRMS

THE news that plans are on foot for the foundation of a Radio Component and Accessory Manufacturers' Federation lies behind the brief statement which we print below on behalf of an important group of component makers who have been at work on the scheme for some time.

"A committee consisting of twelve component and accessory manufacturers was appointed by a general meeting of these firms, held at Olympia last August, to deal with any matters affecting their particular interests, and to co-operate with the R.M.A. and R.W.F. Councils.

"It is announced that the possibility of inaugurating a Mutual Trading Agreement for components has been fully explored, but that at present it is not considered practicable. The Committee is, however, keeping this matter before them.

"Full details as to the proposed future action have already been circulated to radio component and accessory manufacturers.

"It will be recalled that authentic news has already been given in The Trader concerning the attempts to bring components within the scope of an arrangement similar to the Radio Wholesale Trading Agreement; and it is, of course, not unnatural that the development now reported should have emerged from the meetings and discussions on that subject. An important group of leading com-

ponent and accessory manufacturers is concerned with the present plan, and it is understood that promises of support are being received from many other firms in this field. It is hoped that we shall be able to publish fuller details at an early date.

(See column two)

NATIONAL RADIO

ADVERTISING SCHEME

Proposal For Co-operative Campaign

By R.M.A., B.B.C. and G.P.O.

That definite plans are being made for co-operation—financial and otherwise—between the Radio Manufacturers' Association, the British Broadcasting Corporation and the General Post Office in promoting a big radio publicity campaign next year, is an important item of news lying behind a very brief reference to the subject made by Major W. Gladstone Murray of the B.B.C., in his reply (printed on page 287) to Mr. Ivor Hustler's article in our last issue.

Major Murray recalls that as long as seven years ago the B.B.C. (then a "company") originated a scheme, and was prepared to put up a large sum of money, for the formation of a British Radio Development Association. Unforeseen difficulties prevented the realisation of that aim, but this year the question has arisen again on a proposal by the R.M.A. to run a co-operative radio advertising campaign.

We have reported various moves in this connection in recent months, and the R.M.A. Publicity Committee have examined a number of schemes. Actually it was found that no suitable plan could be put into operation in time for this winter's trade, but it is now intended, we understand, that a definite move will be made in time for next season.

As we have indicated, the proposal is that the B.B.C. and G.P.O. should join forces with the R.M.A. in the effort, and that all three should contribute a similar substantial sum towards a big advertising campaign on behalf of radio generally. It is understood that discussions have proceeded far enough to make the matter almost a certainty.

McMICHAEL LIST CLOSED

The lists in connection with the issue of shares by McMichael Radio, Ltd., were closed at 1 o'clock on Tuesday, having been opened on the morning of that day. It was announced at the time, however, that country applications arriving by first post on Wednesday would receive consideration.

It is expected that dealings in the shares will commence during next week.

"ATLAS" IN THE SOUTH

Arising out of our announcements of the recent resignations of Messrs. A. H. D. Freeman and L. Glazer from the London office of H. Clarke & Co. (M/Cr.), Ltd., where they occupied the positions of sales director and Southern sales manager respectively, the company have written to us stating that these resignations in no way alter their policy and that there is not the slightest possibility of any dislocation of their business.

In point of fact, arrangements are being made for a much more comprehensive representation of "Atlas" interests in the South of England, so that the company's customers can be assured of service which will be at least equal to that which they have previously experienced.

H.M.V. "HOT RHYTHM" ALBUM

The interest aroused by their monthly "Hot Rhythm" record has led H.M.V. to invite subscriptions for a "Connoisseur's Album of Hot Rhythm Records," to contain ten 10 in. records by leading American coloured bands. Albums will cost 30s., inclusive of a descriptive booklet.

If 500 subscribers are secured before December 15th, the initial supplies of albums will be available before Christmas. Otherwise, the list will close on March 31st next.

Dealers will not stock the albums, but will receive their usual discount on all subscribers' orders secured.

G. BAKER & SONS
20, QUEENS ROAD
ONCAR

A feature of the latest Murphy dealer posters is the prominence given to the stockist's name and address.
Largest Gathering and Greatest Success of the Series

By far the most successful function yet organised by the Radio Manufacturers' Association, the sixth annual banquet and ball, held at the Savoy Hotel on Wednesday night, attracted nearly seven hundred of the industry's personnel, with their ladies and friends.

The dinner and toast-list were both admirable—all the more commendable and wholly enjoyable. It was unfortunate that his unexpected departure for Geneva prevented Sir John Simon, the Foreign Secretary, from attending as the guest of honour, but his place was well filled at short notice by Mr. J. H. Whitley, the former Speaker of the House of Commons and present Chairman of the B.B.C. Board of Governors.

Lt.-Col. J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon, President of the R.M.A., was in the chair, supported by Mr. Leslie McMichael, the R.M.A. Chairman, together with a full gathering of the Association's Vice-Presidents—including the Marchese Marconi, Mr. R. Milward Ellis, Mr. S. R. Mullard, Mr. J. T. Mould, Captain Ian Fraser and Mr. H. M. Pease, all, of course, with their ladies.

After dinner dancing continued until 2.30 a.m., and even then everyone was loth to end what was undoubtedly a brilliantly successful evening.

The Rt. Hon. J. H. Whitley, proposing "The Radio Industry," referred to the absence of Sir John Simon at Geneva, and said that those who were concerned with the wireless industry in their own lesser spheres were trying to contribute something to the peace and understanding between the nations.

He reminded his audience that he was chairman of the B.B.C., and said those of the B.B.C. considered themselves so closely allied to the wireless industry that they might properly consider themselves as twin brothers or sisters. What would be the good of sending out programmes if the industry was not doing its share in improving the reception all over the country at the same time.

Last year the trade had, in round figures, a 50 per cent. increase in turnover. They did not say whether it meant 50 per cent. increase also on their profits. (Laughter.) They had at the same time improved the quality and reduced prices to the public.

"The last year," he continued, "has been a very remarkable one in the history of broadcasting, and of the wireless industry. As far as we are concerned we have seen a remarkable advance in the issue of licences. Before our tenth birthday the figure had exceeded the five million line. (Applause.) We now look forward to the time when there shall not be a home in this country which has not the advantage of a receiving set."

The new Empire broadcasting station, Mr. Whitley said, would be in operation, and they would be sending out to the whole of the British Empire a continuous programme representing a considerable share of the home programme of British broadcasting. (Applause.) Enormous interest was being taken in the new station abroad.

He was glad to learn that there was under discussion a scheme of co-operation between the B.B.C. and the industry generally, for the future development, both on the side of the manufacturers and the distributors. Much had been achieved, particularly in the last two or three years, and he felt confident that much more would be achieved in the future. (Applause.)

Mr. Leslie McMichael, A.M.I.E.E., F Inst R.E. (chairman of the R.M.A.) in reply said they were not without pride in their industry. It was an industry of young men—men of initiative and courage, and an industry in which the very groundwork was changed from year to year. In proof of that they had only to compare the receivers of three years ago with those offered to the public this year.

Those changes from the antiquated crystal set to the present-day receivers had given employment to hundreds of trained technicians, to thousands of specialists salesmen, and to scores of thousands of other workers. That radio had become a very important factor in our national life was beyond dispute. The members of the industry believed that nothing could prevent its further progress. In ten years five million licences had been taken out, but seven to eight million homes were still the prospective market of the radio manufacturers. With the growing use of electricity mains they might look forward to a still greater use of radio. Even in these days of national depression the radio industry was more than holding its own. When purses were slender and times bad, radio came second to none where value for money was concerned. In recording the progress of the industry it was right and proper to pay a tribute to the sister service—the B.B.C. (Applause.)

Proposing the guests, Lt.-Col. Moore Brabazon (president) paid tribute to Marchese Marconi, Sir Thomas Furvis and Sir Thomas Bell, and said that radio and wireless went on from prosperity to prosperity.

Replies were made by Col. Sir Thomas Poole, K.B.E., C.M.G., and Sir Charles Hipwood. The health of the President was drunk on the proposition of Mr. R. Milward Ellis, A.M.I.E.E., immediate past chairman of the Association.
A RADIO AGENCY

"Trader" Examines Specialist Service

Mr. Payne-Gallwey to Act as Advisor

After having gone into the position very thoroughly THE TRADER feels justified in stating that the services as an employment bureau offered by Sheehan, Byrne & Co., of Iddlesleigh House, Caxton Street, S.W.1, should be of practical value to members of all sections of the industry.

The agency is, of course, licensed by the London County Council, and it is of more than usual interest to know that it is run by experienced engineers. On this account its activities until recently have been devoted exclusively to the engineering profession, but specialised attention is now being given to the needs of all branches of the radio industry.

The company have already filled a very large number of posts with many leading manufacturers, as we discovered by an examination of their books, and it is undoubtedly true to say that at the present time they could find men adequate to fill any vacancy in this trade whether on the clerical, selling, technical or works sides.

Mr. Sheehan himself has a considerable knowledge of the radio industry, but, in order to give this trade the best possible service, arrangements have been made whereby Mr. R. F. Payne-Gallwey, who is so widely known, shall give assistance to the agency in an advisory capacity. Mr. L. Croom-Johnson is also helping in a similar way.

So far as employees are concerned, the charges made for securing an appointment vary according to the character of the post itself and the salary it carries. Generally speaking, Sheehan, Byrne’s commission is a sum equivalent to the employee’s first week’s salary, where the latter does not exceed £3 per week, or 5 per cent. of the first year’s salary for staff or similar appointment bearing a higher rate of payment. An important point is that the firm do not relinquish their interest in an applicant even when a position is found for him. It is their definite desire that their clients should keep in touch with them.

Manufacturers or others interested in this service—including, for example, retailers who may require a service-man or mechanic—should get in touch with the agency at the above address.

A MIDDLESEX REFUSAL

Sunbury-on-Thames Urban Council have refused an application by Wireless Services, Ltd., for permission to establish a relay service.

A R A D I O   E M P L O Y M E N T

BRITISH AGENCY FOR FOREIGN BUYERS

Plans for the formation of a buying agency in Great Britain to handle overseas inquiries are at present being formulated by Mr. F. W. F. Lowther, of "Brownrigg," Panstead, Surrey.

It is proposed to establish a central office in London and to act on behalf of foreign buyers wishing to be placed in contact with radio manufacturers in this country. The agency also plans to handle export business on behalf of British manufacturers who do not wish to form a separate department of their own for this purpose.

"PEAK" CONDENSER RATINGS

An important step is being taken by Wilburn & Co. in guaranteeing their "peak" paper condensers to give satisfactory service when the D.C. peak working voltage does not exceed the specified figure. The type 800 condenser, which has D.C. test and D.C. working voltages of 150 and 500 respectively, has a D.C. peak working voltage rating of 700, while the figures for the type 800 are respectively 2,400; 800 and 1,350, and for the type 250, 500; 250 and 400.

In a window-dressing contest held at Preston under the auspices of the Chamber of Trade and the Press, the Carwin Electric Co., wireless factors, Corporation Street, received a diploma of merit for their interesting display.

OUTSIDE SERVICE WORK BY N.R.S.

The National Radio Service Co. offer yet another facility in connection with their already extensive radio repair business. In future they will undertake to repair apparatus at customer’s home as well as at their own premises off Tottenham Court Road, W.

The charges to the public comprise firstly a sum of 10s., which must be prepaid by the customer and is designed to avoid loss on frivolous calls. In addition the engineer’s time is charged at 5s. an hour, while finally there is a “time or distance” fee assessed at 2s. a mile from Oxford Circus, together with the cost of any spare parts required.

As is their usual policy, N.R.S. will grant trade discounts to dealers for whom they do outside service work, though naturally there is no discount on the sum representing travelling expenses.

"PYE POINTERS"

Pye Radio, Ltd., are now mailing to the trade periodical sheets—one a day—which take the form of a single printed page bearing words of encouragement to their service agents.

Various subjects are discussed, such as trade problems, Pye’s policy and Pye’s products, one of the most interesting being the exhortation to dealers not to forget the battery set market and pointing out that the “O” portable is still Pye’s best seller.

Each “Pye Pointer,” as the sheet is called, concludes with the slogan “Don’t experiment—go ahead with Pye!”

FIRE AT GOODMAN’S WORKS

Goodman’s, the speaker manufacturers, tell us that deliveries will not be delayed by the fire which occurred last Saturday at their factory at 97, St. John Street, London, E.C.1. The fire was confined to an annexe in which was stored a quantity of packing material and some unfinished speaker cabinets, and no damage was done to the factory proper.

MARCHESI ON MICROWAVES

Marchese Marconi, speaking on the use of wavelengths under one metre at the Royal Institution last week, told how communication on 57 centimetres had been made over a distance of 168 miles in Italy. The speaker hinted at broadcasting and television possibilities.
K-B'S DEALER-CONTACT SCHEME
MR. MORRISON TO HOLD REGULAR LUNCHEON MEETINGS

As a further step towards consolidating the personal goodwill between Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., and their authorised dealers, Mr. L. Claude Morrison, sales director of K-B, has just launched a new scheme of meeting regularly representative dealers in various parts of the country.

Broadly the idea is that Mr. Morrison will spend a couple of days roughly once a fortnight in entertaining at special luncheon-meetings the leading dealers in particular areas. The idea was actually put into effect on Monday and Tuesday of this week, when Mr. Morrison, accompanied by Mr. G. H. Aldrich, London area manager, and Mr. P. Warnes, Eastern Counties representative, held informal meeting with K-B dealers in Norwich and Ipswich. Among those present were the principals of Willmott Bros., Norwich Radio, Yaxleys, Dunham's, Avis Cook & Co., Booth's, Page & Co., Tyler's, Ipswich Wireless Co., Mayhew's, Blake's (Woodbridge), J. Aldrich, Ltd. (Diss), and other well-known traders.

The purpose of the meetings is, of course, to discuss questions of mutual interest to Kolster-Brandes and to their distributors; and at this week's gatherings Mr. Morrison explained that his company are consolidating their Authorised Dealer policy. The question of discounts was raised, and Mr. Morrison expressed the view that traders must have adequate discounts to cover selling and service costs.

It is of considerable interest that at Ipswich Mr. Morrison remarked that he was in that town, "the model town," where the friendly feeling between competitors, and the way they had practically eliminated trade evils, were outstanding.

Next week Mr. Morrison hopes to visit Bristol, and then Manchester and Newcastle.

A K-B CHANGE
Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., ask us to announce that Mr. D. K. Murray, formerly a representative in the Newcastle area, has now been transferred to South Wales in place of Mr. D. J. Davies, who has left the company.

INFORMATION REQUIRED BY POLICE
E. K. Cole, Ltd., wish to warn the trade against the activities of a man representing himself to be in their employ, who, it is alleged, has defrauded traders in Staffordshire, Peterborough and Doncaster. We are informed that as there is a warrant out for this individual's arrest, traders encountering him should immediately inform the police. His official description is as follows:

"Man about 5 ft. 6 in. high, robust build, military appearance, dressed in smart blue serge lounge suit, black shoes, fawn raincoat (nearly new), clean shirt, dark smooth hair, well spoken. Wears either a fawn trilby hat or a bowler. Smokes pipe. Has used two names up to the present, viz., John F. Mardus, and Leonard E. Wilott, with an address in North Harrow."

Mr. L. Claude Morrison, now touring the country to visit K-B A.D. men.

ULTRA SHORT WAVE TELEVISION
B.B.C. 7-metre Experiments

Transmissions of television by the Baird process are now being sent out on Wednesday and Friday from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. on the 7.3 metre, B.B.C. transmitter at Broadcasting House.

These transmissions are entirely experimental, the subjects being, for the most part, the artists rehearsing in the television studio in preparation for the regular transmissions.

The ultra-short waves offer the advantages of a very large available wave-band, which enables pictures with much more detail and no flicker to be transmitted. It is said that images with 90 lines up to as many as 240 lines in place of the present 30 line pictures have been transmitted experimentally in the Baird laboratory and when ultra-shortwave broadcasting becomes established, the result of this research will become available to the public. In the meantime those with ultra-shortwave receivers will be able to take advantage of the test transmissions from the B.B.C. aerial.

BOURNEMOUTH TRADE SHOW

Lawrie & Co., the well-known wholesale distributors of Bournemouth, have been running a trade show at the Pavilion. It continues until the end of the week, with morning, afternoon and evening recitals for the benefit of potential purchasers. A wide range of apparatus is being demonstrated, and every facility is being afforded to traders to see the sets under favourable conditions.

Hundreds of admission tickets have been supplied to retailers over a radius of thirty miles for the use of their customers, and inquiries and requests for sets are passed on to the dealer who has supplied the ticket of admission.

HONOUR FOR RADIO INDUSTRY
H.M.V. Royal Warrant Extended

A great honour has been bestowed on Britain's youngest industry. The Royal Warrant, already held by The Gramophone Co., Ltd., for gramophones and records has just been extended to include radio apparatus, so that "His Master's Voice" are now official suppliers of radio receivers to H.M. the King.

His Majesty is a keen listener to B.B.C. and other programmes, and is familiar with the principles of radio apparatus.

The event is of more than ordinary interest and importance, as this is the first occasion upon which a Royal Warrant has been issued in respect of radio equipment.

LUXURY RADIO BY HALFORDS

A surprisingly large field for the sale of really expensive and luxurious instruments has been tapped by Halford Radio, Ltd., of 39, Sackville-Street, W.1. In this connection they have produced a more than usually elaborate booklet in silver, red and white, describing their largest set, the "Empire" all-wave model selling in a special cabinet at 110 guineas.

Many different designs have been prepared to meet the demands of those purchasers who desire an "individual" instrument—and are prepared to pay accordingly.

The Trader was told that the 110 guinea model has actually proved a "best seller," and this branch of the business is being developed to such an extent that new factory premises are to be acquired in the near future.

SELLERS OF LANCs

Sellers of Leeds fittingly celebrated their tenth anniversary on factors by opening a new branch in Preston. This new depot will open on Monday next—December 12th—and is situated at 25, Glover's Court, near the main wholesale establishment at Leeds, it will enable a wide area of the North of England to be efficiently covered by this old-established concern.

Mr. Cliffe is to be manager at the new Preston branch. He will have the able co-operation of Mr. Nuttall, who will be visiting retailers throughout the area covered by the depot.

RADIO AT RUGBY SHOW

A. & F. E. Hanson, Ltd., 13, Church Street, Rugby, had two stands at a local exhibition. They displayed a comprehensive range of wireless sets, gramophones and records.

An attractive Christmas streamer, obtainable by all Philips stockists on request.
REGAL RECORD DISPLAY CONTEST

Regal have taken active steps to tie-up with the Daily Herald Dance Tune Contest with its £7,500 prize. They have issued a record (EM740) by the Midnight Minstrels of the "Dance Novelty Switch" containing all the 28 tunes in the contest, of which 12 must be selected.

Special window streamers have been prepared to feature this disc, and a leaflet is available which not only describes the contest but embodies a free entry form.

Regal are also offering £50 in prizes to dealers staging the best window displays in connection with the contest. Window displays must be exclusively to this particular "Regal" record and must be shown during the period of the competition. Details of the simple rules are available to dealers on application.

MAJESTIC'S NEW COMPETITION

Widespread interest is being taken in the offer by Majestic Northern Distributors of a 3½-guinea receiver of their own make to the person who makes the largest number of words out of these two words: "Amazing Unbelievable."

Publicity capital is being made out of the popular contest in many ways. In Manchester district, the Evening News has given it prominence, and dealers have co-operated in keeping the name of Majestic to the fore. A public-spirited offer has been made by the distributors for Christmas—to install and lend free of charge to any children's hospital a Majestic radio-gramophone, provided the institution has A.C. current.

AN OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP AFRICAN SALES

Mr. Thomas A. Rose, M.I.E.E., director of the London electrical distributing firm bearing his name, is leaving on January 14th for a business tour of Africa. He will be visited by the larger towns to foster the sale of his company's bakelite electrical and radio accessories, and generously offers to consider the purchase by any British firms anxious to develop the African market. Such firms should write to Mr. Rose before January 1st, at 25, Milton Street, London, E.C.2.

Cossor's Liverpool branch now possesses a new telephone number—Central 1877-8.

HARROW W.R.A. FIGHT RELAY

Active steps have been taken by the Harrow and Wembley W.R.A. branch to prevent the establishment of a projected relay service at Willesden. Four applications for permission to establish an exchange were recently before the Urban District Council, and the Wembley Relay Wireless Co. was asked to submit a scheme.

The Council's Ways and Means Committee recommended permission be given to provide the service for a year, but as the result of letters of protest from the W.R.A. branch and from headquarters, the Council has deferred decision.

On Wednesday evening the Harrow and Wembley Branch held a meeting, at which were present several non-member retailers from Willesden, to consider taking further action and certain plans were made. As a result of the meeting, three of the Willesden dealers joined the Harrow branch.

TWO SCOTTISH SHOWS

Messrs. Gibb & Watson, who carry on a very up-to-date radio business at 270-274, High Street, Kirkcaldy, and at 18, High Street, Leven, were the promoters of a wireless exhibition recently held in the Duncan Institute, Cupar (Fifeshire).

This exhibition gave the local public the opportunity of hearing the latest radio sets, and there was on view a comprehensive selection of receivers by the leading makers.

Large crowds visited the exhibition, and the exhibitors Messrs. Gibb & Watson were correspondingly rewarded.

Another Scottish radio exhibition—a two day affair—has just concluded at the Y.M.C.A. Buildings, Belshill (Lanarkshire). On the different stands were shown a completely representative array of all the latest apparatus and appliances, and the exhibition was visited by hundreds of people who displayed great interest in everything shown. During the exhibition the Y.M.C.A. hall was transformed into a modern Aladdin's cave.

MORE RADIO FIRMS TAKE B.I.F. SPACE

B.B.C. to Exhibit

Not for many years has there been such a big demand by radio firms for space at the British Industries Fair as is now being experienced by the Department of Overseas Trade. Applications continue to be received at Westminster, and the proposed "Hall of Music and Radio" that will house the wireless section is certainly proving an attraction to intending exhibitors.

Following the publication a month ago of the preliminary list of radio exhibitors at the Fair, we are now able to announce that four more firms have taken space—the British Ipo Battery Co., Ltd., the Martindale Electric Co., Ltd., Watmell Wireless, Ltd., and A. F. Bulgin & Co., Ltd.

We also understand that the British Broadcasting Corporation are considering the advisability of making a special display to capitalise the opening (two months before the B.I.F.) of the new Empire short-wave station. Although at the moment of going to press the B.B.C. have made no final decision on the matter, there is strong ground for believing that they will not lose this opportunity for helping British makers to stimulate overseas business.

PHILIPS BRISTOL DANCE

Philips annual dance, held at the Grand Hotel Ballroom, Bristol, was a splendid success, over 300 people being present, including Mr. P. E. B. Thomas, Branch Manager, and Mrs. Thomas, past and present members of the staff, and friends and customers in the trade, including Mr. Ryall (W. H. Stone & Co. (Cardiff), Ltd.), Mr. Jones (Brown Bros., Bristol), Messrs. Drukker & White (Itonia, Ltd.), and Mr. R. T. Lewis (Evening World, Bristol).

Competition and novelty dancing were enjoyed, and Mrs. P. E. B. Thomas presented the prizes.

A NUVOlITION FUNCTION

The social club of Nuvolion Electrics, Ltd., have just held their first event—a staff dinner followed by dancing at the Mecca Café, Chancery Lane, W.C.2.

The four directors of "Nuvolion Electrics, Ltd." present were Mr. T. Adams, Mr. R. C. Adams, Mr. P. Olivesi and Mr. C. P. Burnley, and their wives and friends.

Largely owing to the efforts of Mr. Nash, the evening was a great success.

A CARTOONIST'S COMMENTARY ON RECENT TRADE EVENTS

September 10, 1932

Take My Tip: Jokers Don't Buy a Set Very Often, But When They Do, Prices Will Come Down! The Bongo-4-Valve Side-Winder, and They'll Go Lower Yet! Hold on a Bit.

Halo Jokers. Been Watching the Wireless Exhibitions, and They Hadn't Gone Down Didn't You?

No! They've Gone Up!
Where an indirectly-heated mains pentode is wanted, the Pen.4V is the answer. And there's good reason. It is designed to meet the conditions of modern A.C. reception—designed carefully and accurately after long research. The growing popularity of A.C. mains radio means a growing market for the Pen.4V. Every set using an indirectly heated pentode is a better set using the Pen.4V.—the valve that gives real pentode results and is free from microphony. It means satisfaction to your customers and profit for you.

Price 20/-

MADE IN ENGLAND

Mullard
THE • MASTER • VALVE


Art. 17
When you sell

DUBLILIER ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS

YOU SELL QUALITY
Only the very finest materials and first class workmanship are incorporated in Dubilier Condensers, that is why you know that you are selling your customers a condenser that has no equal. You can sell Dubilier confident that there will be no complaints.

YOU SELL EFFICIENCY
Dubilier Condensers can be relied upon to give a remarkable high standard of efficiency. They are designed for a specific purpose and constructed with remarkable accuracy.

YOU SELL DEPENDABILITY
Year in and year out—without a single falter—Dubilier will give the same quality results as the day they were bought. Only the rigid tests to which they are subjected to before being despatched enables the manufacturers to maintain this high standard.

DUBLILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.
DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3

PRICES
4\mu F...4/6 each
6\mu F...5/- each
8\mu F...5/6 each
These Condensers are designed for a maximum peak voltage (D.C.—A.C.). 450 volts.

Distributing Agents for Irish Free State: KELLY & SHIEL, LIMITED, 46 & 47, Fleet Street, Dublin, C.A.
ROUND AND ABOUT

Col. Lee's Appointment—S. R. Wright's Achievement: A Ferrari Contrast—Hellesens' Works

WITOUT thought of disrespect for Colonel Sir Thomas Purves, who has just retired from the office of President of the G.P.O., and who was well known and popular in radio trade circles, I can express, on behalf of the trade, very deep gratification at the appointment as successor to Sir Thomas of Lt.-Col. A. G. Lee, O.B.E., M.C.

I am quite confident that the majority of people actively engaged in radio commerce—and particularly those on the technical side—will rejoice at this news, since Colonel Lee is, in the fullest sense of the term, a "radio man."

For many years he has known and appreciated late for his work as Chairman of the Radio Research Board, a post which he has filled with signal success since 1928. He is also Chairman of the Wireless Association of the Institution of Electrical Engineers in 1927, and has been a member of the I.E.E. Council since 1931.

His abilities have also been recognised in America, where he was made Vice-President of the Institute of Radio Engineers, being the first Englishman to receive this honour.

At home he has been actively engaged in wireless work since the War, commencing with the development of the Rugby high-power station. Since then he has played a leading part in the establishment of the tremendous international radio-telephone network now centreing in this country.

HAVE known for a considerable time that my old friend Sydney Wright, of Hollindrake's, the Stockport wholesalers, was likely to break out in a new sphere. Now, I learn, he has actually done it.

After many years of experiment Mr. Wright has successfully designed a complete radio telephony outfit for use by mobile police units, and last week it was tested out with complete success by Stockport police and municipal officials.

Actually the design is the joint work of Mr. Wright and Mr. J. Croydsdale, B.Sc. (who are both amateur transmitters), and the interesting fact is that these two commenced experimenting in the direction now achieved in 1923 and 1924, when Sydney Wright was a retailer in Bradford and a zealous W.R.A. worker.

Shortly after that their ways parted, and it was not until comparatively recently, when they found themselves living near one another again in Cheshire, that their research work was renewed. Now, of course, there is every prospect that their design will be widely adopted for police use.

THE device does not need head-phones: the messages can be heard a few yards away from the receiver on the motor cycle, and a request to the patrol to "listen" is signalled by a red light appearing on the instrument, which resembles a small attached case, except for the red signal and a single ear-piece. A short wavelength is used, and the apparatus is not affected by trams or other sources of interference.

I am told that the tests were remarkably effective. Playing the part of wireless-handed police at the Watch Committee, police chiefs of Stockport and Manchester, and other important people on board motor cars. Messages from HQ were picked up and acted upon so quickly that the motorists were soon trapped—the first motor-cycle acknowledged the warning to carry out the "arrest" in 1½ minutes. They all responded within 2½ minutes. Manchester also conducted tests on the road during the week.

WHAT the Marconi Company Co. accurately describe as "super-salesmanship" is set out in a letter they have just received from Captain R. M. Dawes, the well-known Dorchester and Weymouth dealer.

The point of the story is this: Following up an enquiry for a 3-valve set, one of Captain Dawes' staff found the prospect at home busy on the task of installing an aerial. The enthusiast was quickly "sold" on a Marconiophone 253 A.C. set— and the salesman left with the cash in his pocket.

But—and this is the amazing feature—it was later discovered that the house was unwired! Nothing daunted, Captain Dawes' man returned and sold the customer a complete electrical installation, which the same firm carried out!

AN interesting little ceremony took place at Ferranti's Hollinwood factory last week, when the first of two giant transformers for the national grid system at Liverpool was despatched.

The transformer is 25 per cent larger than any previous product of the type. Its capacity in cold figures is 75 K.V.A. and weighs, without the cooling system, 100 tons. It is the largest self-cooling transformer in the world.

The big job, of course, was to get it on to the special railway trucks that were to carry it from Ferranti's L.M.S. siding to Liverpool, even though the designer had produced it specifically with this point in mind.

Actually it took from 2 o'clock to 6 o'clock to lift the monster aboard—and at no time was its vast bulk more strikingly apparent than when a photograph was taken of a pretty girl (there are lots of them in Ferranti's works!) standing beside it with its 6½ ft. transformer in her hand. Even Mr. V. Z. de Ferranti, with his fellow directors and other notables of the electrical world, were impressed by the achievement. S. G. W.

HAVE just seen a radio factory which, by reason of its rapid growth, has been largely responsible for emptying the local labour exchange.

Less than twelve months ago this factory at Wimbledon was taken over by Hellesens, Ltd., which had been formed with Mr. C. H. Hunt as managing director, to produce the production in this country of Hellesens dry batteries—until then made solely by Hellesens, Enke and V. Ludvigsen, Ltd., of Denmark.

The fact that the works now employ over 1,000 people and have been in active production for some time is a great tribute to all those who have had a hand in this "big push."

The watchwords of the factory, as I soon learned from Mr. N. S. Johnson, Hellesens' sales manager, are care and purity. The care is evident at every stage of manufacture; and the purity of all raw materials, including paper, is chemically tested before the material is passed on to the works.

The Hellesens battery, I was told, is the only one in the world in which each individual cell is separately wrapped in insulating paper. Even the special paper is made at Wimbledon. I saw it; yards of it—looking very sticky and extremely insulating!

One of Hellesens' own machines, a perfect robot, takes care of the production of the thousands of zinc cans which are required. Small squares and discs of zinc are fed into the machine, which shapes them into cans, solders them and then pneumatically tests each can as it appears at the other end.

Tests play an important part in the factory routine, and apart from measurements, every battery has to undergo a fortnight's storage test before it is finally sealed into its carton and wrapped ready for despatch.

Even though the battery section of the factory is extensive, it does not represent the sum total of Hellesens' activities. They are already producing large quantities of fixed and electrolytic condensers, and there is no doubt that this branch will expand considerably in the future.

B. E. T.

Miss Ruth Field, of Stonehouse Radio Supplies, the well known Plymouth firm, and Mr. Jonas Pearl, on the occasion of their recent marriage at Plymouth. Many well-known members of the South Devon trade attended the reception.

EXTENDED SERVICE BY ITONIA

Itonia, Ltd., informs us that their Portsmouth branch manager, Mr. A. Lovett, has had the telephone installed at his private address for the purpose of providing a special service either before or after the usual business hours. Mr. Lovett's number is Portsmouth 7091.
**Broadcast International**

**Gramophone Records**

**New Manchester Depot**

**TO FEATURE**

**CONTINENTAL ARTISTS**

A new “Broadcast” record—the 10 in. “Broadcast International”—has been added to the series of records made by The Vocalion Gramophone Co., Ltd., 62 City Road, E.C.1. The series will present the latest successes by famous Continental and American bands, and artists, and will include popular classical as well as dance material. It is felt that considerably increased interest will be aroused in the artists and tunes of other countries by featuring them in this manner. Special summaries and publicity material are available for dealers.

The first records are included in the January list, which is pre-released for the Christmas trade. Here are short reviews of the new discs:

B 101. "When the Stars Were Shining and Strange Harmony" (both Puccini), by Josef Schmidt, tenor, with orchestra. These two well-known excerpts from "Tosca" are very well sung in German by Schmidt. Both pieces illustrate Puccini's gift for melody and dramatic expression.

The present singer has given restrained yet adequately emotional renderings. His voice is of good quality and his climates are not merely an exhibition of shouting. The orchestra does its work well whilst recording is clear, with firm base.

**NEW MARCONPHONE DISPLAY SERVICE**

In view of past success with their service to dealers in the supply of window display backgrounds and material, Marconphone are now introducing a new scheme that should be of value to their agents. They will supply to approved dealers, free of charge, an attractive frame, measuring 60 ins. by 40 ins., well made and finished in cream and gold with ornamental wings at the side and strut at the back. The wings and strut are movable, so that the frames can be used either vertically or horizontally.

Every few weeks an attractive picture in colours in the form of a 60 in. by 40 in. poster will be supplied for this frame. The first of the series is already available, and two more with a special Christmas flavour will follow in a few days.

When a dealer has installed one of these frames, Marconphone will also be sending him sketches for dressing his window, using these posters as a basis.

**AN URGENT CALL TO EAST LONDON DEALERS**

A NEW menace to the livelihood of East London radio retailers has just made its appearance, and an urgent appeal to traders in that district appears.

**ON PAGE 290.**

**RADIO CORNER NEWS** No. 2

Number Two of Radio Corner News. The bright little monthly broadcast issued to the public by Mr. F. W. Straw (the Colchester retailer) surpasses even its very progressive predecessor. It includes advertisements by leading makers and some editorial matter that can hardly fail to stimulate public interest. There are plenty of illustrations and articles of real worth about radio.

Such an effort produced in the manner of Radio Corner News should prove a real business-getter.

**BIG STOCKS TO SERVE POPULOUS AREA**

The opening celebration, briefly recorded in our last issue, in connection with the new Ediswan premises at Lloyd's House, Albert Square, Manchester, on Friday, last week-end, was on a scale worthy of such a well-known firm. The new home, replacing the old Milligate depot, is on a fine site in the centre of the city. Huge stocks of wireless and other goods are right at hand for the staff to hand over the counter, while the warehouse stocks for replenishing the bins near the counter are equally at hand.

Traders can take prospective customers for an inspection of goods in very favourable circumstances; they can have wireless and auditions with every comfort; business is a real pleasure here.

The opening of the Manchester house, which is to serve both that city and Liverpool branches, by carrying large stocks, was marked by Ediswan taking part delivery of a new fleet of motor vehicles, which (as in London and Birmingham) are to play an important part in quick delivery service.

Many notable figures in the electrical and radio world attended the ceremonial inauguration of Lloyd's House and the lunch at the Midland Hotel.

**JACK PAYNE AT FERRANTI WORKS**

Ferranti's 4,000 employees were provided the other day with a half-hour's "turn" by Jack Payne and his band, who were appearing at the Paramount Theatre, Manchester. Mr. and Mrs. Payne arrived at the factory during the morning, and were later invited to luncheon on the premises by the directors, after which two sets were autographed by Mr. Payne.

**SHEFFIELD'S FIRST SHOW**

Sheffield has just had its first official wireless show, on December 2nd and 3rd, at the Darnall Conservative Club. Mrs. G. Vickers was the opener on the first day, and Mr. Cecil Pike, M.P., the member for Attercliffe (who takes a keen interest in wireless), on the second.

Organised by Mr. F. Ayres, of 636, Stanforth Road, Sheffield, the arrangements showed a meticulous regard for detail, and much credit is due to all concerned. Fifteen leading makers were represented.

A new achievement so far as Sheffield is concerned, was the relating of artists' voices by land line from the club to the Lyric Theatre, about two miles away, where the audience voted by ballot as to what they thought was the best "turn" given by their respective entertainers.

The attendance at the Telen annual staff dance included many outstanding people in the radio industry of the Midlands. Among those present were Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Macnamara.
A Brief Specification of
Model 137 Atwater Kent Radio
Retailing at 25 Gns.

(This price does not apply to the Irish Free State)

CIRCUIT
Seven Arcturus Valves are used in this revolutionary Super-heterodyne circuit, of which four are of the Vari-Mu Super Pentode H.F. type, arranged as follows: Radio frequency stage, first detector, oscillator, intermediate frequency amplifier, second detector of the Twin Diode type (which also acts as automatic volume control stage), coupled to a power Pentode output valve giving maximum amplification and an undistorted output of 2,500 milliwatts. A full wave rectifier is also included. The selectivity is more than adequate for any location, the separation being 5 to 10 kc. This, combined with the automatic volume control and a complete absence of background noises, constitutes a revelation in circuit technique.

TUNING
A full vision illuminated dial calibrated in kc. and compensated to ensure equal separation over the entire tuning range. Dual wave 200/2,000 metres.

AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL
This important additional feature enables one to set the volume to the exact level required. Once set, all stations will be received on the same level. This ingenious Atwater Kent device also eliminates fading—that decreasing volume generally associated with foreign or distant reception.

THREE-POINT TONE SWITCH
This allows a choice of tone to suit individual tastes, either high, medium or low.

LOUD SPEAKER
Large mains energised moving-coil, giving superb range of volume and tone.

GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP
Connections are provided to allow of easy conversion to radio-gramophone.

CABINET
A beautifully constructed cabinet in figured walnut of Gothic design.

GENERAL
Suitable for A.C. mains, 100/230 volts.

With this Handsomely Housed 7-Valve Super-het Model
Atwater Kent answers the widespread demand for purer and better Radio Reception, greater selectivity and wider range

Cast your experienced eye over the brief specification of this Atwater-Kent achievement. Note particularly, and carefully, the masterly circuit technique. See also the refinements — Automatic Volume Control . . . Three-Point Tone Switch . . . Large mains energised moving-coil Loud Speaker, etc.

Is it to be wondered at that one important firm at once offered to sell thousands of Atwater-Kent Sets ? Or that some of the Ruling Heads of Europe and several of the world’s most eminent musicians have chosen Atwater Kent models for their own use ? Every note, whether it be of the human voice or of instrumental music, is so perfectly clear, so pure, so completely free from distortion, that even the most critical of ears cannot fail to be charmed.

Atwater Kent Radio you simply must see and hear. Sales in every district offer great possibilities. Profits are liberal—AND WILL NOT BE SPENT ON SERVICE. National Advertising is planned. Local Newspaper publicity in Stockists own territory is uncommonly generous.

Send a card, TO-NIGHT, for full details.
Letters like this mean more business bigger profits added prestige for you...

Battery Model 335
Complete Kit including Cossor 229 V.S.G., Variable-Mu Metallised Screened Grid, Cossor 516 H.L. (Metallised), Detector and Cossor 520 P. Output Valves, individually Shielded Coils, Cossor L.F. Transformer, all-metal panel and base and all the components necessary for rapid assembly, handsomely finished Cabinet and 10-inch Balanced Armature Loud Speaker. Provision for fitting gramophone pick-up socket and plug. **Price £7 - 17 - 6**

Hire Purchase Terms: 17½ down and 9 monthly payments of 17½.

Battery Model 334
As above but with smaller cabinet and without Loud Speaker. **Price £6 - 7 - 6**

Hire Purchase Terms: 14½ down and 9 monthly payments of 14½.

All-Electric Model 337
Complete Kit including Cossor M.V.S.G., Variable-Mu Metallised Screened Grid, Cossor 41 M.P. Output and Cossor 442 B.U. Heavy-Duty Rectifier Valves; individually Shielded Coils; Cossor L.F. Transformer; All-Metal Chassis; Cossor Heavy-Duty Mains Transformer and all components necessary for rapid assembly, Handsomely finished Cabinet; Balanced Armature Loud Speaker. Provision for fitting gramophone pick-up plug and jack. **Price £11 - 15 - 0**

Hire Purchase Terms: 25½ down and 11 monthly payments of 21½.

All-Electric Model 336
As above but with smaller cabinet and without Loud Speaker. **Price £9 - 15 - 0**

Hire Purchase Terms: 10½ down and 10 monthly payments of 19½.

All-Electric Model 338
Similar to the 336 and 337 but chassis only—without speaker or cabinet. Escutcheon and fixing template are provided. **Price £8 - 15 - 0**

Hire Purchase Terms: 3½ down and 8 monthly payments of 20½.

Dear Sirs,

You are not doing the 335 model justice in your advertisement.

With mine I can get 38 stations at full loudspeaker strength any evening, and if I use headphones I can double this number. If I desire to stay up till about 1 a.m., I can get four American and one which I think is a South American, as the talks are in Spanish.

Lots of my friends have great trouble just lately with the Regional and numerous foreigners, and are amazed that I can get nearly what I like amongst Paste Parisienne, Breslau, Huisen, Heilsberg, Bari, Brno, Leipzig, Muhlacker, without interference from London or National or Regional.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed)........

It is performance that counts, and with letters like this from your customers you are going to get bigger business—more profits. Christmas time radio has got to be at its best—your customers will demand it. With the range of Melody Makers available, each with really outstanding performance, each with a value-for-money appeal, you can give them perfect radio for Christmas—and after. You can add to your prestige too! Get in touch with your local Cossor Depot now!

Cossor
Melody Maker

Depots at Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Sheffield, Belfast and Dublin.
Major Gladstone Murray wants

A BRITISH RADIO DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Co-operative effort between B.B.C., R.M.A. and G.P.O.

Major W. Gladstone Murray, director of Information and Publications of the British Broadcasting Corporation, agrees with the view advanced last week by Mr. Ivor Hustler, of newly Radio Ltd., that special means should be adopted by the B.B.C. and the industry to popularise programmes. Major Murray also reveals that steps towards that end, involving the G.P.O. as well as the R.M.A. and the B.B.C., are actually under consideration.

Commenting on Mr. Hustler's criticism of present-day broadcast programmes, Major Murray takes the view that many of his points are answered by the programmes themselves.

Let me say to begin with that I agree entirely with Mr. Ivor Hustler when he emphasizes the importance of close and sympathetic co-operation between the B.B.C. and the wireless industry. I suggest, however, that Mr. Hustler is not quite fair either to the B.B.C. or the industry in ignoring the degree of co-operation which does exist. Apart from the special committee on broadcasting of the R.M.A., there is active, continuous liaison as much on programmes as on technical matters.

The special Tenth Birthday Week, on which much effort and money were expended, was designed not least to help the trade. Moreover, about seven years ago the B.B.C. took the initiative in trying to get started a British Radio Development Association on the lines of the Telephone Development Association. It was impossible then to secure agreement among members of the trade as to the basis of assessment for a joint campaign.

It is understood that the idea is being revived now, the initiative this time coming from the trade, which is seeking the co-operation of both the Post Office and the B.B.C. My personal view is that some such plan as this offers the best means of securing the end which Mr. Hustler has in view.

Selling "Quality" to Listeners

Now to turn to his criticisms. These are mainly general in their application, but when he ventures to particularize, his answer is to be found in the programmes. This is usually the case. Mr. H. G. Weils' article in a Sunday newspaper in 1927 is the classic example.

Mr. Hustler suggests talks of a semi-technical kind explaining that programmes are now so good and so well transmitted that they ought to be heard on good sets, thus spreading the idea that any set three years old should be replaced.

Apart from the damaging suggestion of self-complacency implicit in such a method, experience has proved that listeners in the main are more susceptible to an indirect appeal. Radio manufacturers would agree that demonstration is more convincing than sales talk, and this method has been tried.

On Saturday evenings, Messrs. Watson Watt and O. F. Brown, of the Radio Research Board, have been discussing sets in a way calculated to stimulate interest in modern receivers, and in order that the reproductive quality of apparatus might be put to the test the carrier wave of all stations was modulated with tones from 50 to 6,000 cycles during one of the talks. The imperfection of their sets must have been obvious to all who were listening on inferior or obsolescent apparatus at this time.

B.B.C.'s Topical Broadcasts

On the question of the Australian test matches: twelve months ago means were discussed of covering the current series. Technical difficulties exist in relaying from Australia, and when quality of reproduction is likely to be imperfect, lengthy relays are to be avoided. Under the best conditions in this country running commentaries have failed as a means of describing cricket matches. Eye-witness accounts at close of play are more effective, and this method is to be employed for bringing latest news of all decisive games to the British listener. The use of the England-Australia telephone service of the G.P.O. will ensure the best possible reception at 8.30 in the morning.

The B.B.C. already tries to satisfy the demand for really topical stuff. Brief topical talks, now included in news bulletins, augment the general talks which aim to keep listeners informed on current events.

Recent examples: Victor Smith on his solo flight from South Africa; Howard Marshall on Unemployed Disturbances in Hyde Park; Stephen Williams on the Ashton-in-Makerfield colliery disaster; T. M. Sief on the Cotton Crisis; Gerald Barry and Wickham Steed on Parliament.

The whole country is covered by regional organisations, and international telephones are used whenever occasion warrants. Examples of distant relays: President Masaryk from Prague; Amy Mallison from Cape Town.

Blattnerphone is already in use for recording events that occur early in the day when the audience is small. Records thus made are later added to news bulletins in the evening.

"Stunts" and "Stars"

Mr. Hustler wants "radio" entertainment—"something you cannot hear any other way...International celebrities, distinguished artists or speakers, who rarely appear in public." The current issue of the Radio Times contains many names that seem in some way to satisfy this definition. Among these are: C. B. Cochran and Pau Casals, Lord Cecil, Evelyn Waugh, Sir Edward Elgar, M. Doumercure, Sir Robert Horne, Lord Derby, Sir Henry Page-Croft and Major Attlee.

(Concluded on page 3 of)
Addition to Atlas Receiver Range

BATTERY S.G.3 WITH M.C. SPEAKER INTRO-DUCED

PRODUCTION was commenced this week by H. Clarke & Co. (M/cr.), Ltd., of a new 3-volt battery-operated set which, complete with moving-coil speaker, is to retail at £5 15s., easy payment terms of £1 down and twelve monthly payments of 17s. 6d. also being available. It will be supplied complete with valves and batteries.

The circuit employed consists of a variable-mu H.F. detector and power arrangement, controls comprising a wave-change switch, wavelength calibrated tuning dial, and a reaction condenser. Concentric with the tuning knob is a small knob operating a trimmer for the 2-gang condenser.

At the back of the set is a variable selectivity control enabling the necessary degree of selectivity to be obtained for particular local conditions, this only needing adjustment when the set is installed. Also at the back of the receiver is a terminal strip carrying the aerial connection and sockets for a gramophone pick-up and for an additional speaker. The valves fitted will be the Marconi or Osram VS2, HL2 and LP2 types.

Incorporated in the two-colour figured walnut cabinet of the receiver is an "Atlas " permanent-magnet M.C. speaker. An interesting point is that H.T. current consumption is given as the low figure of 8 mA.

The name given to the set is " Lambda," which is the Greek letter λ—a symbol which, of course, is used for 'wave-length.'

"ECONOMIC " CHARGERS

Transformers Also Made

An extensive range of accumulator charging sets employing thermionic valve rectifiers is being produced for the trade by the Salisbury Transformer & Electrical Co., Devizes Road, Salisbury, Wilts, all sets being sold at net trade prices under the name "Economic.

The range is too extensive to be detailed here, but it may be said that there are altogether eight types, graduating from a model at 60 10s., which is a single circuit type capable of handling 10 cells in series at a rate of 2 A to a 5-circuit model at £2.5. for a total of 175 cells. There are also two H.T. chargers in the range, while special apparatus can be supplied to order, as can chargers for D.C. mains.

The firm in question also manufacture power transformers, prices for which will be quoted on application accompanied by specified requirements.

NEW LINES That

NEW CELESTION SPEAKER CHASSIS

Large "Quality" Model

The latest addition to the range of energised moving-coil speakers manufactured by Celestion, Ltd., is the D.C. 28 model, a large instrument available in chassis form both for A.C. and D.C. mains drive.

Designed mainly to provide a large undistorted output, and robustly constructed, the speaker is still competitive in price, the D.C. model listing at £3 5s. and the A.C. one at £6. for 200-250V mains.

A "Hyflex" diaphragm over 10 ins. in diameter is employed, and the field consumption is of the order of 25 W. The audible range of the instrument is stated to be from 40 to over 10,000 cycles, while other features claimed by the makers are high sensitivity and large power-handling capacity.

With regard to the latter, Celestion state that the D.C. 28 will handle 9 W undistorted with ease, and up to 15 W without mechanical distress. It is thus suitable for use in small or medium halls.

A universal input transformer is, of course, fitted.

MECHANICAL HAMMER

For all kinds of Wall Plugs

A mechanical hammer specially designed for the drilling of holes for Rawplug and similar wall plugs is now being produced by William Geipel, Ltd., 156-170, Bermondsey Street, London, E.C.1, under the name of "Quead." The hammer works by an ingeniously arranged combination of a drill, a hammer head and a worm which raises and releases the hammer head and at the same time rotates the drill.

By the use of a stubborn spring moving through a short distance, regular and uniform blows are imparted by the hammer head at the rate of 1,000 to 1,500 per minute. All wearing parts are easily renewable. The "Quead" hammer is designed to drill holes for the standard wall plug sizes, 3, 6, 8 and 10, and can be used on brick, cement, Portland stone, slates, tiles and so on. The price, including a bit and ejector, is 12s. 6d., extra bits being available at 5s. per dozen.

FOR THE S.T.400

A complete set of terminals, warded plugs and spade tags for the "S.T.400" constructors' receiver can now be supplied by Knivetton Cable Works, Ltd., Queenway, Ponders End, Middlesex, to retail at 3s., complete in an attractive carton.

The British Aluminium Co., Ltd., who are producers of aluminium and its alloys in ingot and semi-manufactured forms, have just issued a most attractive brochure, almost entirely devoted to sepias illustrations of articles employing the metal.
Mean NEW SALES

AERODYNE PEDESTAL RECEIVERS

Two Models Introduced

Two of the existing "Aerodyne" table receivers are now available in larger pedestal cabinets. They are made by Hustler, Simpson & Webb, Ltd., of Aerodyne Works, Hoe Street, Walthamstow, E.17.

The first comprises the chassis of the "Aerodyne Variable Mu S.G.3" incorporated in a light matt-finished walnut pedestal cabinet and named the "Pedestal De Luxe" model. The price is 12 guineas or 30s. down and 11 monthly payments of 24s., these figures being inclusive of batteries and the built-in moving-coil speaker.

A point of interest is that the chassis now possesses an illuminated dial and is calibrated in wavelengths.

In addition, the chassis of the "Aerodyne A.C. Three series receiver is now available in exactly the same pedestal cabinet, except that the fret matches the 15 guinea table model. Therefore, the only difference in the outward appearance of the two models is in the fret, which in each case corresponds with the same model in cabinet form.

The retail price of the mains model pedestal is 17 guineas, and the H.P. terms are £2 down and 11 monthly payments of £38.

RAY BATTERY CHARGERS

Bristol Firm's Range

A series of six rectifiers for battery charging is being marketed by the Ray Engineering Co., Ltd., Waterdale Works, Southmead, Bristol, all of them employing iron gas-filled valve for rectification. All models are suitable for any 200 to 250 V, single phase 50 cycle supply, and each is encased in an aluminium and steel case, finished in black crystaline enamel, with a black insulating panel on the front.

On this panel are mounted a D.P. mains switch, voltage changing switch, ammeters for each output circuit, 21 stud resistances regulating switches for each circuit, overload circuit breaker, output terminals and a pilot lamp showing when the rectifier is working.

Model A.C.2 gives an output of 6 A at 40 V, and has two circuits, for 40 and 25 V, its net trade price being £11.5s., while model A.C.2 has an output of 2 A, 85 V (85 V only), and is priced at £12 5s. The respective outputs and prices of the remaining four rectifiers are:

- Model A.C.3, 6 A, 80 V (50 and 80 V), £17 10s.;
- model A.C.4, 15 A, 85 V (50 and 85 V), £28; model A.C.5, 6 A, 16 V (9 and 16 V), £9 15s.;
- model A.C.6, 6 A, 16 V (9 and 16 V), £8 7s. 6d.

The current output of model A.C.5 can be varied from 1 to 35 A, but that of model A.C.6 is fixed for a charging rate of 5 to 6 A.

Two New Pye Sets for Christmas

BATTERY RECEIVER AND RADIO-GRAMOPHONE

NEXT week Pye Radio, Ltd., will be announcing to the trade details of two new receivers which are being introduced in time for Christmas trade. One of these instruments is a receiver, while the other is a radio-gramophone.

Known as model G/B, the receiver is designed on the same lines as the firm's popular model G set, except that it is for battery operation only. The retail price, it will be recalled, has a variable-mu H.F. amplifying stage, and a power grid detector feeding to the output valve through an L.F. band-pass circuit. Tuning is arranged on the band-pass system and a moving-coil speaker is incorporated in the cabinet.

Although similar to this specification, the new G/B is fitted with a push-pull output stage, so that in all four valves are employed. The use of push-pull output in this battery set is probably unique and enables the set to give a greater output than would otherwise be possible.

The radio-gramophone will employ a similar chassis to that of the A.C. operated model G, and will be called the G/RG and the price, which has been revealed to us, will be very attractive in view of the specification.

Full details of these models will be published next week, while after Christmas information will be released of a battery portable set called the B.

A D.C. version of the G is now available for 200-250 V supplies, the average consumption being given as 35 W.

CONSOLIDATED 5-GUINEA D.C. SET

Consolidated Radio Co., Ltd., can now supply a model of the 2-valve mains set which was exclusively described in the November 26th TRADER. It will be recalled that the outstanding feature of the A.C. model is that, although it incorporates a moving-coil speaker, its price is only 5 guineas. The D.C. model is also to sell at this attractive price.

Incidentally, the firm tell us that so great has been the demand for the A.C. set that they are now working overtime to meet orders.

MARCONPHONE D.C. "253" RELEASED

Marconphone announce the release of their Model "253" receiver in D.C. mains form. The set is, of course, the well-known 3-valve instrument selling at 16 guineas, which figure also holds good for the D.C. set. The set is suitable for 200-250 V D.C. mains.

(More "New Lines" on page 301.)
New Threat to E. London Trade

A urgent call to all East London retailers to take immediate steps to protect their livelihood follows the report that Leyton Council are considering taking up the sale of wireless sets at their electricity showrooms, and that complete details of the proposition are to be submitted to the next meeting of the Council.

On behalf of wireless retailers in particular and the retail trade generally, Mr. L. Wilde, hon. secretary of the Essex and East London Branch W.R.A., has written to the Leyton Town Clerk protesting against the proposals and emphasising the serious damage that would be done to dealers if the scheme is carried through. He suggests that the Council receive a retailers' deputation before any action is taken.

The matter is, of course, a very serious one, and all Leyton dealers are urged to band together to fight this menace, and in an effort to assist them, Mr. Wilde wishes to receive the names and addresses of traders in the area. Communications should be sent without delay to Mr. Wilde, 291-293, High Road, Ilford.

South Wales O.S.A Meeting

A MEETING of the Oldham Service Association, South Wales Division, at Cardiff, decided that the 1933 meetings should be adapted to meet the convenience of all members. They will be held at 5.30 on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays in rotation, to enable members to select most convenient days for attending. The meetings will be held in two sections, the first section to be wholly given to radio discussion and then, following a tea interval, starter and motor matters will be discussed. This will enable members to arrive and leave at such a time as convenient to themselves. Special meetings will be called, of course, as necessary.

Mr. J. W. Elliott-Garwood, 72 Llanfair Road, Cardiff, the hon. secretary and treasurer, will give any information required.

West Herts W.R.A. and Relays

MEMBERS of the West Herts Branch of the W.R.A. met at a new venue on Tuesday evening—the Carlton Tea Rooms, Queen Street, Watford—and a pleasant room at this address has been secured for future use, the next meeting being on the second Tuesday in the New Year.

Recent events in the Watford district, involving the choice of a new chairman in the person of Mr. H. D. White and the election of a fresh branch committee, have been discussed at private meetings of members, but this week the secretary, Mr. Gray, was able to report upon the action taken. This arose from an application in respect of a proposed local relay service which was made to the Watford Council in the names of three leading local retailers and members of the branch. They stated that they proposed to "wire not more than 1,500 houses for some years to come" and that local W.R.A. members would be enabled to share in the profits.

When this application came to the notice of the branch steps were taken to deal with the position and on Tuesday Mr. Gray read a copy of a letter he had forwarded to the Council, setting forth at length the grounds upon which the majority of local retailers were opposed to relays and asking the Council to defer further consideration for six months.

Messrs. Gray, Sirett, Willison and White were elected to form the branch committee.

Considerable interest was shown in an expression of opinion by Mr. Smith that the W.R.A. definition of a retailer was not a satisfactory one. He urged that "suitable shop premises" should be substituted for "business premises" in the definition. The branch adopted the following resolution: "That the National Council be asked to suspend all other business until the W.R.A. definition of a retailer has been altered."

Preston W.R.A. Debates New Rules

PRESTON W.R.A. on Tuesday resolved that a National Trade Conference be held (1) to make necessary arrangements for the registration of the legitimate radio retailer; (2) to form a permanent Joint Council to deal with matters relating to the distribution of radio supplies; (3) to control new accounts in conjunction with the local branch; (4) to eliminate the undesirable element.

New branch rules were then taken separately and discussed. Among the agreed objects was that of practising clean competition and encouraging a spirit of co-operation with all bona-fide sections of the wireless industry, to eliminate misleading advertisements and to assist fellow members by occasional interchange of stock lines, in case of emergency. There was considerable discussion on a recommendation concerning eligibility for membership, viz., that it should be restricted to persons or firms occupying rated business premises with shop front, carrying a stock of £50 list value in Preston Borough, and £75 list value in outlying districts. The stock must be the members' own goods. The member must carry on the business of a wireless retailer for 12 months in the year. Eventually the rule was adopted as amended.

The secretary intimated that there were 27 members up to date, and they were anticipating many additions.

On the question of the expulsion of members for wilfully acting in contravention of the rules, it was decided to give the retailer who recommended such an expulsion the provision "by a unanimous vote" being eradicated. It was agreed that a list of bona-fide retailers, whether members of the Association or not, should be submitted to the factors with the request that supplies should be restricted to them.

It was decided to ask all members to provide concrete facts of unfair trading to Committee representatives.

The meeting confirmed the following appointments:—President, Mr. F. Baker; secretaries, Messrs. E. R. Staveley and S. Staveley; treasurer, Mr. G. Wilkinson; these officers, with Messrs. Naylor, Curtis and Swift, to constitute the Executive Committee.

Scottish Retailers on Discount Reductions

W E understand that the Scottish R.R.A. has been discussing the question of reduced discounts, and that at a recent joint meeting with leading music traders Mr. James Plucknett proposed a resolution worked as follows:

"That this joint meeting of Scottish radio and music dealers affirm its opinion that it is impossible to give the public satisfaction and service at 274 per cent. discount and that a reasonable amount of credit is essential with modern conditions of trading."

Our information is that the first part of this motion was passed unanimously but the latter recommendation did not appeal to several Murphy dealers who were present. One, in fact, is reported to have gone so far as to say that H.M.V. Murphy and Columbia sets were the only makes he could sell in competition with the local co-op store.

It is accordingly intended to approach leading makers on the subject of the present position regarding co-operative societies in view of the decision at R.W.T.A. manufacturers.

Rochdale W.R.A. Discusses Domestic Matters

DOMESTIC business occupied most time on Monday morning at the monthly meeting of Rochdale Branch W.R.A. First of all, leakage of branch matters was reported and arrangements made for investigation.

Details were discussed of certain batteries being cut, and of the action of a set maker in regulating supplies of his receivers.

Satisfaction was felt at a message from Murphy, pointing out that their products must not be held by the local committee, the provision "by a unanimous vote" being eradicated. It was agreed that a list of bona-fide retailers, whether members of the Association or not, should be submitted to the factors with the request that supplies should be restricted to them.

"Dodies" were said to be resorted to by agents for certain lines and, while they would order by the number of commission agents or canvassers, but that they must be handled by salesmen who were paid a wage as regular employees of the dealer.

Pleasure was expressed at the K-B announcement that there must be no interchange of sets among their various dealers.

New S.R.R.A Branch at Falkirk

AFTEER enthusiastic propaganda work by Mr. Hart, a Falkirk and District branch of the Scottish Radio Retailers' Association has been established. The meeting held last week was attended by about twenty traders. Mr.
INSIDE KNOWLEDGE

of the public's requirements is the first essential in business to-day. They want their batteries to give maximum service, so the wise trader installs a Westinghouse Battery Charger, knowing them to be thoroughly reliable and capable of retaining their efficiency at heavy and light loads.

Entire elimination of maintenance costs and replacements are effected, even one cell may be charged economically at the rate specified by the makers.

Send a P.C. for our booklet, "At the Correct Rate," which thoroughly describes our various models. We shall be pleased to let you have it by return.

WESTINGHOUSE

BATTERY CHARGERS

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd., 82, York Road, King's Cross, N.1
ALL-ELECTRIC A.C. 3-VALVE (Plus Rectifier)
INCORPORATING "ROLA" MOVING COIL SPEAKER

PRICE TO DEALERS 6 GNS
RETAIL PRICE 12 GUINEAS

SPECIFICATION:

SAMPLE ORDER COUPON
To Spyda Electric Co., 2 Edgbaston Street, Birmingham 5.
Please despatch A.C.3. Receivers
Please despatch A.C.3. Radiograms
Enclosed please find remittance for £........... to cover cost.
(Attach this to your letter-heading)

ALL-ELECTRIC A.C. 3-VALVE (Plus Rectifier)
RADIOGRAM
INCORPORATING "ROLA" MOVING COIL SPEAKER.
Price to DEALERS

Retail Price

VARIOUS CONDENSERS AND RESISTANCES

SPECIFICATION:

£9-19-6

December 10, 1932
A Letter from Mr. HAROLD ELLIOTT,
Managing Director of the SPYDA
ELECTRIC CO.

SELL SPYDA SETS AND GET THE ADDITIONAL FACTORS' PROFIT!

To My Dealer Friends,

I am fully convinced that it is practically impossible for you to make a reasonable profit with Radio on a discount of 30 per cent., or even 30 + 10 per cent. THAT IS WHY SPYDA DEALERS WILL GET A STRAIGHT 50 per cent. OFF LIST PRICES!

Your profit being half of the Retail Cash Price should enable you to carry your own Hire Purchase on SPYDA Productions. You can demand a reasonable deposit and monthly payments so as to get back your cost in three or four months, thus having the benefit of the interest added.

I look to you to back me up in this enterprise by sending your sample order in at once, and by pushing the SPYDA Set and Radiogram for all you are worth. There are no restrictions, and you can be assured that every Model produced by SPYDA will be competitive in price, of the highest grade, and entirely trouble-free.

My policy is DIRECT-TO-DEALER, and to enable me to allow you 50 per cent. off, no credit can be entertained, as the margin of manufacturing profit is so close to the actual cost of production.

Production is well in hand, and orders received this week-end will be despatched on Monday next, December 12th. POST SAMPLE ORDER FORM ON OPPOSITE PAGE FOR EARLY DESPATCH.

Yours Truly,

Managing Director
SPYDA ELECTRIC CO.
HIGGS (GREAT BRITAIN) LIMITED

INTRODUCE

The HIGGS EXPONENTIAL FIVE

manufactured by HIGGS (GT. BRITAIN) LTD.

THE FINEST RECEIVER EVER MADE

incorporating

THE MAGNA SPEAKER

manufactured by MAGNA-VOX (GT. BRITAIN) LTD.

THE FINEST SPEAKER EVER MADE

“The MAGNEX”

22 GNS.

(INCLUDING ROYALTIES)

Write to-day for Terms and Particulars

HIGGS (GREAT BRITAIN) LIMITED

WESTBOURNE PLACE, HOVE, SUSSEX 'PHONE 2904
Robert Morrison (President of the S.R.R.A.), Mr. Forbes and Mr. Paterson travelled from Glasgow and received a very cordial welcome.

The meeting was of an informal nature and the discussions ranged over a wide variety of trade topics.

Mr. Hart then gave particulars of a trade register scheme which had been recommended to the local dealers in the vigorous methods they had adopted to clean out the trade. If other local associations would only adopt the same way of working together the results would astonish them.

**Scottish Music Merchants and Radio Service**

A recently held meeting of the West of Scotland Division of the Scottish Music Merchants' Association an interesting interchange of opinion took place on the question of radio service. The general feeling was that the difficulties arising therefrom were not nearly so acute as formerly—largely because of the fact that the latest sets were of such a reliable character and gave such splendid results—and it was generally felt that customers were now content with a more modified service than formerly.

The Edinburgh and East of Scotland Section also debated the question. A card prepared by the Scottish Radio Retailers' Association was submitted, and it was found that a proposal was couched in somewhat similar terms to the service scheme of a Dundee musical instrument dealer which had already been approved by the S.M.M.A. The Dundee scheme (it was explained) entitled the customer to three free service visits within one year.

At this meeting a report was also given concerning the combined music and radio exhibition that it was proposed to hold in Edinburgh next winter in substitution for the radio exhibitions previously held. General approval was given to this proposal, and various suggestions were made and noted for the information of the organiser of the proposed exhibition.

**New Secretary for Cambridge Branch W.R.A.**

EMBARRIED of the Cambridge W.R.A. branch met at Messrs. Miller's premises on Monday to fill the vacancy caused by Mr. J. T. Harvey's resignation as secretary. Mr. A. W. Matthews proposed and Mr. Harvey seconded that Mr. H. G. Lilley be elected secretary. As there were no other nominations, the proposal was carried unanimously.

Mr. Lilley is an energetic young man, who was apprenticed nine or ten years ago to the Cambridge Electric Wiring & Repair Co., for whom he is now manager of the sales department.

Mr. Valentine moved a decision of the branch to meet fortnightly instead of monthly, it was now agreed to adopt the chairman's proposition that in future the meetings be limited in length from 8 to 9.30 p.m., except when urgent business required longer.

Mr. Lilley, on the motion of Mr. Harvey, was requested to visit Cambridge and speak at a meeting with a view to extending interest in the association and its principles.

**Notts W.R.A. Meet at Mansfield**

THE Nottingham branch of the W.R.A. had an innovation for their monthly meeting this week, for instead of the gathering taking place in Nottingham, it was held at Mansfield, the object being to create further interest in the association. The idea met with considerable success, for the attendance was the biggest for some time past. Mr. J. Thornton presided, and there were representations from many Notts towns. The chairman thanked Mr. Vallance, of Mansfield, for making the local arrangements, and also the members for their attendance. At the outset Mr. Thornton spoke of the advantages which accrued as the result of membership of the W.R.A. He told how the Association was doing good work in tackling trade evils.

At the conclusion of Mr. Thornton's inspiring address Mr. Valentine suggested that as Mansfield traders were enthusiastic about the association it would be well if they formed a sub-branch of the Nottingham body, and send a representative to the monthly meeting of the main branch.

Mr. Vallance, however, speaking on behalf of the Mansfield traders, thought it would be well if the members could personally attend the Nottingham meetings. It would be to their interest to do so.

Mansfield traders unanimously complained that price-cutting was rampant in the town, and was on the increase. They were especially up against the local co-operative society, the members of which were given a dividend of 2s. 3d. in the £.

There was a lengthy discussion on co-operative dividends after which a number of new members signed up. The meeting was certainly the most successful held by the local association.

**Carlisle Branch W.R.A. Gets Going**

MEETING of the newly formed Carlisle Branch of the W.R.A. was held in the Viaduct Hotel on Monday, and after the chairman, Mr. E. S. Roberts, outlined the advantages of membership of the Association, three additional members were enrolled.

A lengthy discussion then ensued on the power of the W.R.A. to protect the retail section against unfair trading, and it was agreed by all present that by united effort they should endeavour to clean up the trade. As far as Carlisle was concerned—and as Mr. Roberts stated during the proceedings, to 'save ourselves from ourselves.'

The recent efforts to lower discounts were then discussed for some considerable time, and it was generally agreed that this stop on the part of manufacturers should be deprecated, and every effort made to maintain the present discounts.

The vexed question of service after sales was then raised and all were agreed that a limited number of free calls be given after which a nominal charge should be made.

**NEWS FROM THE COURTS**

**THE RADIOVISOR CASE**

KENNETH BROWN, BAKER, BAKER, solicitors for Radiovisor (Foreign and Colonial), Ltd., have given notice of appeal against the decision of Mr. Justice Lawrence, in the King's Bench Division, on November 19th, in favour of the defendants, Radiovisor Parent, Ltd., on the claim by Radiovisor (Foreign and Colonial), Ltd., for damages and the return or cancellation of 120,000 £1 shares in the plaintiff company for alleged fraudulent misrepresentation in the disposal to them by the defendant company of the foreign and colonial rights in a selenium light bridge.

**LUMOPHON SETS DESTROYED IN TRANSIT**

IN the King's Bench Division, before Mr. Justice Swift, British Lumophon, Ltd., brought against Bouts Bros., Ltd., of Bow Road, London, a claim for the value of 50 W313 console model wireless sets of the plaintiff company which, it was said, were destroyed by fire in the course of road transport from London to a Sheffield customer. The value of the sets was stated at £375. The defendants denied that they were common carriers, said they did not accept the goods as such, and contended that there was a verbal condition that the goods should be carried at owners' risk. Messrs. Bouts Bros. denied that they failed to exercise due care in the carriage.

Several witnesses were called.

Mr. Justice Swift, delivering his judgment, said he was satisfied on the evidence that Bouts Bros. carried the goods as common carriers and were subject to all the liabilities of common carriers. The question was also raised as to whether there was a special agreement between the parties by which the goods were carried at owners' risk. The court did not think there was any such agreement, and therefore the Lumophon Co. were entitled to the £375 they claimed for the loss of their property with costs. His Lordship added that there was no evidence of negligence on the part of the carriers or their servants. The cause of the fire remained unexplained.
NOVEL display lighting can play a most valuable part in capturing the attention of the Christmas shopping crowds. An unusual lighting effect will draw the eye of the average person in competition with almost any other attraction, and as during December the window is artifically illuminated throughout the busiest hours of each day, effective lighting has maximum opportunities of showing results.

The Christmas displays suggested in an earlier issue of The Trader were designed to be seen to good effect by ordinary window lighting, but even in these cases still more effective results might be obtained by an unusual illumination scheme, and where the trader has not devoted as much attention as he should to the setting of his Christmas display, a novel lighting touch may often save it from proving a complete failure.

Some simple but eye-catching effects can easily be obtained by the trader himself without great cost. Perhaps the most useful lighting gadget is a flasher, which can be obtained for a few shillings, and when wired up with one or more lamps will give an invaluable touch of movement to a display.

Merely to have a lamp flashing on and off in the display, as some retailers do, is pointless. The attention-arresting qualities of the flashing lamp should be utilised to focus attention on the goods, or on a well-written ticket. For example, a large sheet of tinted transparent paper should be stretched on a light wooden frame, and lettered with some such wording as "Any set in this display can be installed in your home this Christmas for a first payment of £1." If a "stock" cut-out of Santa Claus is placed by the side of this poster, with one arm raised to draw attention to it, and a flashing lamp is placed behind the tinted paper, an effect that is both arresting and sales-making will be secured.

Another simple idea, which could be utilised in any of the Trader windows and in scores of others, is to place a lamp inside each of two or three cabinets, so that the light shines through the speaker grills, and to place another lamp behind a transparent poster, worded like that suggested. By arranging the lamps to flash on and off in sequence, a great deal of attention will be attracted.

The use of a tinted spotlight to throw a strong beam of coloured light on to a centrally-located set or other line, is an effective idea which can easily be arranged.

Many traders have improvised their own spotlights. An old magic lantern is often suitable, especially when it is adapted to take an electric lamp as the light source, and can thus be suspended in any position without risk of fire. A piece of tinted glass inserted in the slide carrier will provide the colour effect. Car spotlights can also be used, the lens being covered with a tinted shade.

The light source should be hidden, and should be located toward the top of the window. The brilliant ray of light, and the colour contrast, never fail to secure attention.

The value of such special lighting devices in giving a "centre of interest" to a display, and so inducing the most casual passer-by to stop and make a closer inspection, has proved so evident that a considerable variety of novel equipment is now available. Some of these devices are quite inexpensive, while others, although necessarily more costly, are undoubtedly a very strong attraction in a display.

An example of the less costly of these illuminated display units is the stand illustrated on this page, bearing the wording "Special this Week." The stand measures 21 ins. by 18 ins., and the line to be featured is placed in the display opening, where it is illuminated by a lamp immediately overhead. The same lamp lights the translucent panel carrying the lettering, which can be varied to suit the purpose for which it is to be used. The price of this unit, which is supplied by Wm. Potter & Sons, Ltd., 160, Aldersgate Street, E.C.1, is £25.

The trader can also obtain an inexpensive device which enables him to make his own illuminated window signs. It consists of a glass panel, so treated that any desired wording can be drawn upon it in coloured chalk, and the panel is flooded with diffused lighting from the side.

Among the more elaborate display units, those utilising neon lighting are among the most effective, and an excellent example of such a stand is shown in the second illustration. Here the circular neon light forms a highly arresting feature, especially if the stand is shown against a dark background, and as the line to be given prominence is actually displayed within the circle it is assured of the desired emphasis. A stand of this kind costs about nine guineas.

P.A. OPPORTUNITIES AT YULE

THE many socials and private dances, amateur entertainments, pre-unions, and so forth, which are organised at this season of the year, provide opportunities for the dealer who specialises in P.A. work which may in many cases be overlooked.

Where such events are on a relatively small scale, the organisers have probably never thought of introducing any means of amplifying speech or music, but the dealer could show that such equipment would add considerably to the success of many of these events, and the total of the business thus secured would be worth while.
The Selling Side—continued

For school or church concerts, suitable programmes of records could be supplied to fill up gaps, while a microphone and amplifying equipment might also be utilised on the platform. In the case of socials, dances, and so forth, amplified music from a gramophone also has value at intervals, and a microphone would be useful for announcements and the like.

WISH YOUR CUSTOMERS A MERRY CHRISTMAS

The "human touch" is always of value in the dealings between a trader and his customers, and never more so than at this season of the year. The retailer who, during the last week before the holiday, wishes his customers and the public generally "A Merry Christmas," will gain not a little in that intangible asset known as goodwill.

There are several ways in which this can be done. One trader always includes in his display, beginning seven days before December 25th, a large Christmas card, carried out by a local ticket-writer. The card is decorated with holly leaves or some other Seasonal touch, while the lettering reads somewhat as follows:

To all the customers of the Symphonic Salons—Past, Present and Future—we wish that old, old wish, A RIGHT MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.

If it is done neatly, there is no reason why the Christmas greeting should not incorporate a selling point. For instance, this year many local weeklies will be published on Christmas Eve; rather too late, perhaps, for a great deal of business to be influenced, but in time for an advertisement combining a greeting and last-minute reminder, on the lines of that suggested on this page. The footnote should be adapted to the trader's own requirements; thus those who propose to open on the Tuesday following the holiday, in order to secure the proportion of urgent supplies business which is usually to be had at such times, should mention this fact.

During the fortnight preceding the holiday, a pleasantly worded sales letter, conveying a similar wish, may usefully be sent to all the customers and prospects on the mailing list. Worded as suggested in the instructions in column three it will act as a timely reminder and help to cement goodwill at the same time.

COMBINED BATTERY AND LICENCE FEES

Swansea retail firm have made it possible for battery set users in Swansea, and a wide surrounding district, to obtain their wireless licences, or renewals of licences, on deferred payments.

In recent weeks a G.P.O. officials "drive" in the area has resulted in a huge number of pirates being discovered. Many of these were people affected by unemployment or who, for various reasons, pleaded inability to produce at one payment the licence fee. The P.O. officials also discovered a large number of sets not used owing to inability to pay licence fees.

H. Norman Kirk, Ltd., Gower Street, Swansea, have now launched a scheme to ease the licence payment obligation, and, at the same time, extend their already large L.T. battery hire service.

They have, in quarter-page advertisements in local daily newspapers, announced an "all-in" battery service scheme. Immediately users sign an undertaking to avail themselves of this scheme for twelve months, Messrs. Kirk take out for them the wireless licence and hand it over, or make renewal if and when it is due. The undertaking is to take a 2 V Exide L.T. cell, delivered and collected by Kirk's, fortnightly for fifteen pence per fortnight, including the repayment of the firm's advance of the licence fee amount.

The scheme is likely to be very successful as it saves set users much trouble, even if they are not in difficult circumstances.

AN "OUT-OF-THE-RUT" CATALOGUE

There is little doubt that a well-produced catalogue is in itself a sales aid for the retailer, and that an "out-of-the-rut" effort will more than repay any slight additional trouble expended on it. Dealers contemplating the compilation of such a publication may find much of interest in the method adopted by Priest's Radio, one of the best known of Birmingham's suburban dealers.

Priest's catalogue comprises selected high quality lines—receivers and radiogramophones only—with the final message at the end, "We carry a stock of 3,000 records."

Mr. Thomas R. Priest approached the various radio firms for whom he is an agent, and obtained illustration blocks and descriptive matter from them. Each maker had a two-page spread devoted to his products. Attention to detail always has its reward, and by taking trouble over the conduct of their business—such as producing a really interesting catalogue—Priest's are able to report an increase in their trade by over 25 per cent. from last year.
TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

Macnamara "Golden Voice" A.C. Receiver.

In the range of receivers recently introduced by Telsen the Macnamara 3-valve A.C. model takes a prominent place, and, although being quite conventional in design, has several interesting features worthy of note.

Description.—Cabinet: Table type of modernistic design, carried out in solid walnut with dark polished finish. Circular speaker grille above controls at front. Dimensions: 15\(\frac{1}{2}\) ins. by 8\(\frac{3}{4}\) ins. by 10\(\frac{1}{4}\) ins. high.

Controls: Centre, on metal escutcheon plate, tuning knob with concentric trimming control. Bottom centre, wavechange switching control. Left, selectivity control ("Separator"). Right, reaction control ("Volume"). Wavelength calibrated drum dial with illumination. Mains switch at rear of chassis.


Construction: Sheet steel chassis with nickel-plated finish. Valves, screened coils, and unscreened side-by-side ganged condensers on upper surface. Provision at rear for connection of aerial, earth, mains aerial, pick-up, external speaker and mains connector. Hum control, fuses in clips and mains switch also at rear.

Speaker: Energised M.C. mjobel, with hum-bucking coil.

The Macnamara "Golden Voice" A.C. receiver is distinctive in appearance, as will be seen from the illustration above. On the right the neat appearance of the chassis will be observed.

Retail price of complete receiver: 15 guineas. Chassis available in plain unstained cabinet at 12 guineas.

Test Results.—The consumption of the receiver on 250 V 50 cycle A.C. mains was about 50 W, which is close to the rated value of 52 W. With the hum adjuster correctly set, and a good earth, the hum from the set was entirely negligible.

The tone had a pleasant balance at normal room levels, with a fairly good upper register and a full bass. There was some cabinet resonance at full volume, tending to accentuate the lower middle register. Speech was clear, although it had a slight bass colouration. There was no shrillness, and, generally speaking, the tone was full, rich and forward. A very large output was obtainable with no signs of distress other than the bass accentuation noted above.

Using our inside roof aerial 11 miles from Brookmans Park, the selectivity and sensitivity obtainable by careful use of the "separator" and "volume" controls was remarkably good for the circuit employed. For instance, London Regional, Hamburg, Scottish Regional, Lwow, Toulouse and Leipzig were all obtained clear of interference on the M.W. band, while Zeeseen was clear of all on Radio Paris on the L.W. band. Naturally, rather careful manipulation of the "separator" and "volume" controls, and the tuner and trimmer knobs, was necessary for this, but it certainly shows the capabilities of the set in skilled hands.

Even without critical adjustments, stations like Langenburg, Sottens, Prague and a dozen others were obtained at full room strength with the "separator" about half-way out, and a certain amount of reaction. The selectivity is such that the separator can be kept at the minimum sensitivity position (that is, with the series condenser shorted out), and a number of foreign stations can then be received at enormous strength without interference.

The receiver certainly has "punch," and one has the feeling that everything is working at maximum efficiency, particularly on the M.W. range.

The mains aerial device in our case was moderately satisfactory on the M.W. band, but not very good on the long waves.

In detail work the set is an excellent production. The chassis is a "clean" job, with very well-fitting valve-holders, accessible fuses, and a hum adjuster. A sturdy mains lead is supplied, while the instruction book is very well written.

The cabinet is solid and well made, and though there are more controls than in some sets, it is not necessary that they all be critically used in order to get good results. The accurately calibrated scale is well illuminated. Altogether, this is a set which gives good results with a minimum of skill, and excellent results, for the circuit employed, by careful adjustment of all the controls.

ROTX, LTD., WILLESDEN JUNCTION, LONDON, N.W.10.

M.L. Mains Transformer, Type MT50.

Description and Price.—The particular M.L. mains transformer submitted by Rotx, Ltd., for review is representative of the MT50 type, and is suitable for use with a Westinghouse metal rectifier, style H.T.9 (D.C. output 60 mA at 300 V). The output available from the H.T. secondary is rated as 200 mA at 240 V A.C., while there is a single centre-tapped L.T. secondary giving 5 A at 2-0-2 V A.C. The primary winding has three tappings for inputs of 200, 220 and 240 V. A general idea of the construction is given by our illustration. The laminations of the core are clamped between two cast aluminium alloy frames, which also serve to carry the three small paxolin terminal blocks.
The primary, H.T. secondary, and L.T. secondary are wound in separate slots in the former. Large terminals with clamping nuts are provided, and the output of each winding is clearly marked.

Overall dimensions: 53 ins. by 34 ins. by 44 ins. high.
Retail price: £2.

Test Results. The output of the H.T. winding, with the full load applied to the L.T. winding was exactly equal to the rated value, i.e., 240 V, 200 mA, and is thus entirely suitable for the purposes of the machine. H.T.9 rectifier, with a voltage doubler circuit, delivering about 300 V, 60 mA smoothed D.C.

The L.T. winding delivered 4½ V 5 A when a load of 200 mA was being taken from the H.T. secondary. The winding was accurately centre-tapped. The no-load voltage of the L.T. winding was 4½ V, so that there was only roughly a 10 per cent. swing in the range between full load and no load.

The total consumption of the transformer on full load was 8½ W. It was mechanically silent at full load, and no sign of winding up could be detected after an hour's run at full load.

It is extremely well-built, everything being generously proportioned, and strikes us as being a very sound job, mechanically and electrically.

**ORION LAMPS, LTD., LIVERPOOL HOUSE, 15-17, ELDON STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.**

**Sator Variable Potentiometers, Type MuLRKG.**

**Description of Price.** Included in the extremely large range of Sator variable potentiometers there is a series of eight 1½ W models which have wirewound elements especially graded for use with variable-mu valves. Our particular sample has a rated resistance value of 10,000 Ω and is identical with the other seven potentiometers, which have resistance values ranging between 500 and 50,000 Ω. The outstanding point in the construction is that although the element is definitely wirewound, contact is made by means of loops of thick wire over which the slider moves—this method, of course, being commonly used in potentiometers with composition elements.

The resistance wire on its graded former is carried in the hollow cylindrical body and is protected by means of a metal plate, rusted with an adhesive insulating compound. A strip of paper, with one edge projecting supports the contact-making wire, and the slider is of the usual type operated by means of the control spindle. Three soldering tags are provided for the connections.

Dimensions (behind panel): 1½ ins. diam. by 3½ ins. deep.

Retail price of 1½ W models: 500 to 20,000 Ω, 48. 9d. each;
30,000 Ω, 5s.; 50,000 Ω, 5s. 3d. Models with rated dissipations of 0-75 are also available at slightly lower prices.

**Test Results.** The total resistance of our sample, rated at 10,000 Ω, proved to be 10,348 Ω, and is thus only 3.5 per cent. high. Measurements were made also at each quarter of the full travel of the knob, the resulting resistances being 5,600, 1,005, 302, and practically zero. It is seen that half the resistance is covered in the first quarter of the travel, and nine-tenths in the first half of the travel. The resistance curve is not exactly logarithmic, but the grading is such as to give a very even control of volume when one of the resistances of the correct value is substituted, to control the grid bias of a variable-mu valve.

Since the rated dissipation is 1½ W, the 10,000 Ω type should pass about 13.5 mA without overheating. We tested our sample with the current and found it entirely satisfactory, the case only warming very slightly.

It should be emphasised that the resistance element is wire wound, and tap by means of the wire winding on which the slider operates. The tappings are close enough together to give what is virtually a continuous variation of resistance.

The component is well made, and will not get out of order. It can certainly be recommended. Our sample was supplied without a knob, but for retail sale, at least, a knob should be included.

**WHITELEY ELECTRICAL CO., LTD., VICTORIA STREET, MANSFIELD, NOTTS.**

**W.B. M.C. Speaker, Model PM5.**

**Description and Price.** This recently-introduced permanent magnet M.C. speaker is the latest addition to the W.B. range, and lists at a very low price. In general design it follows usual W.B. practice, and has a pressed and stamped steel cone chassis carrying at the rear the small built-up 2-claw magnet and also the 3-ratio input transformer. The 6-in. diaphragm is of thick black paper, and has a corrugated edge forming the flexible peripheral suspension, while the low-impedance coil is centred by means of a cut-out device at the rear.

The coil has a resistance of 2-25 O and the three transformer ratios available are 45:1, 55:1, and 75:1.

Dimensions of chassis: 8 ins. diameter by 4½ ins. deep.
Retail price: 27s. 6d.

**Test Results.** On test, the speaker, when compared with several other similar chassis at about the same price, was found to be slightly above the average in sensitivity, while it was sufficiently robust to deal with an input of over 2 W undistorted A.C. without signs of distress, possibly due to the fairly rigid centring device of the coil.

The tone was very satisfactory for a chassis of this type. It was quite well-balanced, but there was naturally a fairly rapid fall-off in the bass below 100 c.p.s. There was some emphasis of the middle-upper register, which, however, was not very noticeable. The falling off in the upper register occurred a little earlier than usual, so that there was not so much brilliance in the response as in some other similar speakers tested. Nevertheless, the upper register was sufficiently in evidence to give good sibilants and reasonably good string tone. There was no sign of shrillness in the response.

At the price, the speaker is a good proposition, and is very well constructed.

**KOLSTER-BRANDES, LTD., Cray Works, Sidcup, Kent.**

**K.B 3-Valve A.C. Receiver, Model 921.**

Model K-B 3: A C receiver is one of the very latest products to be marketed by Kolster-Brandes and retails at a very competitive price. An interesting point is that the receiver can be adapted for ultra-short-wave working, special coils being available separately.

**Description.** Cabinet: Attractively finished walnut table console type with figured front. Fretted speaker grille in one corner above main controls. Dimensions: 14½ ins. by 8½ ins. high.

Controls: At front of cabinet. Right, tuning knob, Left, reaction control. Illuminated wavelength calibrated drum dial visible through large aperture in moulded escutcheon. At right-hand side of cabinet on recessed escutcheon plate—top, wavechange switch control; bottom, volume control. Mains switch at rear of chassis.


Above: The Sator potentiometer tested. Right: The neat little W.B. Mansfield Junior M.C. speaker.

Construction: Metal chassis of unconventional design. Valves mounted in a row at rear and remainder of components, except screened coils, completely hidden. Provision for connection of aerial, earth, and pickup (h.f.)Sockets also provided for short wave coil. Hum adjuster on top of valve platform.

Speaker: Energised M.C. model with hum-bucking coil. Retail price of complete receiver: £14 17s. 0d.

Test Results—The consumption of the receiver on 250 V 50 cycle A.C. mains was 55 W, a very reasonable value. The hum, with the hum adjuster correctly set, was entirely negligible. The tone was characterised by a very good upper register, string.

The "clean" interior and unusual exterior appearance of the K.B. Model 322 A.C. receiver will be seen here.

tone being very pleasant. As usual with fairly small cabinet receivers (and this one is more compact than most) some cabinet resonance occurs at full volume, and this had the effect of colouring speech, and to some extent, music as well. Most of this colouration and emphasis of the lower middle register disappeared at normal room levels, and the tone was then quite well balanced, free from shrillness, and with plenty of "body." It will appeal to the average listener. A good output is obtainable without signs of distortion.

Using our inside roof aerial 11 miles from Brookmans Park, we found that, bringing reasonable care is taken in the use of the "volume" and reaction controls, an excellent performance is obtainable. For instance, Leipzig, Toulouse, Scottish Regional and London Regional are all clear of each other, and at moderate to fair volume. In order to separate Toulouse and Scottish Regional, the "volume" control (series aerial condenser) has to be quite near its minimum position, while the reaction control must be used fairly critically. However, considering the circuit employed, the results are very good, even though a little more care than usual in the operation of the controls is needed. On the long waves, Zeesen could be obtained clear of Radio Paris and 5 XX, and at fair volume.

In cases where the "volume" control can be kept well up, the sensitivity of the set is high, and many stations can be received. On the other hand, with the volume control set low, and reaction in use, the selectivity is very good, while the sensitivity is satisfactory.

The reaction control was found to be smooth, and the calibrations on both scales were very accurate. Incidentally, the wave-ranges are rather more extensive than usual—from well below 200 to 370 metres, and from below 800 to over 2,000 metres.

The set is neat and rather unusual in appearance, and has a clean internal construction. It sells at an attractive price.

CLIMAX RADIO ELECTRIC, LTD., HAVERSTOCK WORKS, PARKHILL ROAD, N.W.3.

Climax "Balanced" Band-Pass III Receiver.

In our issue of October 26th, 1932, on page 130 we published a test report on the above receiver, in which we commented favourably on its sensitivity and selectivity, while we characterized the quality of reproduction as being "outstanding.

The manufacturers of the receiver felt that the sample tested must have been a little below the average in selectivity (despite the fact that we found it to be satisfactory for the circuit employed).

We therefore invited them to submit a further sample, and as a result of our tests on this, there is no doubt that the selectivity is an improvement on that of the earlier sample.

For instance, Toulouse is now easily obtainable, clear of Scottish Regional and Leipzig without having to reduce the "volume" control so much that critical reaction is required to obtain a good signal strength. On the L.W. band, Zeessen is now entirely clear of 5 XX and Radio Paris, and at good strength. Thus, while the selectivity is better, the sensitivity is not correspondingly reduced.

These facts, combined with the excellent quality, freedom from hum and other points mentioned in the original report, make the set, judging from our sample, undoubtedly one of the best of its class we have so far tested.

TECHNICAL TOPICS

SERVICE men are sometimes called upon to deal with receivers about which the complaint is that signal strength has deteriorated since the set was new. Assuming that the aerial-earth system is in order, and that the batteries, in the case of a battery set, are well up to their work, the next things to suspect are the valves.

If these are several years old, it is possible that their emission has fallen off to such an extent as to impair the sensitivity of the receiver. Sometimes the deterioration is so gradual that the user does not appreciate how bad his receiver is, and by fitting new valves, and bringing the performance back to the original, a startling improvement is sometimes achieved.

Naturally, the service man should first test the emission of any valves suspected to be faulty, and if this is done by means of an adaptor while the valves are working in the receiver, it is necessary to make certain that they are getting their correct H.T. and G.B. voltages. In the case of an A.C. receiver with a valve rectifier, the latter may, of course, also have lost some of its emission, thus causing a drop in H.T. voltage so that the receiving valves are not functioning under optimum conditions.

Naturally, if the emission of any valve is down by more than, say, 20 per cent., it will be advisable to replace it.

In the case of early receivers, some difficulty may be experienced here, particularly in mains-operated sets. Some of these have the original indirectly heated 4 V 1 A valves fitted, in which the cathode connection is taken to a terminal on the side of the valve base, while the holders are, of course, of the 4-pin type.
From the Week's Postbag . . . . .

Discount Reductions
To the Editor.

Sir,—I have carefully perused Mr. Upton's letter, and I wish to state that in my opinion I have never read such bilge in my life. To state that the big concerns could not carry on at 27½ per cent. discount, while the small concerns could, seems to me to admit inefficiency in the control of the large establishments. Are there no large concerns selling motor cars in the country? Their discount is only 15 per cent., yet I seem to remember one or two big shops selling motor cars. Mr. Upton also states that this proposed 27½ per cent. discount will mean the cutting down of servicing facilities. We can take another parallel from the motor trade. In that industry all servicing is charged for. In the wireless trade a year's free service is given, whoever may be the cause of the trouble. Surely a sounder policy would be that all faulty components be replaced free of charge, but actual labour be charged for. The servicing cost would then be nil, and even big shops would be able to carry on at 27½ per cent. discount.

Another advantage of a 27½ per cent. discount would be that it would eliminate, to a large extent, discount snatchers and back-door traders, who now keep about 25 per cent. for themselves and pass on the rest of the discount to the customer. As things are now, it is possible to obtain just under 50 per cent. discount on practically any well-known set.

Can Mr. Upton honestly say that this is a fair rate? In what other trades where prices approximate to those obtaining in the wireless industry can goods be obtained for half-price? Price-cutting is rife in the trade at the moment, for the sole reason that discounts are too high.

Any shop can carry on with a clear 27½ per cent. discount; overhead charges should not be more than 15 per cent. in any shop, advertising 5 per cent., making 7½ per cent. for the trader. I myself am not a Murphy dealer (to whom, I conclude, Mr. Upton is referring), but I heartily endorse Mr. Frank Murphy's views that the standard discount in the wireless trade should be 27½ per cent., with no special agency discount, servicing allowance, and so on, which at the moment a large buyer is in a position to obtain.

Sunderland.

M. BEHRMAN.

To the Editor.

Sir,—The best of friends sometimes agree to differ, and looking upon yourself as the champion and friend of the legitimate trader, I beg to differ—in fact, very strongly so—from the article on discounts appearing in your issue of November 26th. That article can do nothing but add to the retailers' already tremendous difficulties, although I am confident few firms will follow Murphy Radio's lead.

An ounce of experience is worth a ton of theory, and I wish it were possible that you had a son who had invested his all in a retail wireless business, as you would then quickly learn from him how impossible it is to make a net profit even with a discount of 30 per cent.

You and Mr. Murphy have not, I hope, overlooked the fact that there is no price-cutting either of discounts to the trader or of prices to the public on certain productions, such as H.M.V. and Columbia, and there is no reason why any manufacturer should set the retail prices of his goods (not at the expense of the retailer) should not do so where he has any patent rights.

You will not eradicate price-cutting until certain factors cease to broadcast wholesale prices to garages and cycle dealers who at no time carry a wireless stock, or while manufacturers with tongue in cheek supply firms who make a fortune of cut prices.

As regards the various gentlemen who acclaim Mr. Murphy for his courage, I sympathise with one who argues that it is better to sell a Murphy set at 27½ per cent. discount than to recommend another set which carries a bigger discount, because there is a risk that the customer may go elsewhere to buy that 'other' set. At the same time, if one is afraid of that happening one will never get far. I admit that in my own shops a certain set has often been recommended and then the customer has gone elsewhere to buy it, but that does not dissuade me or those working for me from pushing the sale of something which shows a living profit as against something where the profit is unreasonably low. I would remind you that in other trades there is a full 33⅓ per cent. discount on such goods as Kodak lines and a little risk of obsolete stock. I am positive no dealer will ever make a good living, much less a fortune, specialising in sets at a profit of 27½ per cent.

LONDON, S.E.1.

CHAS. H. RODWELL.

[Note.—Together with a volume of correspondence on the general question of discounts—unsuitable for publication or held over through lack of space—we have received from Murphy Radio themselves two letters of interest. The first, from the Redcliffe retailers, Turner & Booth, describes how an official of an electricity supply concern enquired of them the discount on Murphy receivers. He was, of course, told that there was no discount to the public. Turner & Booth thought this closed the matter, and were surprised when the official later purchased a Murphy set at full retail price. The other letter comes from J. H. Hirst & Son, grocers, of Luddenden, who give a glowing testimonial to the performance of the A6 receiver. They remark, 'We tested several well-known makes (which we could have had at wholesale prices), but decided it was worth paying £2 4s. for your production.'—Editor.]

H. J. Fletcher's Proprietary Name
To the Editor.

Sir,—With reference to the announcement in your issue of October 15th, 1932, of our new range of receiving sets under the name of "Blue Circle," and the model numbers 400, 401, 402 and 403, we wish to notify you that owing to difficulties of registration, we have abandoned the name "Blue Circle" and reverted to the use of our trade mark "Chorister." Also, instead of the numbers 400, 401, 402 and 403, we have renumbered the models 500, 501, 502 and 504 respectively. Otherwise our receivers remain the same.

LONDON, N.1.

H. J. FLETCHER & CO., LTD.

(Next page)

The Editor is pleased to receive communications on matters of interest to the trade. Letters intended for publication must be accompanied by the name and address of the writer as a guarantee of good faith. No responsibility is taken by the Editor for opinions expressed by correspondents.
Does the B.B.C. Control Radio Sales?

SEVERAL constructive suggestions were made last week by Mr. Ivor W. E. Hustler in his article "Does the B.B.C. Control Radio Sales?" Below we print opinions on this subject expressed by the chairman of the W.R.A., while elsewhere in this issue appears a reply to Mr. Hustler by a high official of the B.B.C.

To the Editor

SIR,—I have read with careful attention Mr. Hustler's article "Does the B.B.C. Control Radio Sales?" I think the pros and cons may be very briefly summarised as follows:

On the one hand, sponsored programmes should provide a form of competition calculated to "ginger up" the B.B.C. and to get that chartered body out of whatever rut it is supposed to be in. They would also enable more highly paid artists (of presumably greater attraction to the public) to appear at more frequent intervals. Conversely, sponsored programmes would suffer from the want of commercial enterprise—advertisements with entertainment make a bad night-cap to the listener's day's work. Moreover, they might endanger the responsibility and dignity of the broadcast services; they would give an unfair advantage to the more wealthy sponsors, and finally, they might create severe complications in contracting with artists of real pulling power.

In reading Mr. Hustler's article I am struck with the fact that he has introduced the basic idea that programmes may be sponsored by a corporate body, acting not as individuals, but, in the case of the R.M.A., as an association having a unique interest in the welfare of radio generally. If such a project could be confined to the R.M.A., I advocate without hesitation that the fullest investigation of the practical working of his scheme should be undertaken forthwith. If other bodies than the R.M.A. are to sponsor radio broadcasts, considerably more care is needed when tackling the subject in view of the example set by the American system of broadcasting. After such constitutional problems have been tackled it will be quite soon enough to solve the riddle of what really do constitute "high grade programmes." Here again Mr. Hustler has hit the bull's eye in his own sentence, "Give people things they cannot hear in any other way and they will listen"—to which I would add, "and we shall sell more radio."

H. A. J. SHEARMAN DYER.

London, S.E.5.

Unauthorised Trade Terms

To the Editor

SIR,—Recent letters in The Trader about unauthorised trade terms at least begin to make dealers pause and think. I can confirm Mr. W. N. Smith's statement that trade terms are given indiscriminately by drapery and other warehouses in Birmingham, and my own retail firm have themselves lost many sales in consequence. Furthermore (of more serious import), it is well known that municipal employees are given large discounts by certain radio wholesalers. In our own locality, Cadbury Brothers "Radio Society," to which all and sundry appear to belong, are also given these favoured terms. Here again we have lost a lot of business.

The trade cannot give service under these conditions and the public suffer in the end. When will dealers realise that they must get together en masse and fight this menace?

Bold and blatant advertisements by a leading Birmingham retail house have appeared in the principal evening paper here offering 25 per cent. off the retail price of any new set as allowance against an old set. A stock list of all worth-while receivers was appended, to which this offer applied.

It appears that the firm in question are also doing a wholesale trade. What have the manufacturers to say to this?

With a strong association dealers could call the tune as in other well-organised trades. Small margins mean suicide and are totally unnecessary if we stand by one another.

Birmingham.

A. Smith.

To the Editor

SIR,—I enclose an extract taken from The Nelson Gentle Reminder, which, I believe, is an advertising sheet. Investigation reveals that the address given is that of a private house:

ANY Make of Wireless Set or Accessory supplied at 20% below list price; satisfaction and service guaranteed.—F. Jackson, 25, Cooper Street, Nelson.

For 2s. 6d. a year one can also join a club in Birmingham through which one can get all sets at 25 per cent. "off." I merely offer these as still further examples of the ease with which "trade terms," or something approaching them, can be obtained by the public. The first case is one in which leading manufacturers should take an immediate interest.

S. R. WRIGHT.

STOCKPORT.

HY, HOLLINDRACE & SON, LTD.

To the Editor

SIR,—With reference to the controversy that has now been going on for some considerable time regarding price-cutting in the wireless trade, I fear that this evil will continue so long as factors running radio departments in conjunction with other departments are able to secure wireless receivers from radio manufacturers.

The majority of factors selling receivers and radio gramophones of proprietary makes were originally wholesale men for bicycle, motor-cycle and car accessories and component parts. In those days factors could not obtain to sell to the trade motor-cars, motor-cycles and bicycles of well-known makes. The manufacturers dealt through retail channels only, with the result that the buying public paid the price as listed by the manufacturer concerned, and the agent therefore received his legitimate profit.

If the radio manufacturers had marketed their goods on the same lines as the car, motor-cycle and bicycle manufacturers, then the trade as a whole would have been much more healthy.

H. R. Hickling.

Beckenham.

The Athlone Station

To the Editor

SIR,—I would be very glad to receive reports from any of your readers who may have heard the transmissions from the new Irish Free State High Power Station at Athlone. The station works on a wavelength of 413 metres and will ultimately use a power of some 80 kilowatts. It would be interesting to hear of the reception experiences of listeners living in various parts of the country. The test transmissions usually take place after the ordinary programme at 10.30 p.m. each night.

JAMES KITCHEN.

Dublin.

Irish Radio News, Editor.
Just a 'ROUND DOZEN' from over 90 CHRISTMAS WINNERS

SELLING in their Thousands

Only "His Master's Voice" could give such a galaxy of star entertainers, including such world-famed names as Caruso, Richard Crooks, Gracie Fields, Harry Lauder, Peter Dawson, Stokowski and the 'Philadelphia,' etc. Only "His Master's Voice" could give such brilliant "true to life" recording. No wonder sales are going up, and up.

ARE YOU GETTING YOUR SHARE OF THIS BUSINESS?

"His Master's Voice"

The Gramophone Co., Ltd., London, W.1
PAGES THAT MEAN BUSINESS
Every page in this book is full of real information, full details how to build four A.C. Power Packs—which contain components that you can supply—get your share of this business.

THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF RADIO POWER UNITS

PUBLISHED BY THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO LTD

CONTENTS
RADIO POWER UNITS—and how to build them.
• NOTES ON A.C. POWER UNITS.
• OPERATING RECEIVERS ON D.C. MAINS.
• ABOUT T.C.C. ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.

ELIMINATION OF INTERFERENCE.
• FOUR T.C.C. POWER UNITS (A.C.) with full constructional details.
• ROTATING RESISTANCE CALCULATOR.

T.C.C. ALL-BRITISH CONDENSERS
The Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Road, London, W.3.

THIS BOOK MEANS BIGGER COMPONENT SALES

LOOK at these pages from the T.C.C. Book; "The Design and Construction of Radio Power Units"! What real information—"How to Build Articles"—notes on D.C. Apparatus—the elimination of interference—each chapter written in language that your customer can understand, that will create a desire to make up one or other of the four A.C. Power Packs described. These pages mean business for you. The listener will come to you for his copy of the book—for the wireless papers are sending him to you. Have a supply on your counter—ready. When he starts to construct he will come to you too—the source of his information. Send your order now.

PACKETS CONTAINING ONE DOZEN BOOKS COST YOU 3/6 Post Free
—RETAILLED AT—6d. each

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW

1931
Comprehensive reviews of discs from H.M.V., Zonophone and Crystalope appear this week, with some more Panachords and Deco records.

Dance numbers having vocal refrains are marked with an asterisk.

The Gramophone Co., Ltd., Hayes, Middlesex.

HIS MASTER'S VOICE

12 IN., RED LABEL, 6E.
DB 1683—4.—Octet No. 1812. Parts 1 to 2. (Tchesaokovsky), by the Philadelphia Orchestra. Tchaikovsky's Octet is usually excellently rendered, under the baton of Stockouki. It calls for a perfect technique, which is abundant in this orchestra. The whole is well knit together with plenty of light and shade. The strings of this orchestra, as a whole, have a particularly beautiful quality, and the recording is very clear.

Two excellent discs which should have a good sale.

DB 1743.—2. L'Amico Fritz and Great Western March Parts 1 and 2 (Humperdinck), by B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra. Humperdinck's graceful little overture is beautifully played by this orchestra which exhibits excellent precision. We are a little disappointed in the strings. Whether it is a recording fault or whether the trouble rests in the players themselves, their sound is almost completely overshadowed by the brass. Otherwise the disc is very clear.

DB 1501.—Pomp and Circumstance, No. 1, and Pomp and Circumstance, No. 2 (both by Elgar), by B.B.C. Orchestra.

Conducted by the composer, the orchestra gives a fine performance of well-known music. DB 1501.
The first contains the "Land of Hope and Glory" tune, which is played with considerable feeling to the occasion. Recording is very clear, the brass being particularly realistic.

DB 1803—4. The Last Judgement and Overture by a Symphony Orchestra under Dr. Malcolm Sargent, and (a) Searchfield Taps, by George Young, and chorus, (b) Now Hearken to My Strong Command, by Richard Wattson, and chorus. All the pieces here are from Gilbert and Sullivan's "Princess Ida," which, although not such a favourite as some of the other Savoy operas, nevertheless contains some fine music. The overture is particularly good and is dedicated under the personal direction of Robert O'Day-Carte.

The British Zonophone Co., Ltd., Oxford Street, W.1.

ZONOPHONE

10 IN., GREEN LABEL, 16, 6D.

623—.Excursion (Baile) and The Battle Evie (Bouhnet), by Henry Thorough and Foster Richardson, with orchestra. Two old favourites are here well sung by this tenor and baritone. The treatment is not faultless. The singers blend well together and the orchestra supplies a suitable background. Recording good.

624—.Cheer-1-Ear-Jo (O.S.T.) and The Jug and Bottle (F.T.).

625—.Don't Say "Good-Bye" (F.T.) and Love is the Sweetest Thing (F.T.).

627—.While We Danced at the Mardi-Gras (W.) and The Sweetest Thing (W.).

628—.My Romance (F.T.) and A Red-Time Story (F.T.).

629—.Another Trumpet Playing in the Choir (F.T.) and Blumy O'Reilly's (G.S.T.), by Jack Hart and his Band.

All these can be taken as good standard dance discs. They are bright and capable enough, but not particularly apt for playing in the afternoon. "Love is the Sweetest Thing," "The Old Kitchen Kettle" and "The Sweetest Thing" are likely to be in strong demand.

630—.This is Another Trumpet Playing in the Sky (F.T.) and Blumy O'Reilly's (G.S.T.), by Jack Hart and his Band.

Two particularly attractive numbers have been chosen by Sam Browne this month, both being above the average in this respect. Both give Sam Browne in a pleasant fashion, and is ably supported by a good instrumental combination.

631—.Old Moons and Sad, by The Admirals. Vocal trio with piano.

Two more examples of harmonized songs, both popular. They are treated in an interesting style, with variety and with very good piano accompaniments.

634.—Let's All Sing at the Top of Our Voices and The Raked Potato Man, by Leonard Henry, with orchestra. Leonard Henry lets himself go in these two numbers, and the disc should be suitable for Christmas parties.

635.—A Day's Outing, Parts 1 and 2, by Ford Walmsey, with effects by Reginald Dixon at the centre of the Tower Hallroom, Blackpool. A descriptive record of a visit to Blackpool by a "Lancashire lad," with suitable effects by the organist. It is quite amusing, though at times a little monotonous. It certainly shows the capabilities of a Walmsey recording.

637.—Tell Me To-night and You Loving Ma, by Birrel O'Malley, tenor, with organ. The first number, M. O'Reilly's film of the same name, is here sung in a fine style by this Irish tenor, and the disc will sell, if only for the first side. The organ accompaniment is most effective.

638.—Barcarolle (O'Neillbach) and Glow Worm Idyll (M. O'Reilly), by Anti-Suth with organ accompaniment.

We do not feel this record is a success. The playing sounds thin to our ears, and is apt to drag. Both pieces are very well written, and are recorded very well.

639.—Talk of Hoffmann. Recording is clear and of adequate volume.

640.—Song and a Pantomime, Parts 1 to 4.

Two more excellent discs giving us a "potted pantomime, which has all the conventional absurdities of the real thing, and incorporates several modern popular numbers together with the whole good effort.

642.—Drink to Me O Muse, With Thine Eyes and Sweet and Low, by the Northern Singers, with band accompaniment.

Accompanied by Foden's Motor Works Band, these sing with a good measure of effect, though the songs are mere rhymes, nothing more. Singing is well balanced, with clear words and excellent tone. The band accompaniment is good, which is no mean compliment.

641.—Bradford (Owen) and Runnymede (Duckworth), by Foden's Motor Works Band.

Two comparatively unknown pieces are here played, one a local air. Foden's Motor Works Band is not very distinctive, but being well rendered it sounds effective. Good balance of tone, coupled with an excellent precision, characterise the disc, whilst recording is clear and natural.

642.—Christmas Eve and Christmas Day, by the Rex Naughton Kiddies.

This is another Christmas disc, and is suitable for kiddies. It contains a good deal of self-stuffer, however.

643.—Bry Callair (Owen) and O'Finnian Carusaelm, by the Anti-Suth with organ accompaniment.

This raised voice quartet gives us some good singing. Vocal blend very well, while the words—"In wich"—are clear. The organ accompaniment is of the church organ variety. Recording is very clear, with good bass and plenty of volume. A pleasing disc.

644.—The Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo, (T. O'Sullivan and A. Love) and Two Lovely Black Eyes. (H. He's Alright When You Know Him, all by Charles Coburn, with orchestra.

Charles Coburn himself, singing four of his big old- time successes, should make this disc a ready seller.

645.—The Old Man of the Mountain and Three White Feathers, by Doris Faire, with instrumental quartet.

Doris Faire sings the first number in an American style, the second vocal effects. In the second number, from "Words and Music," she duplicates the American accent. Both songs are pleasant in their way, and the disc can be recommended.

646.—The Old Kitchen Kettle and A Covert's Dream, by Norman Hartley, with orchestra.

The first number here is very popular at the moment, and the disc gives a particularly faithful reproduction of the affair, of the type which seems to attract some people. The accompaniments are well done.

647.—Dirty Old Man at the Cross Roads. Parts 1 and 2.
A novel introduction is supplied to the first by the addition of bagpipes. The song itself is sung with much spirit by Titterton. On the reverse, an old favourite of extremely popular with the public. Words are clear and pronunciation faultless.

For $2.90, Mr. Maurice Costello and Bob, with guitar and mandolin. A typical high-shill-song given in a fairly smooth style. It is, however, well

recorded.

F 2255.—A Thought of the East and No. 13 Blues, by Len Fells, Hawaiian guitar solo, with piano. Two of Len Fells' own composition, which shows off his skill at the Hawaiian guitar admirably. Apart from the excellent playing, the pieces are absolutely good, and the recording is above reproach.

F 2256.—Last, Chopin and Mendelssohn. Parts 1 and 2, by E. Lombardo and his Orchestra. Chopin's E Flat Nocturne, the Liehestraume of Liszt, and a couple of unrecorded numbers. These are introduced by a dance number, giving a fairly incongruous effect. Playing is good, however, there being an excellent playing of Chopin by Campoli, with good light and shade.

F 2257.—Same Old Moon and Masquerade, by Alex Taylor, at the organ on the Granada Theatre, Tooting.

Two popular numbers pleasantly rendered by Alex Taylor, with vocal refrains. They form good standard cinema organ versions of the numbers.

F 2258.—John Willie at the License Office, Parts 1 and 2, by J. Arrom and his Orchestra Company (F.T.). This sketch is definitely above the average for the kind of thing it is. Numbers are very pleasantly rendered, with good accompaniments.

F 2259.—My Town and Mine Town and While We Danced at the Mardi Gras, by Roy Snick's Victor Trio Two, Hawaiian guitars. Two waltzes which are extremely popular just now, very attractively played by this combination. There are vocal refrains on both sides by Ralph Bennett and his Seven Aces.

F 2260.—Do You Remember? Parts 1 and 2, devised and arranged by Rex Warren. A street violinist invites a listless house and plays some well-remembered tunes. Curiously enough, suddenly the whole thing has its appeal again. This is a very lovely novelty disc, however.

F 2261.—All for Myself for You (F.T.) and I Guess I'll Have to Change My Plan (F.T.), by Oswald Bell and his Orchestra. Although it has a reasonable tune the first number is a blantly absurd affair. The other is good; it is however, a considerable improvement over yesterday's release by Lombardo's recording on Brunswick 136. On the whole, this is a very pleasant little affair.

F 2262.—Toasts and Ain't Ya Goin' Out Tonight? (F.T.), by Cheer-Ee-Ol and The Baked Potato Man (F.T.).

F 2263.—The King's Name (F.T.) and Big Ben's Saying "Good-Night" (F.T.), all by Arthur Lally and his Orchestra.

We were not vastly impressed by these discs. They are up to the average, but with the exception of "The King's Name", are rather ordinary. Our pressing of "Toasts" failed oddly in volume in the middle section; the records are not overdone, however.

F 2264.—When I Was a Boy from the Mountains, by Tony Payne's and his Beverly Hill Billies.

These numbers, whose titles are quite descriptive, are pleasantly played and sung by this American combination.

The Decca Record Co., Ltd., 1-3, Brixton Road, London, S.W. 9

DECCA

F 2267.—March of the Cameron Men and Annie Laurie (both Laura), (Frank Titterton, tenor on orchestra.)

F 2268.—Are You A Deaf and Dumb? (F.T.), by Len Fells, Hawaiian guitar solo, with piano. This is a very pleasant little affair, sung by Elsie Carriere in her usual pleasant style.

The facetious on the reverse is also very good. Both sides have good accompaniments.

F 2269.—So Ashamed and Rosa Mia, by Al Bowlly.

A facetious and a tango song capably rendered by Al Bowlly. The music is not good, but the disc will appeal to those who collect this singer's records.

F 2270.—Strange Intervals and Music, Music, Everywhere, by Edythe Baker, rhythm pianist. A pleasant but necessary variation, rendered by Edythe Baker in her usual clever style. Recording very good.

The Crystalata Gramophone Record Mfg. Co., Ltd., 60, City Road, E.C. 1.

IMPERIAL

12 IN., 25c.

Z 135.—Hillpagliacci, Parts 1 and 2 (Loeauval), by Carl Rosa Opera Company. We are not too impressed with this brief account of the opera. A shortened version of the Prologue is given, the commencement, the singing of his words, Side 2 goes far better and the end of the disc is a chorus song composed the beginning. The choral work is good, but some of the orchestral parts are somewhat out of tune. Recording is clear, the words (in English) being fairly easy to follow.

Z 136.—One Alone (Romberg) and Marie My Girl (Offenbach). These are sung by Harry Burke, tenor, with orchestra.

The first from "The Victors" is a well rendered by Burke, whose voice is of good quality on this record. The 'Marie My Girl' record shows the general effect and the orchestral accompaniment splendid, the melody beingCapitalised. The quality of the voice is not so vigorous. Words are clear, however, and recording is satisfactory.

Z 1278.—Old Grandad in the Village of Orpallian, Parts 1 and 2, by the Viennese Light music, rendered by Harry Burke, tenor, with orchestra.

This disc is in a description, in which a group of yelps are supposed to be sitting in the village inn. There are five of these yelps, and several songs are introduced. Quite good.

Z 1279.—I'll Celebrate Christmas at Home, by Reginald Foort, cellist, orchestra.

The first side consists of a collection of hymns and carols suitable for the Christmas season. The other side, which does not reverse the organist has been hard put to find any several numbers, which are not too pleasing, with a chorus of good work. Good recording.

Z 1280.—I Am Not So (F.T.) and How'm I Do'n It (F.T.).

Z 1281.—While We Danced at the Mardi Gras (W.) and Love Me To-night (F.T.), by Jack Payne and his Band.

There is no doubt that Jack Payne's records now take a prominent place among the leading discs of this type which are available. Playing is essentially "stick" and "style", with attractive arrangements making it obvious that each number is carefully planned. "Say It Isn't So," and "Love Me To-night" are very polished "straight" numbers; the "hit" is "How'm I Do'n It?" and is semi-hot style, and is amusingly presented.

Z 1282.—When You Come Home Ma and In an Old-fashioned Town (both Squire), by John Thorne, baritone, with orchestra and cornet.

These two old favourites are well sung by Thorne. The second has an introduction which is novel and effective. Again we bear a happy fact that it is dedicated to his colonial wife, hence the song. Words are clear, emotive, and the Mason is of pleasing quality. The chorus adds to the effect. Recording clear.

Z 1283.—The Old Kitchen Kettle and When the Morning Star. By the Music Master. Two pleasant little numbers, of which the first is quite pretty. Both are attractively sung by Leslie Saroyan, with a good dance orchestral accompaniment.

Z 1284.—I'll Cling To You and The Mansion of Aching Hearts, by Florrie Forde, with orchestra.

This well-known music-hall comic-dame here gives us two delightful little songs, both of which are well known, while the second is one of the maudlin type beloved of the old-time music-hall patrons.
RECORD REVIEWS—Contd.

GEC. RELEASE D.C. VERSIONS OF THE "GALA" & "CARNIVAL"
New Motor in the Radio-gram

Realising that a considerable demand exists for D.C. mains operated receivers, the General Electric Co., Ltd., introduced this season their "Nomad" set, but experience has since shown that there is a considerable demand for less ambitious instruments than this, and the company are accordingly now releasing D.C. versions of their popular "Gala" and "Carnival" models.

The popular S.G.P. circuit arrangement is used in both instruments, together with the moving-coil speaker, single knob tuning and heterodyne filter adopted by the G.E.C. as standard features this season. These are in addition to the automatic station index—a horizontal full-vision tuning scale marked in station names. Two tuned circuits are employed, the set tuning from 260 to 530 and 900 to 2000 metres.

Besides the tuning control there is only a combined volume control and on-off switch and a wave-change switch simultaneously operating the automatic station index. Sockets are fitted for a gramophone-pick-up, and a small internal aerial is provided.

Valves used are I.H.C. types with 10 D6 heaters, these being two metallised D6 valves and one DPT. They are wired in series with the field coil of the M.C. speaker and with an "Oram" 220 V, 75 W lamp for voltage dropping. By means of three tappings the set can be used on supplies of 200-260 V, the consumption being roughly 65 W at the former figure, increasing to 75 W at 260 V. The undistorted output is 1.1 W.

The price of the D.C. "Gala" is 15 gns. Excluding the radio-gramophone and that its chassis laid-out is different, the D.C. "Carnival" is very similar to the above. There is an additional control—a double-pole switch for the radio to gramophone change-over. This brings in the pick-up with its associated volume control and filter circuit, and alters the biasing. A new D.C. motor of the slow speed commutator type is incorporated. The price of this instrument is 32 guineas.

A.C. "Gala" for Non-standard Mains
The General Electric Co., Ltd., are introducing two special versions of one of the most successful of their new season's models—the "Gala" rendering this all-electric receiver one that is suitable for frequencies down to 25 cycles, and in the other case for 30/100 cycle mains.

In detail the two models are identical with the exception of the 30 cycle highest and the lowest-named periodicities.

There is an extra charge of 1 guinea for these models, their price being 16 guineas. Supplies are available from stock.

This is the Fox radio-gram (mentioned below) which sells at 39 guineas, or with automatic changer at 49 guineas.

FOX RADIO-GRAM-PHONES
Full Details Available

Complete details are now available of the console and radio-gramophone versions of the "Synchron-Dynamic" receiver which is being marketed by Fox Industrial, Ltd., and which was described in The Trader two weeks ago.

It will be remembered that the chassis has two screened-grid H.F. stages, power grid detector and two L.F. stages with pentode output, power being drawn through a full-wave rectifier from A.C. mains. Four tuned circuits are used and selectivity is claimed to be of the order of 81 to 9 KC. A total modulator, controlling high note response, is incorporated.

In a table cabinet, the receiver, it will be recalled, lists at 23 guineas, and now it is known that a console model in a matt-finished walnut pedestal cabinet is to retail at 27 guineas, while a radio-gramophone with a similar style cabinet and twin M.C. speaker is priced at 39 guineas. With an automatic record changer the radio-gram will sell at 49 guineas. Hire-purchase terms are available on all models.

GOLTONE LAMPHOLDER PLUG
Useful Line for Mains Sets
A very useful device for use with mains-operated receivers is being introduced by Ward & Goldstone, Ltd., to retail at 71d. It is known as the "Lampholder Plug," and essentially consists of a lampholder and a 2-pin plug built up on one moulding. Thus, if a receiver or mains unit is fitted with a bayonet plug and it is desired to connect the apparatus to a 2-pin socket, the bayonet plug is simply inserted into the holder on the adaptor and the adaptor is in turn inserted into the 2-pin socket.

The adaptor meets B.E.S.A. requirements and when in use is shock-proof. The pins are of a spacing and diameter suitable for the 5 A 250 V type of socket.
PROVINCIAL TRADE NOTES

Dabbling in Aberdeen

EVER has trade been so good in Aberdeen, but the number of dealers seems to be increasing almost every week. A local wireless trader, with a soundly established reputation, makes a state that trade. Murphy and chocolate shops have taken up the sale of wireless specialties, and are cutting prices in unwarrantable fashion.

Smith & Sim, the well-known radio specialists, of Bridge Street, are able to give quite a cheerful report of their activities. Like other traders, they may have been affected to some extent by the outside competition referred to, but they are able to bring to bear on their business expert technical knowledge and they are building up a very sound reputation.

Marconiphone and Murphy show a steadily increasing sale.

Mr. R. D. Cruickshank, Union Street and Rosemount Viaduct, handles his own hire-purchase, with an auxiliary counter called D. C. Cruickshank's and Aberdeen Gradual Payments; he finds this a great advantage. Kolster-Brandes, Philo and E.G.E. have been the easiest sellers this season. He stresses the need of trade organisation in the city to combat present evils.

Mr. John Massie, Holburn Street and George Street, has also been developing this winter the wireless branch of his business, and reports a very healthy and progressive demand for the G.E.C. D.C. sets, as well as for Philips, Ecko and Portadynes.

Belper's Brisk Business

Mr. SPENDLOVE at Market Head, Belper, tells me that trade is steady, and it is being done mainly with Cossor kits, the Bush Radio set and the Pye "Q."

Mr. Cell, Bridge Street, Belper, Murphy and Philco dealer, speaks inspiringly of the present demand and trade. Murphy and Philco sets prove the best sellers with Portadynes and Osram 33 as good runners-up. The Philco 5-valve super-heterodyne battery receiver is getting well known around here. Mr. Cell has recently opened a branch at 28, High Street, Staithon Hill, Sutton-in-Ashfield.

At the old-established firm of John Moss, Bridge Street, Belper, Hellesens, Ever Ready and Petrix are the most popular makes in H.T. batteries.

At Willdays, Osmaston Road, Derby, I learn that trade is quite brisk. Mr. Willday has recently extended his premises to include commodious and well-fitted showrooms. Most of the leading makers' stock is well represented, Marconiphone being specially featured, of which Model 253 is particularly popular. The McMichael "Duplex 4" is also a good proposition.

A full list of sales during the past week or so is reported at Dalton & Sons, London Road, Derby, where Murphy, Marconiphone, H.M.V., Columbia and Ultra receivers are the leading makes stocked.

"Hereford Week" Enterprise

ENTERPRISING Hereford retailers were quick to take advantage of publicity opportunities during the "Herefordshire Week" broadcasts from the Midland Regional station. The Hereford Times carried an impressive half-page of wireless advertising. The space was used to excellent effect and the attractive display made Herefordshire "sit up and take notice." The traders concerned included C. F. King & Co., Eign Street, Rowberry's, of St. Owen Street, Con's Wireless Stores, now in spacious new premises in Widemarsh Street, and H. W. Fisher & Son, Bridge Street.

It is of interest to note that the motto emblazoned on the front of the show-rooms of the last-mentioned firm is "We move with the times... Messrs. Heins, originally a music firm, have been established in Hereford and Brecon for 102 years, and, living up to their motto, are now specialising in wireless. They are doing good business with many leading makes. Their little publicity van is already familiar in remote parts of the county. Con's Wireless Stores have a remarkable range of sets in stock at the moment and are offering free installations anywhere in Herefordshire.

Leicester Co-operative Advertising

IN connection with the B.B.C. anniversary week, the Leicester Evening Mail published a special radio page with three columns of editorial matter and the outside columns occupied by the following local dealers' advertisements: — Creasey's, Clarence Goode, of Hinckley, Boulter & Sons, Electrical Equipment Co., F. Hedges, Jacksons, and C. W. Smith, Ltd.

Another composite page was published when the Columbia gramophone recital at the De Montfort Hall by Mr. Christopher Stenson was supported by a page of Columbia dealer advertising. Local Columbia dealers represented in this special issue were Dalton & Sons, Ltd., Godfrey de Solla, "Kingston," Olympia Motors, H. W. Laurence, W. H. Russell & Son, T. H. Wathes & Co., Ltd., and Cowling Bros.

How many dealers in the country can claim to have staked their allegiance to one make only ever since the earliest days of broadcasting? It is indeed a tribute to the Marconiphone Company that they have such an enthusiasm among their customers as Mr. Clarence Goode, F.R.S.A., M.I.R.E., F.R.A., the well-known Hinckley dealer.

Part Exchange in Manchester

R. FRANK HUTCHINSON, of the Talkeries, 213, Deansgate, Manchester, says they have constant demand for re-condtioned second-hand sets; hence he is willing to take these into consideration "at market value" against purchases of 1933 outfits. Molinex & Son, 99-101, Bridge Street, who market H.M.V., offer to take any piano, organ or radio in part exchange.

Franks, Ltd., have a small cinema screen over their shop at the King Street corner of Deansgate, but it is such a busy locality that people could hardly stay long enough to get the thread of a reel before they heard the call. "Move along, please." So they just moved a few yards, to inspect the window show of Pye, Columbia, Ferranti and other leading makes on view.

Howards, a well-known piano house, in Oldham Street, have for a while had that crowded shopping thoroughfare almost to themselves for wireless supplies. They make a fine show of both radio and gramophone products.

Mr. A. H. White, 62, Swan Street, has 20 different sets, each wired to a switch-board, so that the public can compare various makes on demonstration. Mr. White issues a service book, on W.R.A. approved lines, but with additions. Besides the three free visits, he includes post-cards for other requests that his man should attend—and these are clearly worded as extra calls that are to be paid for.

Trojan, Ltd., 8 and 12, Alexander Road, Moss Side, not only install the P.A. equipment, but utilise the transport van for publicity, with large posters on each side.

Mr. Fox, Blue Spot manager in Manchester (distributing depot, Old Parsonage), remarked, "The battery set has taken on wonderfully well. Speaker sellers are the 99PM and the 31PM."

At 32, King Street West, the K-B depot is a hive of industry. Mr. J. Evans (area manager) and Mr. J. Wood (depot manager) reported exceptional demand for three models, especially the super-het console, the 3-valve S.G. K-B 321, and the 4-valve double S.G. model 320.

Dabbling in Northern Ireland

R. ARTHUR ATKINSON, 70, Stranmillis Road, Belfast, tells me that his wireless business is steadily increasing. Since opening some short time ago he has been devoting most of his energy to battery charging work. He looks upon his locality as a virgin field.

On the A. & F. Corner (Proprietors, Alexander and Fisher) Mr. Fisher reports business fairly brisk. A First-Class Certificate City and Guilds man, Mr. Fisher knows the technical side of the business from A to Z.

The new shop opened last month by Mr. P. Hughes and Mr. McCard, who are trading as Perk Radio Service, 39, Rodney Street, Belfast, report a very fair volume of business. Deliveries of one leading make are bad.

Dabbling has aroused much feeling among bona fide dealers, especially when the latter have to compete with hardy dabblers. The activities of one or two factors are being closely watched in this connection.
FOLLOW UP THIS APPEAL

COSSOR ADVERTISING IS SENDING THE LISTENER TO YOU

WITH special advertising designed to bring the listener to you—with a reputation second to none for downright reliability and consistency in performance, Cossor Valves are your certain profitable line. Christmas radio has got to be at its best, and before Christmas is valve renewal time. Follow up Cossor special advertising. Get your customers to put in Cossor and so be sure of perfect radio for Christmas—and after. Your local depot holds adequate stocks.

Give your set this CHRISTMAS BOX

COSSOR

ALL-BRITISH VALVES

Super Efficient
...and built for lasting Service!

The ORMOND LOGGING DRUM DIAL

This dial is a distinct advance on any existing pattern, as in addition to its most attractive appearance, provision is made for logging stations on either side of the 0-180 degree scale. The dial surface can be illuminated, a lamp bracket being secured to a support in rear.

An artistic and well-finished bakelite escutcheon plate, with control knob to match, will enhance the appearance of the best receivers. The smooth action obtainable is a revelation. Condensers can be attached on either side, the whole assembly being extremely simple.

The ORMOND No. 7 Screened Gang CONDENSER

This condenser, which has been developed after careful research, incorporates the latest principles of modern practice, and represents the finest value in ganged condensers ever offered.

The maximum rigidity is assured by the all-steel frame. It is electrically and mechanically correct in design, with a tuning curve to satisfy the exacting requirements of present-day radio.

In addition to the method of mounting by means of the feet, an alternative is provided by removing the cover and placing the condenser on its back, securing through the holes shown.

The spindle, held by grub screws, can be adjusted for length, or inserted at either end, thereby obtaining a clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation towards maximum capacity as desired.

Accuracy is obtained by our special method of manufacture, and not by adjustment of sections of the rotor vanes. Each stator is provided with an individual trimmer for circuit alignment purposes. Complete with easily detachable cover. Cat. No. R/490/83.

THE ORMOND ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
Ormond House, Rosebury Avenue, London, E.C.1
Telephone: Clerkenwell 5334-5-6 and 9344-5-6.
Telegrams: Ormondenori, Islington.
December 10, 1932

The WIRELESS and GRAMOPHONE TRADER

COMMERCIAL INFORMATION

GAZETTE
Bransom Kent & Co., Ltd. General meeting of the company, 11.30 a.m., January 6th, and creditors, 12 noon, January 6th, both at offices of oppotente & Appleby, 3. Warwick Passage, Birmingham, to receive liquidator's report of the winding-up, etc., and to resolve have the capital reduced to £1,000 ordinary share and the liquidators (F. E. Bendall & T. V. B. Wilmshurst) shall be disposed of.

Note.—This announcement does not refer to the present firm known as Bransom Kent & Co. (1930), Ltd., who trade as agents at 37, Great Eastern Street, London.

Telegraph Construction & Maintenance Co., Ltd. The order of the High Court of Justice, Chancery Division, dated November 14th, confirming the reduction of capital from £800,000 to £100,000, and the Minute approved by the Court, showing, with respect to the share capital of the company as altered, the several particulars required by the Companies Act, as amended. The meeting of creditors held yesterday at 104, High Street North, London, E.6.


Receiving Orders and Adjudications
Bowden, Percy, 48, Prospect Road, trading as Bradford Radio Service, 71, Odley Road, both Bradford, wireless dealer. Court: Bradford. Petition and order: December 17th, 1932.

Adjudications
Marquis, Chas., 45, Armitage Road, Golders Green, and Lester, Albert, 9, Horecroft Avenue, Cricklewood, both trading at 39, Turnpike Road, E.C.2., and now trading respectively at 9, Harrington Road, trading as Almbridge Radio, at 37, Almbridge Street, E.C.2., wireless dealers. Court: High Court of Justice. Petition: October 29th, 1932.

Application for Discharge
Shepherd, Cyril, 69, Micklegate, York, trading formerly at Acorn Road, York, and formerly trading at Cofle Yard, Stonegate, York, wireless dealer, etc. Court: York. Hearing: 10 a.m., January 10th, 1933, at Clifford Street, York.

Orders Made on Applications for Discharge
Settlefield, Albert R., 21, Ebor Road, trading as Settlefield & Settlefield, 17, Market Place, Macclesfield, electrical engineers, etc. Court: Chester. Order: November 8th, discharge suspended for one month.

Aptaker, David, in receiving Order as D. Aptaker (male), trading as Rosedale Music Sales, 269, Mare Street, Hackney, etc., Court: High Court of Justice. Order: November 4th, 1932.

Intended Dividends


Dividends
Southwood, Thos. 8., 8, Westland Villas, Hinston lately trading at Elgin, Whyke Road, Chichester, now at Pound Farm, Whyke Road, electrical engineer, etc. Court: Brighton, and Lewes (at Brighton). Supplemental dividend of 8d. in the £ paid on December 9th, at the Official Receiver's offices, 8, Old Steine, Brighton.

Holyoake, Wm. J., Flash Hall, Church Stretton, trading at Shelford, and Church Stretton, electrical engineer, etc. Court: Shrewsbury. First and final dividend of 3s. 9d. in the £ payable on December 14th, at the Official Receiver's office, 22, Swan Hill, Shrewsbury.

 Receiverships (Appointment or Release)
Haynes & Ford Stalnaker, Ltd. F. H. C. Stanley, C.A., of York House, Great Charles Street, Birmingham, was appointed Receiver and Manager on November 14th, 1932, under powers contained in a mortgage debentures dated October 17th, 1930.

Burrall, Joseph, trading as J. C. & S. Ltd. (Co., Limited), and Mrs. S. M. Cook, both of 1, Odessa Terrace and 1, South Bank Road, W.C.1, ceased to act as Receiver and Manager on November 22nd, 1932.

Mortgages and Charges
Joseph Beyou, Ltd. Particulars filed on November 25th, of debentures not exceeding £500, authorised June 19th, 1928, charged on the company's property, present and future, including uncalled capital, the amount of the present £500, payable on December 14th, 1931.

Scientific Supply Stores (Wireless), Ltd. Particulars filed of debentures not exceeding £500, authorised November 4th, 1929, charged on the company's undertaking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital, the present issue being £500.

Anton Battery Company, Ltd. Particulars filed of debentures not exceeding £5,000, authorised November 21st, 1932, charged on the company's undertaking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital, the present issue being £5,000.


Increase of Capital
Gwalia Radio Relay Service, Ltd. (Gwalia). The nominal capital has been increased by the addition of £9,000 beyond the registered capital of £1,000. The additional capital is divided into 10,000 ordinary shares of 5s. and 7,500 ordinary shares of £1 each.

Daventry & Co., wireless engineers, etc., Preston. The nominal capital has been increased by the addition of £1,000 in £1 ordinary shares beyond the registered capital of £1,000.

British Electric Transmitter Co. Ltd., (Hayes & Ford Transmitter Co. Ltd.,) was authorised by the addition of £54,000 beyond the registered capital of £26,624. The additional capital is divided into 54,000 ordinary shares of 10s. each. (This increase follows a recent reduction.)

Satisfaction
Note: Where the amount "originally secured" is stated, it does not mean the amount outstanding at the date of the satisfaction recorded below. There may have been previous partial satisfactions, registered or unregistered. The registrations of satisfactions is not compulsory.

Bischof & Co., Ltd. Satisfaction in full—(1) on November 4th, 1932, of debenture dated August 20th, 1929, and registered as £500 (1); and (2) on November 7th, 1932, of debenture dated November 18th, 1929, and registered as £500 (2).

New Companies

Burrell Radio, Ltd. (266,534).—Private company. Capital £1,000 in 5 shares. Objects: To carry on the business of manufacturers of wireless apparatus, etc., and dealers in wireless receiving and transmitting valves, etc. The permanent directors are: J. E. Lowder, 700, South Audley Street, W.1; J. Lowder, Drayton Lodge, Liverpool Road, Kingston Hill, Surrey. Qualification: One share. Registered office: 36, Bishopsgate, E.C.2. Registered number: 219,601.

Bankruptcies
Harris Williams (Servit), Ltd., wireless apparatus distributors, formerly dealers in lighting goods, 180182, Holborn Viaduct, W.C.1. In this compulsory liquidation the Official Receiver has published a summary of the company's statement of affairs which shows the position as at August 30th of last year (the date of the appointment of a Receiver for the debenture holder). According to this the gross liabilities amount to £13,009, of which £10,800 are returned as due to 199 unsecured creditors, and £2,209, as expected to rank, and assets to £8,312, the whole of which are, however absorbed by the payment in part of the debenture and preferential claims. A total deficiency of £4,297 is disclosed with reference to shareholders. The Official Receiver reports that the company was incorporated, on November 15th, 1927, and at first it dealt in gas mantles. On May 26th, 1930, an agreement was entered into with Johnson & Bolson, Ltd., manufacturers of wireless apparatus, whereby the company, in consideration of an advance of £1,000, free of interest, were appointed sole distributors of both the whole of which are, however absorbed by the payment in part of the debenture and preferential claims. A total deficiency of £4,297 is disclosed with reference to shareholders. The Official Receiver reports that the company was incorporated, on November 15th, 1927, and at first it dealt in gas mantles. On May 26th, 1930, an agreement was entered into with Johnson & Bolson, Ltd., manufacturers of wireless apparatus, whereby the company, in consideration of an advance of £1,000, free of interest, were appointed sole distributors of both the whole of which are, however absorbed by the payment in part of the debenture and preferential claims. A total deficiency of £4,297 is disclosed with reference to shareholders.

An attractive window seen in Manchester recently and dressed by Kolster-Brandeis, Ltd., for one of their authorised dealers.
whole position before a certain bank, and after con-
siderable negotiations with it and interviews with Hall, the
corporation secured from the company £1,400
(20,000, provided the company
Bobol., Ltd., would accept the £, payable by
the company in the course of 12 years. Other assets
nearly all the creditors of Johnson & Bobol., Ltd.,
and as a result some of them, or, perhaps, all of them,
to accept the proposition offered, the bank agreed to
pay the composition on behalf of the company. Cash was
of the company, and the security of the banks given.
The total amount of the composition is stated to have been
£1,200.
The bills presented for the first instalment of £500 were
drawn by the company, and were paid in. The
bills for the remaining instalments of £500 were not
paid on maturity.

Details of the negotiations were pending with the
bank, the company purchased from Johnson & Bobol., Ltd.,
all the stock-in-trade, cash, liorries, and
receivers, Mr. William Albert Joseph O'Donnell,
accountant of Balfour, Flimsby, Payment, London,
was appointed liquidator of the
company, with a committee of inspection.

Victor Frederick Maddox, 6, Honend Street, Lodbury,*
Herefordshire, wireless engineer, etc.

The debtor was held and raised at the Shirehall, Hereford, when a statement of affairs was presented at the hearing of, of which £217 15s. 7d. was expected to be recoverable. The debtor, who was charged with a deficiency of £46 15s. 6d. The Official Receiver questioned the accuracy of his accounts, regarding the
book, etc., of the business. Mr. Morris has carried on the business with a large capital, and has not
accepted the liquidation, it is understood from him that there is no reason why it should be becoming available for distribution among the un-
secured creditors. As a result of the statement of creditors and
receivers, Mr. William Albert Joseph O'Donnell,
was appointed receiver of the
company, with a committee of inspection.

Frank Edwin Clarke, 23, Clowvelly Crescent, W.5, radio dealer, m. Mallow Street, London, E.C.

The receiver's order in this case was made on a creditor's petition. The statement of affairs showed a total deficiency of £284 12s., of which £144 10s. 1d. is expected to be recovered. The debtor, who was charged
a deficiency of £334 14s. 9d. For the receiver's report, the
petitioner was offered for £4, and a condition of the
liquidation was that he would be paid, at once, for £250 of the
security held by him. The debtor was to be paid £150 for the
security held by him. The debtor was to be liquidator of the
bank, then he was liquidated, and the
bills for the remaining two instalments of £500 were not
paid on maturity.

The result of the company's operations from
the date of the statement of affairs of July 24, 1932, as
by accounts prepared on its behalf, show that on a turnover
of £3,500, the profit was £500, and that a loss of £350 was
realised.

On July 24, 1932, the Official Receiver appointed a voluntary liquidator of the
company, being a company called Selectors, Ltd., of the
same business of that company, together with book debts, stock, fixtures, cash in hand, uncalled
leases or tenancies of fixtures and fittings in and about
the premises occupied by the company. The consideration for the sale was £1,000, subsequently reduced to £900, and paid to £3,500, in cash, and by bills given for £2,500.

The result of the company's operations from the
date of the statement of affairs of July 24, 1932, as
by accounts prepared on its behalf, it is shown that on a turnover
of £3,500, the profit was £500, and that a loss of £350 was
realised.

The result of the company's operations from the
date of the statement of affairs of July 24, 1932, as
by accounts prepared on its behalf, it is shown that on a turnover
of £3,500, the profit was £500, and that a loss of £350 was
realised.
EVERYBODY IS LOOKING IN YOUR WINDOW NOW

Lots of people are stumped for an idea for a different Xmas gift. If they see a few Ever Ready torches in your window, their difficulty is over—and you’re shillings the richer! And of course, every wireless set owner wants a battery to tide him safely and satisfactorily over Christmas. What better than Ever Ready? That is what they will say the moment they see one in your window. Display Ever Ready to-day; only 14 days left; you can’t afford to lose a single one. More work for your window means more money for you!

MAKE SURE THEY SEE YOUR QUICKEST XMAS PROFIT-MAKERS THERE

THE EVER READY CO. (GREAT BRITAIN) LTD.
HERCULES PLACE, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7.
THIS IS THE MAN WHO IS TELLING THE

Portadyne

SALES STORY TO 11,000,000 PROSPECTS

...HE IS THE PORTADYNE DEALER!

HE IS..... YOU?

There are 11,000,000 prospects reading the Portadyne sales story... and just how many of these 11,000,000 prospects are turned into customers depends largely on yourself. 11,000,000 prospects have Portadyne in the front of their minds... they are definitely "Portadyne-conscious"... they will stop and look at a Portadyne Receiver when they see one displayed. Don't let them pass to competitors' windows! Pull them up at yours... with a bold showing of Portadyne and offers of demonstrations! You can have all the help you want in pushing Portadyne... powerful display material, copious supplies of various high-class literature, blocks for your own advertisements, etc., etc.

Tie up with Portadyne's big public advertising today. It is making money for dealers all over the country.

Portadyne Radio (Prop.: Whittingham Smith & Co., Ltd.)
Gorst Rd., N. Acton, N.W.10. Phone: Willesden 7541 2/3
Branches: Dublin, Manchester, Glasgow, Belfast, Brighton

X

The Portadyne B.M.C. at 14 gns. is outstanding value. ITS PRICE WILL REMAIN UNCHANGED. Discount, too, is as before - 30% (minimum)

B.M.C.
Battery Moving Call Portable
28/2 DOWN and 11 monthly payments of 28/2.
RADIO AND GRAMOPHONE SHARE MARKET

ALTHOUGH dealers report that the recent final disbursements made by the Treasury partly in connection with five per cent. War loan are already being re-invested, there has been no improvement in the general tendency in the stock and share markets.

The success of the McMichael issue had the effect of drawing more sharing to shares of well-known companies, but in most cases quotations have reflected the general market tendency. E. K. Cole, which have again been active, lost part of the previous week's improvement with a reaction to 8s. 9d., but they show a much steadier tendency than a few weeks back. The preference are unchanged. Pyle issues moved against holders: there has again been very little selling reported.

On the basis of the dividend of 8 per cent. paid for the past year the yield on the ordinary shares is on the small side, but if a substantial part of the profits had not been put back into the business a much larger dividend could have been paid. As it is not the company's custom to pay an interim dividend on its ordinary shares, the price of the latter may be regarded as carrying the whole dividend to be paid for the year.

Westinghouse were done at 106. 9d. and were maintained at 175. 6d. on hopes that the report, due next month, will again make a satisfactory showing. Joseph Lucas (controls C.A.V.) were a few pence higher on the week at 169. 10d. Dulcetto-Polyphon preferred ordinary were done at 23. 4d. The Electric & Musical Industries were unchanged on the week, and so were Decca Record, which later recovered their recent small decline and are back to 13. 10d. on interim dividend possibilities. Although S. Smith (B.A.) preferred ordinary have gone "xd." they are higher on the week at 225. 6d., and the preference have moved up to 218. 3d. Associated Electrical were unchanged at 175. 6d., but Siemens lost a few pence to 247. 4d.

Place share

Name and Class. Am't of Dividend (Last Dividend, if any, in brackets).

Name and Class. Am't of Dividend (Last Dividend, if any, in brackets).

Name and Class. Am't of Dividend (Last Dividend, if any, in brackets).

Name and Class. Am't of Dividend (Last Dividend, if any, in brackets).

Name and Class. Am't of Dividend (Last Dividend, if any, in brackets).

Note.—Where the market is nominal for certain shares the actual dealing price may differ from above quotations according to the availability or otherwise of shares.

835
A BRITISH RADIO DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION?
(Concluded from page 287)

Mr. Hustler demands—in brief—more stunts and more stars. There was a time when listeners were ready to listen to a change and playing in an aeroplane, or a tenor singing in a submarine. No one claimed that the artists were heard to greater advantage this way. The contrary was, in fact, the case; but the novelty provided the interest and justification.

To-day listeners’ tastes are more exacting, and quality of performance must be the test. More profitable development would seem to lie in perfecting means for international interchange of programmes. This field is continually being extended. The experiment of last year is the commonplace of to-day, and as the technique of long-distance communication by telephone and wireless improves, Mr. Hustler’s wish for something different will be more fully realised.

Mr. Hustler wants more stars. Where are they? When stardom ceases to be an exclusive state, the term will lose its meaning. It is no exaggeration to claim that a British broadcast sets the seal upon stardom, and the appearance of stars before the microphone is not to-day limited so much by the funds available as by freshness of the stars’ material.

A repetition of numbers or acts would result in the monotony that Mr. Hustler deplores, even if stars were exclusively responsible.

On announcers’ speech, hundreds of thousands of words are spoken by announcers in studios during the month. The microphone exaggerates idiosyncracies of articulation and pronunciation. Any marked deviation from the normal would irritate far more than the similarity of speech of which Mr. Hustler complains. Uniformity of speech is not admitted and one aim of the system is that words should be pronounced in such a way that their meaning may be clear to all who listen despite local dialectical variations.

Publicity Aids Please!
Manufacturers should send up-to-date supplies of their sales aids, literature, and other kindred material to the following:
Messrs. W. A. & G. Smith, now trading at 1A, Portalo Street, Woodstock Road, Belfast.
Willards, the well-known Sussex W.R.A. firm, 48, Grove Road, Eastbourne, who have taken up the sale of gramophones, records and synchronous clocks.

Marconiphone Service Manual
No. 4 of the 1933 series of Marconiphone Service Manuals is now available to Marconiphone dealers. It deals with the Model 255 6-valve battery Superheterodyne Portable. Containing 14 pages it is, of course, in the same style as the previous manuals issued this year, and is intended to be kept with them, and future manuals, in a special binding case. This is obtainable from the Publicity Department of the Marconiphone Co., Ltd., Radio House, Tottenham Court Road, W.1.

Another dealer aid now available is a free lantern slide featuring the "Crazy Plantomime" record, while still further to assist their dealers Columbia have prepared a brochure setting forth ten points to help push record sales.

Another Aid from Thomas A. Rose
Thomas A. Rose & Son, Ltd., the electrical distributors, of 25, Milton Street, London, E.C.2., have added yet another sales aid for dealers to their already useful range. They have introduced a small cabinet containing several home constructors’ lines, such as British-made wander plugs, terminals, fuse-bulbs and the like. The cabinet is presented free of charge to dealers buying its contents, which are valued at £3 15s. 6d.

The case itself is glass-topped and valued at 7s. 6d. It should make a very attractive counter show-piece.

Hop 1837
In certain of the advertisements that have been placed by the advertising agents of Jackson Bros. (London), Ltd., this well-known condenser firm’s telephone number was wrongly given. As most people in the trade know, it is Hop 1837, and not Hop 1929, as has appeared once or twice.

Errata
On account of incorrect information being supplied to us, we printed the name of the manager of Friendly & Ford’s new Manchester branch as “Bell.” Actually, the manager there is Mr. R. B. Baile.

Two small but vital words were omitted from the advertisement of the Universal Radio Service Co. last week, whose address was given as 28, Tottenham Court Road. Readers will not need to be reminded that the firm’s correct address is 28, Percy Street, Tottenham Court Rd., W.1.

New Philomel Aid
An attractive folder printed in three colours is now being issued by Philomel Radio Equipment in connection with their receiver and radio-gram. It can be overprinted with dealers’ names and address.

BUSINESS ITEMS

Another free cinema slide from Portadyne Radio Ltd., featuring the M.C.2 2-valve set. It has space for the trader’s name and address.

Another free cinema slide from Portadyne Radio Ltd., featuring the M.C.2 2-valve set. It has space for the trader’s name and address.
ONE Bead tells the user all he wants to know

"When is it time to recharge?—that's all the accumulator user wants to know—and the ONE bead in the Lively 'O' tells him. The Lively 'O' bead sinks before the accumulator is fully discharged. It gives ample warning that recharging time is due. Thus, without complication, the user is safeguarded, and you are relieved of the trouble and responsibility of "reviving" over-discharged cells.

Oldham & Son, Ltd., Denton, Manchester, and at London, Glasgow, Belfast and Dublin. Makers of Dry Batteries and Accumulators. Established 1865. Contractors to British and Foreign Governments, Railway Companies, etc.
An Apology

In consequence of the unprecedented increase in orders for R.G.D. Radio Gramophones it has become impossible to give immediate deliveries to all our customers.

Our Factory is working at high pressure, and our endeavours to obtain adequate additional labour, sufficiently skilled for the work, have proved abortive.

We tender our apologies for the slight delay, which is unavoidable, and give an assurance that every effort is being made to expedite deliveries.

Our business friends and the public will appreciate that to depart from our Policy of careful production and stage-by-stage inspection would jeopardise the high standard of excellence for which R.G.D. Radio Gramophones are so widely known.

R·G·D

RADIO GRAMOPHONE DEVELOPMENT Co. Ltd.,
17/20 FREDERICK STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Manchester : 17 Bridge St. London : 40 Doughty St., W.C.1
RADIOGRAMS

and RECEIVERS

delivery ex stock
up to the last
minute for Christmas

Right up to the last minute Dew's
Service in Receivers and Radiograms
will see you through. Don't miss
these last-minute sales through lack
of stock, phone or wire to A. J.
Dew & Co. Our stock of
Radiograms includes Philips,
Ultra, McMichael, Geco-
phone, Zetavox, Pye,
Ekco, etc., etc.

GRAMOPHONE RECORDS

Complete stocks of
DECCA
POLYDOR
PANACHORD
BRUNSWICK
FOUR-IN-ONE
KID KORD

Order now for your
Christmas sales.
Latest lists of new
numbers on request.

A. J. Dew & Co. Ltd.

Wholesalers of Everything Radio

32-33-34 RATHBONE PLACE,
OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.1

'Phone
MUSEUM
8686
LION

(PATENT)

H.T. BATTERIES

Astounding PRICES

Quality MAINTAINED

60v. 4/6
100v. 7/-
120v. 9/-

LIMITED SELLING LICENCE

Your Wholesaler Can Supply

Vinces Dry Batteries Ltd.
Lion Works, Garford Street,
LONDON, E.14

Send for our Latest Lists

Illustration shows our 300 Watt Plant.
The most up-to-date in the world.
Hire Purchase terms from £2-15-0 deposit.

The Small Power Dynamo & Motor Co Ltd
OLD LANE, HIGHER OPENS HAW
MANCHESTER

Phone: Droylsden 1135
Phone: Droylsden 1135

They WILL Insure your samples if you fit an 'IMPOSS'

AND AT REDUCED RATES

Leading Insurance Companies will now insure your samples— and at reduced premiums— if you fit an "IMPOSS," an anti-theft device which, fitted throughout the car, ensures that, if anyone should tamper with the vehicle a loud, continuous hooting will automatically commence.

Further, the engine cannot be started, thus preventing the car from being moved.

"IMPOSS" is controlled by a Yale lock and key and its consumption of current is practically negligible.

Thief proof van bodies supplied for any chassis.

DEMONSTRATIONS ARANGED ANYWHERE without obligation. Write to
BLYTHE GARAGE LTD.
188 Blythe Road, London, W.14
Tel.: Shepherd's Bush 3385

CONSULT YOUR BROKER ABOUT 'IMPOSS'
CIFEL
ALL-ELECTRIC RADIO

announce a
NATION-WIDE
PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN

IN CO-OPERATION WITH
TERRITORIAL AGENTS

THE ENORMOUS SELLING
POWER OF THE CREAM
OF THE PROVINCIAL PRESS
IS BEHIND CIFEL RADIO

A WORLD OF
ENTERTAINMENT

LINK UP IN THIS
BIG SALES DRIVE!

Cifel 2-valve and 3-valve Radio receivers and Radiograms
possess a perfection of tonal quality, with extreme
selectivity and ample volume, that has confirmed their
superiority with every customer who has heard them.
This definitely outstanding performance is your
guarantee of big business—providing you put
demonstration models into stock at once and let
YOUR customers know you are an officially
appointed CIFEL dealer.
Take advantage of the BIG CIFEL sales
drive to be launched immediately.
Write for full details and enclose the
attached form.

APPLY NOW
PIN THIS FORM TO
YOUR LETTERHEAD
AND POST
TO-DAY

3-Valve (A.C.) Receiver, M.C.
Speaker (Illustrated). £15 12s. 6d.
2-Valve (A.C., D.C.) M.C. Speaker.
Pentode. £9 17s. 6d.
3-Valve Radiograms. Modern
alinets. 28 Guineas.
BIGGER SALES  BETTER PROFITS

Here is a wonderful instrument that will enable your customers to receive short-wave stations. Help them to get the best out of their Radio by recommending an Eelex short-wave convertor. No complicated adjustments, just connect to the Aerial and Earth terminals. Adds 70 extra stations.

DUPLEX TYPE
For Battery or Mains Sets
PRICE
£2.12.6
Including Duplex coils covering wave length of 15 to 60 metres.
Valves extra for Battery use, 7/-.
Valves for Mains use, 13/6

Eelex testing prods you will find indispensable on your test bench. Supplied with red and black insulated handles. Avoid all danger of burning out valves or other components. Recommend a pair to your customers. Price 3/6.
Write for List E.70.

Make it last

Isn't it obvious that the efficiency of an accumulator depends on the acid that activates it? Poor, impure acid will ruin it in no time. Use BAA, the specially prepared and tested acid. Refill with it now—all good dealers should stock it.

Use only BAA
PUREST & BEST ACCUMULATOR ACID

WIRE for Every Radio Purpose!

AERIAL WIRES — Enamelled, Tinned or Plain Copper.
COPPER WIREF—Tinned, Enamelled, D.C.C., D.S.C., etc.
SQUARE TINNED WIREF.

We have large stocks and can supply by return. Send for lists and trade terms.

THE UNIVERSAL Radio Service Co.
28 Percy St., Tottenham Court Rd., W.1
Phone: Museum 9761

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RADIO REPAIRS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American and Continental Receivers Serviced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplion, S.G. Brown, Ediswan and Selector Specialists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superheterodyne and other Kits constructed and repaired.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPAIRS TO — Loudspeakers, Transformers, Headphones, Meters, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualified service Engineers sent out.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A SERVICE
organisation designed and equipped for the repair of Radio apparatus of every description—Exclusively to the trade.

COMPETITIVE PRICES
DEPENDABLE SERVICE

NO CHARGE FOR ESTIMATES
Assure Your Customer of a SQUARE DEAL — Send His Receiver To:
(Trade Only)

LONDON METAL WAREHOUSES LTD.
Hill St., Blackfriars Rd., S.E.I.
Registered Offices 27, Victoria St., S.W.1.
PpM Soundex

This year is going to be a Record Radio Christmas. Are your stocks of Celestion Speakers ready to meet the demand?

Your customers will ask for these outstanding speakers by name; a demonstration is all that is necessary to clinch a sale. The Celestion PPM Soundex is particularly popular owing to its low price and high quality results. Demonstrate in your showrooms and enjoy a really record Christmas.

The Prices of Celestion Speakers range from 27/6 to £6 10s. 0d.
**MR. TRADER,**

We have a good range of Radiograms, Mains and Battery Receiving Sets, and can deliver—

**PORTADYNE BEETHOVEN BURGOYNE PHILIPS E K CO G. E. C. P Y E**

**FLITTON BROS.**

_The Eastern Counties Factors_

**H.T. L.T. AND G.B.**

WITHOUT BATTERIES

OBTAINED ENTIRELY FROM A

**2-Volt ACCUMULATOR**

at 150 Volts—15 to 30 m/a from

**Electro Dynamic**

**H.T. CONVERTOR**

Also supplied for 6, 12, 24 and 50 volt input at 7-10-0. Provided with variable tappings and G.B.

This H.T. Converter has, at last, solved the problem of a high efficiency H.T. supply with an output sufficient to operate a super power valve and moving coil speaker.

The 2-volt accumulator, that is at present being used for L.T. filament current, is all that is required. There is no interference, no mechanical noise and the sound-proof metal housing can be fitted in portable sets in place of the dry battery.

**HIRE PURCHASE AGREEMENT FORMS**

These Forms have been specially prepared for "The Wireless & Gramophone Trader" by a Solicitor of the Supreme Court.

If you sell on "Hire Purchase" they are indispensable to you.

**REVISED PRICES, Post Free:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4d</th>
<th>5d</th>
<th>7/6</th>
<th>10/6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send Remittance with Order.

**THE TRADER PUBLISHING CO. LTD., ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, SALISBURY SQ., FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.4**
28th November, 1932.

The Editor,
The Wireless & Gramophone Trader,
St. Bride's House,
Salisbury Square,
Fleet Street, E.C.4.

Dear Sir,

We should like to take this opportunity of expressing our satisfaction at the results that have been obtained from our advertising in your Journal.

The number of enquiries and orders that have been received as a result, and which can be attributed to the advertising in your paper, has been really remarkable.

Yours faithfully,

BLOCK BATTERIES LIMITED,

Managing Director.
SIMPSON'S ELECTRICAL TURNTABLE

NOTHING TO GO WRONG — PRICE

39'6

Outstanding features:
1. Only 2½" deep.
2. Sizes 10" and 12".
3. 50 Gypen 100, 150 and 200/250 volts A.C.
4. Fits any Gramophone.
5. Costs less than 1½ per week.
7. Anyone can fit it.

Every Demonstration Means a Sale

Simpson's Electrals Ltd., Grange Road, Leyton, E.10

Have you heard the wonderful purity of NUVOLION'S

First Permanent Magnet M.C. Speaker?

Type PM/L 35/-

NUVOLION ELECTRICS LTD.
MEREDITH YARD, PARK CRESCENT,
CLAPHAM PARK ROAD, LONDON, S.W.4

Telephone: Macaulay 4294

Specialization

Mark III 30/-

'Beta' Model 25/-

There is no need to stress the advantages to be gained by specialization except to state that as specialists in pick-up design and production we are in an unique position to help manufacturers on their radiogram problems. Get in touch with us immediately.

Send for full particulars.

BOWYER - LOWE & A.E.D. LTD.
DIAMOND WORKS, BRIGHTON.

Precision Turned Parts

For Wireless

M.C.L.

Special quotations given for large quantities.

M.C.L. and Repetition Ltd.
Pool Lane, Langley, Birmingham.

Solder

Amalgam

Perfection of Quality and Appearance

BIRMINGHAM

41, Great Charles St.
Phone: B'ham Central 6606.
Grams: Amalgam, B'ham.

Grey & Marten Ltd

Solder and Lead Manufacturers

South Bridge

LONDON, S.E.1

A Guarantee of Efficiency

NEO-RADIO

The Selector

This must not be confused with cheap imitations. Every Neo-Radio carries an guarantee and is definitely efficient. It carries the B.B.C. prob-solution, a selectivity, and atmospheric prob-solving selectivity as well as serving as an excellent instrument. They are designed and carry an excellent margin of profit for you. They are supplied in quantities of 1 gross and upwards.

Psychon

Limited

Phone: Vic. 5392. S.W.1

Leader of the Moving Coil Speakers for Quality—and Radio Sales

Price 59/6

What We Don't Stock

We Make for You

We stock all standard strews, nuts, bolts and terminals — and we make small parts to any design for all electrical purposes. Come to us whatever your needs in repetition work: BRITISH, best and cheapest.

Gilsons

Billet Road

Walthamstow, E.17
"The RENOWN"

IS A FULL SIZE SPEAKER
AND NOT A MIDGET!

THE MORE CRITICAL YOUR CUSTOMER THE MORE CERTAIN IS HE TO CHOOSE A "RENOWN."

When you hand over RENOWNs to your customers you give them "full size" value for money. Measured in terms of size, quality or super sensitivity there's nothing to touch them at the price. The public are quick to appreciate this. We are able to offer such outstanding value because we have specialised for SEVEN YEARS solely in the manufacture of Loudspeakers.

THE SECRET BEHIND THE SUPERIORITY of the "RENOWN" at this amazingly low price is ... It incorporates a new formula in Magnet design, concentrating the flux where it is actually used. This is achieved by employing high percentage Cobalt Pole Pieces . . . the body of the Magnets being made from special metal. Overall Diameter, 8 1/2 ins. Steel Chassis. Complete with Multi-Radio O.P. Transformer. Superbly finished glossy brown cellulose.

THE RENOWN IS THE SPEAKER FOR "Full Size" REPEAT BUSINESS AND PROFITS.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS: Fully descriptive Lists sent Post Free on request.

GOODMANS

69 St. John St., Clerkenwell, London, E.C.1

Phone: Clerkenwell 3838-9.

The 'LEYTONIA' S.G., DETECTOR & PENTODE Means £££££ Shillings and Pence to You!!!

A real challenger for value! When your customers know that they can get a handsome "LEYTONIA" Varium Pedestal Battery S.G.3 Receiver with W.B.'s P.M. Moving Coil Speaker for £8 17s. 6d. they will not be put off with anything else.

Then our hire purchase contract enables you to offer these on very easy terms without any fear of loss on your part. You, Mr. Dealer, get cash three days after acceptance—out credit notes. WE CARRY THE BABY, NOT YOU!

There is still time to reap the profits from a last minute Christmas sales "push." We give you an extra discount for cash and a special discount for quantities. Don't miss this chance—we can deliver by return.


Price £8.17.6

INCLUDING P.M. MOVING COIL SPEAKER & VALVES

WHOLESALE RADIO SUPPLIES CO.

126, High Road, Leyton, LONDON, E.15
FORMO Components are making a real "hit" this year with radio constructors.

Even more so than they have done every year for the past ten years.

The latest Formo lines are exactly what the home constructor needs and demands. And this is driven home by the designers of the latest sets.

As witness:

Formo Matched Caps. specified for the Wireless Magazine " Table Quad."

Formo Single Gang Tuning Unit specified exclusively for the Popular Wireless " Band-Pack."

Formo Dual Gang Tuning Unit specified exclusively for the Wireless World Band Pass Filter.

Formo Triple Gang Tuning Unit and the famous Formo-Censor specified for the Wireless Magazine Percy Harris " Ethergram."

Formo Multicoupler specified for the Wireless World " Diode Quality 4."

Formo Components are giving constructors something new in radio performance and in straightforward set construction.

This name has stood for the best and foremost in radio components during the last ten years. Immediate deliveries of all lines can be guaranteed.

Write for the latest Formo Catalogue. Also for free supplies of FORMO Circuit Blueprints to give away.

---

PREPAID PARAGRAPH ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE OF CHARGES

Auctioneers & Official Announcements.— Advertisements under this heading are inserted at a charge of 10s. per single column inch.

Trade & Miscellaneous.— 9d. for 12 words and 3d. for each additional word.

Situations Vacant & Wanted.— 9d. for 12 words and 3d. for each additional word.

Advertisements Set in Capitals.— 9d. for 12 words and 3d. for each additional word.

Series Discounts.— On contracts for consecutive insertions the above rates are subject to discounts as follows: 13 insertions 5 per cent., 26 insertions 10 per cent., 52 insertions 15 per cent.

Box Numbers.— If replies are to be sent to the office of the publishers, 6d. extra per insertion is charged to cover cost of forwarding them. The Box Office address is counted as six words and charged accordingly.

Press Day.— Copy (with remittance) should reach us not later than first post Tuesday morning, four days before publication, and should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, St. Bride's House, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4. Phone: Central 7713 (3 lines).

Copy for Advertisements is subject to the approval of the proprietor, who retain the liberty to withhold any advertisement which they regard as unsuitable for publication in this journal. The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

Note.— The insertion of an advertisement ordinarily constitutes acknowledgment of the remittance, but for remittances covering contracts for 13 insertions or more a receipt will be sent.

Orders and Cheques should be made payable to The Times Publishing Co., Ltd., and crossed " and Co." Treasurer Notes, being untraceable if lost in transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All Advertisements Must be Prepaid.

Deposit System

To facilitate business between advertisers and unknown or distant traders, we have a " Deposit Department." The buyer sends us the money, and we advise both parties of its receipt. The seller then sends the goods carriage paid to the buyer, who must within three days of receiving them either accept them or return them carriage paid. If he accepts them we forward his money to the seller; if he rejects them we return his money when advised by the seller that the goods have come to hand. We cannot, however, accept any liability in a dispute. Our charges payable by the buyer for this service are:

1/6 on transactions up to £5.
2/6 between £5 and £20.
5/- between £20 and £50.

AUCTIONS

AUCTION SALES OF RADIO GODDAD & SMITH

Special December 15th and 16th Sale. 800 Lots of great variety, quantity and quality. Radiograms, All Mains and Battery Receivers, Loudspeakers and all accessories. Large quantity of Gramophones, Records, etc. Entries can still be accepted. Prompt settlements. These Auction Sales are held monthly and afford an excellent medium for quick realisations.

Goods awaiting sale stored free of charge. Sales conducted on customers' own premises if preferred. Full particulars at 70, SEYMOUR PLACE, MARBLE ARCH, W.1.

WATES ROTARY CONVERTER

New type, perfected to operate with receivers of very high sensitivity—super-heterodynes—and public address amplifiers. Greater efficiency without additional cost. Special silencing machine to be carried. The name Wates is a guarantee of unobtrusive working, free from either electrical or mechanical sound interference.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS AND TRADE DISCOUNTS. Quotations for any output or voltage on request.

WATFS RADIO LTD. 184-8, SHAPTESBURY AV. LONDON, W.C.2.

D.C. to A.C.

MODEL A. For D.C. mains 200-250 volts. Output 50 Watts A.C. 220-250 volts, 50 cycles. For all sets up to 9 valves, and small Radiogramophone Rotary Converters, price £3 5s. Smoothing Box, £1 5s., or complete in sound-proof cabinet with handle. £11 10s.

MODEL B. A as above, larger output of 150 watts suitable for Radiogramophones requiring extra heavy supply. Rotary Converters, price £6. Smoothing Box, £1 5s., or complete in sound-proof cabinet with handle, £13 5s.

---

COIL WINDING

TRANSFORMERS

SPEAKER WINDINGS

INDUCTANCES

---

GRAMOPHONE MOTORS

---

SEND FOR SUPPLIES OF NEW SEASON'S LITERATURE AND SHOWCARDS!
AGENCIES WANTED

ADVERTISERS would like to meet progressive manufacturer desiring live representation, Lancs., and Yorks. Excellent central premises, showroom, warehouse and window display. First class sales and technical staff.—Box No. 5855, Wireless Trader Office. (1669)

AGENTS WANTED

AGENTS wanted for new Interference Unit for D.C. mains. Guaranteed seller. Full particulars on request. — Box No. 5859, Wireless Trader Office. (1662)

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

THE opportunity arises with manufacturers of high-class all mains receivers having offices and showrooms in West-End for energetic man with £600 to acquire interest in the business in place of a retiring partner. The business will be formed into a company and a seat on the board offered to the right man.—Box No. 5863, Wireless Trader Office. (1672)

SELLING organisation marketing well-known proprietary line would like to get in touch with up-to-date small factory for the supplies of flexibles, wires, etc. Could place large regular orders for cash, or would consider taking financial interest in factory and could guarantee to keep same occupied.—Box No. 5861, Wireless Trader Office. (1677)

FINANCIAL

CAPITAL. London house invites sound manufacturing and trading propositions. Ltd. Co. formation, etc. Shares and debentures placed. Write Box No. 5843, Wireless Trader Office. (1657)

FOR SALE

NATIONAL and Remington cash registers, 60, must be sold, condition as new, fully guaranteed, all kinds, total adders, ticket issuers, printers, etc., coin displayers. No reasonable offer refused, sell separately. — Write or call, Detches, 78, Long Lane, Smithfield, E.C.1. 'Phone : National 6074. (1661)


DAVENSET charger, Type SSC, 110 volts, 2-1 transformer for 220 volts. Only used 12 months. Three new rectifiers. Price £15. — Box No. 5856, Wireless Trader Office. (1668)

DAVENSET H.T. charger 240 A.C. As new. Cost £8 8s. Sell £5 5s. Frank Griffin, Hackliffe Street, Leighton Buzzard. (1673)

MISCELLANEOUS

CABINETS. The best in the trade. Send for new 1932 leaflet and trade terms. — Imperial Cabinets, 18, Summerhill Street, Birmingham. (1671)
PATENTS


PREMISES TO BE LET OR SOLD

A COCKS GREEN (Birmingham) shops with living accommodation, in important main road market position, and adjoining well-developed estate. To be let on lease at £100 per annum. — Jack Cotton, F.A.I., 35, Waterloo Street, Birmingham, 2. (1667)

STREETAM. Between theatre and Morris Shop — Lock-up shop to let at £250 p.a., without premium. — Apply Soe Agents, Hillier, Parker, May & Rowden, 27, Maddox Street, W.1. Telephone: Mayfair 7666. (1674)

REPAIRS

MAIN transformers rewound promptly and efficiently. Satisfaction guaranteed on Kenedy terms. — The Sturdy Electric Co., Derwent View, Dinton, Newcastle-on-Tyne. (S12)

SET MAKERS

2-VALVE cabinet receivers. Fitted Ormond speakers, complete with B.V.A. valves. Guaranteed. 23s. 6d. each. Delivered to — F. Musham, Killinghall Road, Bradford. (T7)

A. mains, 2-valve chassis 50s.; 3-valve, £4. — Mains Radio, 1, George Road, Erdington, Birmingham. (J7)

SITUATIONS VACANT


REPRESENTATIVES, with first-class connections, wanted to sell on good commission basis, to retailers, etc., in the U.K., first-class competitive mains eliminators and sets made by reliable British manufacturers; also radios and electrical accessories, lamps, fires, reflectors, etc. State territory covered. Car an advantage — Write Box No. 5833, Wireless Trader Office. (My)

BRIXTON main road, smart salesman who can really sell sets, records. Dress windows. Modern ideas. Prospects right man. Full details in writing. — Box No. 5858, Wireless Trader Office. (1664)
COIL WINDING
Transformers
Speaker
Windings
Inductances
Modern methods
ensure quick delivery. We can wind
good coils for you if you will send us your enquiries.

Johnson & Phillips, Ltd.,
Charlton - London - S.E.7

Situations Vacant—continued

TRAVELLERS having first-class connections with radio dealers wanted by manufacturers. Write giving full particulars, ground covered, etc., to Spyda Electric Co., 2, Edgbaston Street, Birmingham. (See pages 38 and 39 of this paper.) (1665)

TRAVELLERS wanted for all districts. Must have good connection with radio retailers and factors. State full particulars, experience, districts covered and salary required.—Box No. 5857, Wireless Trader Office. (1666)

WANTED first-class man as Manager of London Branch of large Radio Manufacturers. Must be expert salesman, able to control staff and have a sound connection amongst all large radio factors and retailers in the London and South Coast districts. Some technical knowledge an advantage. Car provided. Address giving fullest particulars (in confidence) and when at liberty, to Box 5, Osborne-Peacock Co., Ltd., 11, Piccadilly, Manchester. (1675)

REPRESENTATIVE with first-class connection among set manufacturers required by well-known manufacturers of high-grade H.T. Batteries to handle their products as a profitable additional line. Applications to Box No. 5869, Wireless Trader Office. (1681)

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS WANTED
Well-known manufacturers require energetic car-owners who regularly call on Radio and Cycle Factors and Retailers FOR SALE OF WIRELESS, CYCLE AND POCKET LAMP BATTERIES. Applications of gentlemen with first-class connections only to Box No. 5870, Wireless Trader Office. (1680)

SITUATIONS WANTED
EXPERIENCED radio engineer, aged 20, sound technical training, well educated, requires position.—Box No. 5860, Wireless Trader Office. (1660)

DO YOU WANT skilled, certified SERVICE ENGINEERS and Salesmen?—then consult THE PRINCIPAL WIRELESS COLLEGE GOLWYN BAY NORTH WALES Not a Correspondence College. Practical tuition on all modern Receivers.

YOU HAVE NOT EXHAUSTED the market possibilities unless you have asked GILL & SHEARER to quote you for B.A. Screws, Nuts, Terminals & Round Slotted Nuts.
87, Wellington Street, SLough Telephone: SLough 1098

MASS PRODUCTION CABINETS
ED. DOHERTY & SONS, 700-710 Seven Sisters Rd., London, N.15 PHONE: TOTT. 3321 (3 lines)
Situations Wanted—Continued

EXPERIENCED Radio Manager. Con- Conservant with all electrical sets and components, servicing and hire purchase. Eight years experience in radio trade.—Box No. 5868, Wireless Trader. (1078)

TRADE MARKS AND DESIGNS

TRADE marks and names, designs. Registrations effected in all countries. -Trade Marks Registration Agency, Monument Station Building, London, E.C.4. Telephone Royal 2379. (Ti)

WANTED CLEARANCE or surplus wireless, gramophone and electrical goods wanted for cash.—F. Kay, Ltd., 167, City Road, Finsbury, London, E.C.1. (Clerkenwell 4520.) (K1)

ANYTHING radio, talkie or electrical bought for cash.—Melba Radio Co., 60, Stoke Newington Road, N.16. (Clissold 4276.) (57)

BOOKS, WIRELESS FORMS, ETC.

YOUR Business at a Glance.—A simple account enabling you to see at a glance the position of your business without any knowledge of bookkeeping. Rules for entries for a period of one year with profit and loss summary, and balance sheet at end of each quarter, 2s. 3d. post free, obtainable from The Trader Publishing Co., Ltd., St. Bride's House, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C.4.

THE Slide Rule Simplified.—Written in a simple and practical way, this book will prove of great value to every student of engineering and commerce, and all, in fact, to whom an intimate knowledge of the Slide Rule is necessary. It explains the value of the Slide Rule as a time-saving device for use in engineering calculations of all kinds. Many examples are given and fully worked out and no algebraical or trigonometrical formulae are introduced. Price 5s. 3d. post free.—The Trader Publishing Co., Ltd., St. Bride's House, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C.4.

A GREEMENT Forms (Hire Purchase).—These forms have been specially prepared for The Wireless and Gramophone Trader by a solicitor of the Supreme Court. If you sell on hire purchase they are indispensable. Prices, post free 4d. each, 25 for 5s., 50 for 7s. 6d., and 100 for 10s. 6d. All orders should be accompanied by remittance and addressed to the Trader Publishing Co., Ltd., St. Bride's House, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C.4.

COUNTY Court Practice Made Easy (debt collection simplified).—Written by a solicitor, this book deals with all the steps necessary for the collection of debts, from the preliminary letter to the enforcement of judgment and recovering of money. New edition (revised), 5s. 3d., post free, from the Trader Publishing Co., Ltd., St. Bride's House, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C.4.

Have you seen the MOULDED GRID LEAKS AND RESISTORS

-CONTACTS

BRITISH MADE


CASTLE CONTACTS

The Castle Fever & Eng. Co., Ltd., 33, Chester Street, Liverpool.

MOULDED GRID LEAKS

AND RESISTORS

CONVERTER TYPE with Nickel-plated Caps. Set Maker Type with 14 in. wire ends.

A. T. HARRISON & CO.

KINTORE WORKS, BIRMINGHAM, B. E. r. Phone : B. 1155

For SUPER-HET Receivers and Radiograms—Write for details of the Gambrell-Halford range.

HALFORD RADIO LTD., 39 Sackville St., W.1 Telephone : Regent 713b

POLY SERVICE

factors everything that matters in gramophones and radio

Dulcetto-Polyphon Ltd., 4/5 Newman St., W.1

SERVING! that gives dealers 30% PROFIT Set repairs in 48 working hours. Speakers, Meters, etc., repaired. Write for Service "booklet " T.S.

NATIONAL RADIO SERVICE CO., 15-16, Alfred Place, London, W.1

GLOSTER CONDENSERS

ARE IDEAL FOR SET MAKERS!

Competitive Prices quoted for quantities.

T. R. FRANCIS

28 Gloucester Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.1

YAGERPHONE

The Sound Proposition

Write Yagerphone Limited, Charlotte Works, Ponders End, Middlesex. Telephone : Enfield 3244/5 & 1321

“KINVA”

HETERODYNE WHISTLE FILTERS, SCREENED H.F. CHOKES, AND SPECIAL CHOKES FOR SET MAKERS.

POSTLETHWAITE BROS.

KINVER, STOURBRIDGE

FEL-ELECTRIC A.C. Eliminators

Type C7. Westinghouse Rectifiers. 15 milliamperes output. £1-19-6

Usual Discounts. Send for particulars of Agency and dealers’ Hire Purchase Terms.

56, GARDEN ST., SHEFFIELD

ARE YOU ON RILEY?

NO onerous conditions and a real 100% SOLE District Agency.

Wm. RILEY & SON LTD.

45, Parringdon Rd., E.C.1
CYLDON VARIABLE CAPACITORS
MADE THROUGHOUT IN ENGLAND

Capacitors are adjustable but remain stable when permanently fixed. Different capacities can be built onto the same bases to suit any production specifications. Made in single and duplex units as follows: 4/50 mmfds., 10/70 mmfds., 70/140 mmfds., 140/220 mmfds. up to 1,000 mmfds. or even larger if required. Porcelain Bases, Phosphor Bronze Plates—all metal parts, Labour and Capital are BRITISH. The only material obtained outside this country is the Ruby Mica, which, coming from India, is an Empire product. There is no need to go out of England for these components, we can satisfy your requirements down to the smallest detail.

CYLDON CAPACITORS are competitive in price, standard sizes from stock, special sizes in a few hours.
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<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>8, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electro Dynamic Construction Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoch Radio Manufacturing Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ever Ready (G.B.), Ltd.</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fel-Ectic Radio</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fletcher, H. J., &amp; Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitton Bros.</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formo (Arthur Preen &amp; Co., Ltd.)</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis, T. R.</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>4, 10, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gill &amp; Shearer</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilsons</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginsbury, Sylvan</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodman's</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gramophone Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey &amp; Marten, Ltd.</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halford Radio, Ltd.</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrie, Ltd.</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison, A. T., &amp; Co.</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayceryd, F. C., &amp; Co.</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heys, Leonard</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higgs (G. B.), Ltd.</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houghton's</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hulstier, Simpson &amp; Webb, Ltd.</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Igranie Electric Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itoma, Ltd.</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson &amp; Philips, Ltd.</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kniveton, F.</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolster-Brandes, Ltd.</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.E.S. Distributors, Ltd.</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laker, John &amp; James, Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamplugh, S. A., Ltd.</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectro Linx, Ltd.</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lissan, Ltd.</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loewe Radio Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Electric Wire Co. &amp; Smiths, Ltd.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Metal Warehouses, Ltd.</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus Radio, Ltd.</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.C.L. &amp; Repetition, Ltd.</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&quot;P.A.&quot; Wireless (1930), Ltd.</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMichael Radio, Ltd.</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnacore, Ltd.</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mains Power Radio, Ltd.</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mains Radio Gramophones, Ltd.</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marconiphone Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maund, F., &amp; E. Berg (Showcases), Ltd.</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxvo All-Electric Radio</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Radio, Ltd.</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Radio Service Co. (Propr. N.R.S., Ltd.)</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuvolion Electrics, Ltd.</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldham &amp; Sons, Ltd.</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ormond Engineering Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partridge, Wilson &amp; Co.</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pertrix (Britannia Batteries, Ltd.)</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portadine Radio, Ltd.</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postlethwaite Bros.</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priestly &amp; Ford</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychlon, Ltd.</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pye Radio, Ltd.</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio-Gramophone Development Co.</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio &amp; Gramophone Trades' Guardian Association, Ltd.</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Instruments, Ltd.</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ready Radio, Ltd.</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley, William, &amp; Son</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberts, R. (Birmingham), Ltd.</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvertown Co.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simpson's Electricals, Ltd.</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slektun Products, Ltd.</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Power Dynamo &amp; Motor Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Radio, Ltd.</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spyda Electric Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>38, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swain, Chas., Ltd.</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To obtain particulars of several items advertised in this issue place a tick against the name of the advertiser in the index above and overleaf and sign coupon at foot of index on the previous page.
The demand for cheap records is rapidly increasing. In anticipation of a minor "boom" we have greatly augmented our already large stocks of Regal and Zonophone discs—the big profit makers amongst "eighteen-penny" records. We are also the largest factors of Columbia, Parlophone, Radio, Winner and Edison Bell records.

The service which "Poly" gives from its five depots is the most comprehensive and the speediest in the country; our various Radio stores alone cover tens of thousands of superficial feet. We can supply anything that matters in Radio and Gramophones from stock within 24 hours!

Send your orders early, before the Christmas rush begins.

"POLY" SERVICE

Factors for everything that matters in Gramophones and Radio

DULCETTO-POLYPHON, LIMITED, 2 & 3 NEWMAN STREET, W.1
MANCHESTER: 31, Quay Street.
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE: 3, Charlotte Square.

GRAHAM BELL'S "POLY" CATALOGUE

Please send me a FREE copy of the "POLY" 1933 CATALOGUE
My Name is ..........................................................
And my Address ..................................................

YOUR MINIATURE "POLY" RADIO CATALOGUE
appeals to me as being an efficient "Silent Salesman." I
want to order:
1,000 copies 5 Guineas.
500 copies £1 0 0
250 copies £1 15 0
100 copies £1 0 0

(These are out the quantities which are not required.)
This includes the overprinting of my name and address
as given above. I understand, of course, that if I do not
require any Miniatures, on posting this coupon to you
I will receive by return the "POLY" 1933 CATALOGUE.
Dec. 10 W.T.
NOW IS THE RIGHT TIME TO DEMONSTRATE THE 'MADRIGAL'

The Quality Receiver
ONE DEMONSTRATION AND IT'S SOLD

"Madrigal" is the "Star" set upon which you may rely to "fix" critical customers — where other sets have failed "Madrigal" has clinched the sale over and over again.

Its Quality of musical tone and absolute fidelity of reproduction, plus the appearance and finish of the modern walnut cabinet, is definitely superior.

It gets the stations clearly and in plenty. Price is right and above all, your profits are untouched by servicing troubles or other causes.

Exhibit a "Madrigal" show-card in your window and get a supply of literature in full colour, also in handy size to fit your envelopes for posting with your mail.

☆ POINTS THAT SELL THE MADRIGAL

1. Gives widest selection of stations home and abroad with or without aerial — a boon to flat dwellers.
2. Amazing fidelity of musical and aural tone at full speaker strength.
4. Can be used in any room — just plug in to the electric light or power socket — that's all.
5. Connections for gramophone pick-up.
7. HANDSOME MODERN POLISHED WALNUT CABINET.

POPULAR PRICE
including valves and royalties
17 GNS or 50/- down and 12 monthly payments of 28/9.